
Tariff Index/1

Tariff Index

This index has no legal force. It consists of an alphabetical list of goods showing against each reference the number 
of either the Harmonised system chapter or heading in which goods of the description concerned are most likely to be 
classified. The actual classification depends, however, on the wording of the heading itself and any items thereunder, 
governed, if necessary, by the Section or Chapter Notes or by the General Rules for the Interpretation of the Tariff.

The index does not purport to be exhaustive. For reasons of brevity certain goods cannot be listed, but their place 
in the Tariff can usually be found under more general descriptions or under references to constituent materials.

In practice, an article should first be sought in the index under its most specific description. If it is not listed 
specifically reference should be made to a more general description or, if necessary, to the index reference for the 
constituent material of which the article is made.

Chapter or
Heading

Chapter or
Heading

A

Abaca fibre yarn 5308.90
Abaca fibre, raw or processed but not spun; tow and waste  

thereof 5305.00
Abalone, live, fresh, frozen, dried, salted, smoked or in brine 0307.8
Abalone, prepared or preserved, not simply dried, salted  

or in brine 1605.90
Abrasive powder or grain on a base of textile material,  

paper or other materials 68.05
Abrasives, (natural), crude, crushed, or in the form of  

powder, grain or dust 25.13
Absorbent glass, cast or rolled, in sheets or profiles 70.03
Absorbent glass, drawn or blown, in sheets 70.04
Accordions and similar instruments 9205.90
Accordions and similar instruments, toy 9503.00
Accordions, electric 92.07
Account books and similar articles 4820.10
Accounting machines 8470.90
Accumulators, electric 85.07
Acetaldehyde (ethanal) 2912.12
Acetals (excl. polyvinyl acetals) 2911.00
Acetates, cellulose, in primary forms 3912.1
Acetic acid and its salts 29.15
Acetic anhydride 2915.24
Acetone 2914.11
Acetylene gas generators and similar water process gas  

generators 84.05
Acid dyes, synthetic, organic and preparations based  

thereon 3204.12
Acid oils from refining 38.23
Acorns of a kind used for animal feed 2308.00
Acrylic acid 29.16
Acrylic based paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers and  

glosses, in a non-aqueous medium 3208.20
Acrylic based paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers and  

glosses, in an aqueous medium 3209.10
Acrylic or modacrylic synthetic filament tow 5501.30
Acrylic polymer plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, other  

than self-adhesive, non-cellular and not combined with  
other materials 3290.5

Acrylic polymers, in primary forms 39.06
Acrylonitrile (excl. acrylonitrile polymers and  

copolymers) 2926.10
Acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR), in primary forms  

or in plates, sheets or strip 4002.5
Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) copolymers, in  

primary forms 3903.30
Activated carbon 3802.10
Activated natural mineral products 3802.90
Acyclic alcohols 29.05
Acyclic amides 29.24
Acyclic carbamates 29.24
Acyclic ethers 2909.1
Acyclic hydrocarbons, chemically or commercially pure 29.01
Acyclic hydrocarbons, halogenated derivatives 29.03
Acyclic monoamines, derivatives 2921.1
Acyclic monocarboxylic acids, saturated 29.15

A—continued

Acyclic polyamines, derivatives 2921.2
Acyclic terpene alcohols 2905.22
Adaptors for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.90
Additives for lubricating oil 3811.2
Additives, prepared, for cement, mortar or concrete 3824.40
Addressing machines and address plate embossing  

machines 8472.90
Address-plates, name-plates, sign-plates and similar  

plates of base metal 8310.00
Adhesive paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 4811.2
Adhesive plasters, for medical, surgical, dental or  

veterinary uses 3005.1
Adhesives, based on rubber or plastics 3506.91
Adhesives, prepared 35.06
Adipic acid 2917.12
Adjustable spanners and wrenches, hand-operated 8204.12
Adrenal cortical hormones 29.37
Advertising material, printed 4911.10
Aerating machines for beverages 84.22
Aerial survey cameras 9006.30
Aerials and aerial reflectors of all kinds 8529.10
Aeronautical balloons complete 8801.00
Aeroplanes, complete 88.02
Aerosol therapy apparatus 9019.20
After shave preparations 3307.10
Agar-agar 1302.31
Agarbatti and other odoriferous preparations which  

operate by burning 3307.41
Agglomerated or reconstituted mica 68.14
Agglomerating machinery for mineral products 84.74
Agricultural hand tools 82.01
Agricultural machinery for soil preparation or cultivation 84.32
Agricultural troughs, tubs and similar receptacles, ceramic 6909.90
Air conditioning machines 84.15
Air gun pellets 9306.2
Air guns, pistols or rifles 9304.00
Air heaters and hot air distributors of iron or steel,  

non-electric 7322.90
Air or other gas compressors and fans 84.14
Air pumps 84.14
Air, liquid or compressed 2853.00
Aircraft engines 8407.10
Aircraft launching gear 8805.10
Aircraft pneumatic tyres, new 4011.30
Aircraft seats 9401.10
Aircraft, non-powered, complete 8801.00
Airport works trucks, self-propelled 87.09
Alabaster, unworked or roughly split, roughly squared by  

sawing, not further worked 2515.20
Alabaster, worked 68.02
Alarm clocks 9105.1
Alarms, burglar, fire and similar apparatus, electric 8531.10
Albumins, albuminates and other albumin derivatives  

excluding compounds of mercury 35.02
Albums for samples or for collections, made of paper or  

paperboard 4820.50
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A—continued

Alcohol peroxides 2909.60
Alcoholic beverages, distilled 22.08
Alcoholic preparations, compound, of a kind used for the  

manufacture of beverages 22.08
Aldehyde cyclic polymers 2912.50
Aldehyde ethers 2912.4
Aldehyde, cyclic polymer derivatives 2912.50
Aldehyde-alcohols 2912.30
Aldehydes 29.12
Algae, fresh or dried 1212.20
Alginic acid 3913.10
Alkali metal silicates, commercial 28.39
Alkali metals 2805.1
Alkaline-earth metals 2805.2
Alkaloids of cinchona, their derivatives 2939.2
Alkaloids of opium, their derivatives 29.39
Alkaloids of rye ergot, their derivatives 2939.60
Alkaloids, vegetable, their derivatives 29.39
Alkyd resins, in primary forms 3907.50
Alkylbenzenes, mixed 38.17
Alkylnaphthalenes, mixed 38.17
Alloy pig iron in pigs, blocks or other primary forms 7201.50
Alloy steel (excl. stainless steel) 72.24 to  

 72.29
Alloy steel, waste and scrap 7204.2
Alloys of nickel, unwrought 7502.10
Allyl alcohol 2905.29
Almonds, fresh or dried 0802.1
Alpha ray based apparatus (incl. radiography or  

radiotherapy apparatus) 9022.2
Alpha-naphthylamine or beta-naphthylamine and their  

derivatives 2921.45
Alternators for internal combustion engines 8511.80
Alumina 2818.20
Aluminates, metallic 2841.90
Aluminium bars, rods and profiles 76.04
Aluminium blinds 7616.99
Aluminium casks, drums, cans, etc capacity not  

exceeding 300 l 7612.90
Aluminium chloride 2827.32
Aluminium containers for compressed or liquefied gas 7613.00
Aluminium foil thickness not exceeding 0.2 mm 76.07
Aluminium hydroxide 2818.30
Aluminium nails, tacks, staples (excl. those of 83.05),  

screws, bolts, nuts, screw hooks, rivets, cotters,  
cotterpins, washers, and similar articles 7616.10

Aluminium ores and concentrates 2606.00
Aluminium oxide 28.18
Aluminium plates, rods, profiles, tubes, etc for use in  

structures 7610.90
Aluminium plates, sheets and strip (incl. alloys), thickness  

not exceeding 0.2 mm 76.06
Aluminium pot scourers, scouring or polishing pads,  

gloves and the like 7615.11
Aluminium powders and flakes 76.03
Aluminium reservoirs, tanks, vats, etc capacity exceeding  

300 l 7611.00
Aluminium sanitary ware and parts thereof 7615.20
Aluminium stranded wire, cables, plaited bands, etc not  

electrically insulated 76.14
Aluminium structures and parts of structures 76.10
Aluminium sulphates 2833.22
Aluminium table, kitchen or other household articles and  

parts thereof 7615.1
Aluminium tube or pipe fittings 7609.00
Aluminium tubes and pipes (incl. alloys) 76.08
Aluminium waste and scrap 7602.00
Aluminium wire 76.05
Aluminium wire grill, netting and similar articles 7616.91

A—continued

Aluminium, unwrought 76.01
Alums 2833.30
Amalgams of other than precious metals 2853.00
Amalgams of precious metals 2843.90
Amide-function compounds of carbonic acid 29.24
Amides, acyclic (incl. acyclic carbamates) and their  

derivatives; salts thereof 29.24
Amides, cyclic 2924.2
Amine-function compounds 29.21
Amines, cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic 29.21
Amino-acid-phenols and other amino-compounds with  

oxygen function 2922.50
Amino-acids and their esters 2922.4
Amino-alcohol-phenols, amino-acid-phenols and other  

amino-compounds with oxygen function 2922.50
Amino-alcohols 2922.1
Amino-aldehydes, amino-ketones and amino-quinones 2922.3
Amino-compounds, oxygen function 29.22
Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulphonic acids and their salts 2922.21
Amino-ketones 2922.3
Amino-naphthols and other amino-phenols 2922.2
Amino-phenols, their ethers and esters 2922.2
Amino-quinones 2922.3
Amino-resins, in primary forms 39.09
Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 28.14
Ammonium carbonates 2836.99
Ammonium chloride 2827.10
Ammonium dihydrogenorthophosphate (monoammonium  

phosphate) 3105.40
Ammonium dihydrogenorthophosphate mixtures 3105.40
Ammonium nitrate 3102.30
Ammonium nitrate and inorganic non-fertilising  

substances mixture 3102.40
Ammonium sulphate 3102.21
Ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate mixtures 3102.29
Ammunition and parts thereof 93.06
Amplifier units consisting of microphones, audio  

frequency amplifiers and loud speakers 8518.50
Amplifier valves and tubes 8540.81
Amplifiers for audio-frequency, electric 8518.40
Ampoules, glass 7010.10
Amyl alcohol 2905.19
Analysing instruments or apparatus, for chemical or  

physical analysis 90.27
Anatomical collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
Anchors, of iron or steel 7316.00
Andalusite, kyanite and sillimanite 2508.50
Angledozers, not self-propelled 84.30
Angledozers, self-propelled 8429.1
Angles of alloy steel (excl. stainless steel), prepared for  

use in structures 7228.70
Angles of iron or non-alloy steel, not prepared for use in  

structures 72.16
Angles of stainless steel, not prepared for use in structures 7222.40
Angles, welded, of iron or steel 7301.20
Aniline and its salts 2921.41
Animal black 3802.90
Animal blood prepared for therapeutic, prophylactic or  

diagnostic uses 30.02
Animal carving material, worked and articles of animal  

carving materials 96.01
Animal fats and oils, chemically modified 15.18
Animal fats and oils, hydrogenated, inter-esterified,  

re-esterified or elaidinised 1516.10
Animal feed supplements 2309.90
Animal feeding preparations 23.09
Animal hair (fine or coarse) carded or combed 51.05
Animal hair (fine or coarse) garnetted stock 5104.00
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A—continued

Animal hair (fine or coarse) waste 51.03
Animal hair prepared for use in making wigs 6703.00
Animal hair, coarse, not carded or combed 5102.20
Animal hair, fine, not carded or combed 5102.10
Animal oils and fats extraction machinery 84.79
Animal or human substances prepared for therapeutic or  

prophylactic uses 30.01
Animal origin colouring matter 3203.00
Animal origin glues 3503.00
Animal products (fresh, chilled or frozen) used in the  

preparation of pharmaceutical products 0510.10
Animal traps or iron or steel, not cast 7326.90
Anionic, organic surface-active agents 3402.11
Anise seeds 0909.10
Anisidines 2922.22
Anodes of copper for electrolytic refining 7402.00
Anoraks for men or boys 6201.9
Anoraks for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 61.01
Anoraks for women or girls 6202.9
Anoraks for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 61.02
Anthracite 2701.11
Anthraquinone 2914.61
Antibiotic mixtures, put up as medicaments 30.03/30.04
Antibiotics, not put up as medicaments 29.41
Anti-corrosive preparations and other prepared additives  

for mineral oils or similar liquids 38.11
Anti-freezing preparations and prepared de-icing fluids 3820.00
Anti-knock preparations 3811.1
Antimony and articles of antimony; waste and scrap  

thereof 81.10
Antimony ores and concentrates 2617.10
Antimony oxides 2825.80
Anti-oxidising preparations and other compound  

stabilisers for rubber or plastics 3812.30
Antiperspirants 3307.20
Antipyrin and its derivatives 2933.11
Antiques of an age exceeding 100 years 9706.00
Anti-rust or anti-corrosion preparations 34.03
Antisera and other blood fractions 3002.10
Anti-sprouting products 38.08
Antlers, worked, and articles made from antlers 9601.90
Anvils 8205.80
Anydrite 2520.10
Apparel and clothing accessories of leather or  

composition leather 42.03
Apparel of furskin 4303.10
Apparel of paper 4818.50
Apple juice 2009.7
Apples, dried 0813.30
Apples, fresh 0808.10
Appliances, hand-operated mechanical, weighing 10kg or  

less, used in the preparation, conditioning or serving of  
food or drink 8210.00

Apricots, dried 0813.10
Apricots, fresh 0809.10
Aqueous distillates and aqueous solutions of essential oils 3301.90
Archaeological collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
Architectural ornaments, ceramic 6905.90
Arc-lamps 8539.41
Argol 2307.00
Argon 2804.21
Armoured fighting vehicles motorised 8710.00
Aromatic monoamines 2921.4
Aromatic polyamines 2921.5
Arsenic 2804.80
Arthacite, not agglomerated 2701.11
Artichokes, globe, fresh or chilled 0709.90
Articles made directly to shape from plaiting materials 46.02
Articles of apparel of vulcanised rubber 40.15

A—continued

Artificial abrasive powder or grain on a base of textile  
material, paper or other materials 68.05

Artificial filament tow 5502.00
Artificial flowers, foliage and fruit and articles thereof 67.02
Artificial fur and articles thereof 4304.00
Artificial graphite 3801.10
Artificial guts of hardened protein or of cellulosic material 3917.10
Artificial joints 9021.11
Artificial parts of the body 9021.30
Artificial respiration apparatus 9019.20
Artificial stone articles 68.10
Artificial straw and the like of artificial textile materials  

of an apparent width not exceeding 5 mm 54.05
Artificial straw and the like of synthetic textile materials  

of an apparent width not exceeding 5 mm 54.04
Artificial teeth and dental fittings 9021.2
Artists’ brushes 9603.30
Artists’ colours 32.13
Asbestos fibre jointing, compressed, in sheets or rolls 68.12
Asbestos fibres, fabricated 68.12
Asbestos or asbestos and magnesium carbonate based  

mixtures 68.12
Asbestos packing and the like 68.12
Asbestos, crude 25.24
Asbestos-cement articles 68.11
Asbestos-cement working machine-tools 84.64
Ash and residues containing metals or metallic  

compounds 26.20
Ash dischargers, mechanical 84.16
Asparagus, fresh or chilled 0709.20
Asparagus, prepared or preserved, otherwise than by  

vinegar or acetic acid, frozen 2004.90
Asparagus, prepared or preserved, otherwise than by  

vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen 2005.60
Asphalt articles or articles of similar materials 68.07
Asphalt; asphaltic rocks; asphaltites 2714.90
Asphalted paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 4811.10
Assembling machines for assembling electric or  

electronic lamps, tubes, valves or flashbulbs in glass  
envelopes 84.75

Assembling machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber,  
hard plastics or similar materials 8465.94

Asses 0101.30
Astronomical instruments and mountings therefor 90.05
Athletics articles and equipment 9506.91
Atlases 4905.9
Aubergines (egg-plants), fresh or chilled 0709.30
Audio-frequency amplifiers, electric 8518.40
Automata and animated displays 9618.00
Automatic banknote dispensers 84.72
Automatic circuit breakers for a voltage exceeding 1000  

volts 8535.2
Automatic circuit breakers for a voltage not exceeding  

1000 volts 8536.20
Automatic data processing machines  84.71
Automatic door closers of base metal 8302.60
Automatic pianos 92.01
Auxiliary machinery and parts for machines of 84.44 to  

84.47 84.48
Auxiliary plant for use with boilers of 84.02 or 84.03 8404.10
Aviation spirit 2710.12
Aviation kerosene type jet fuel 2710.19
Avocados, fresh or dried 0804.40
Awnings of textile materials 6306.1
Axes, hand 8201.40
Axes, ice 9506.99
Axles for locomotives 8607.1
Axles for vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05 inclusive 87.08
Azelaic acid 2917.13
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A—continued

Azides, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of  
mercury 2850.00

Azides, precious metal, excluding compounds of mercury 28.43
Azo- or azoxy-compounds 2927.00

B

Babassu oil, crude or refined 1513.2
Babies’ garments and clothing accessories (excl. knitted  

or crocheted) 62.09
Babies’ garments and clothing accessories, knitted or  

crocheted 61.11
Baby carriages and parts thereof 8715.00
Baby food, containing no cocoa powder or containing less  

than 40% by weight of cocoa powder, put up for retail sale 1901.10
Baby scales 84.23
Badges and similar articles of textile materials, not  

embroidered 58.07
Badian seeds 0909.10
Badminton racquets 9506.59
Bag filling, closing, sealing, capsuling or labelling  

machines 84.22
Bag, sack or envelope making machines 84.41
Bagpipes 9205.90
Bags made from textile materials, of a kind used for the  

packing of goods 63.05
Bags of leather, composition leather, plastic sheeting,  

textile materials, vulcanised fibre, paperboard, or  
covered with such materials 42.02

Bags, of plastic 3923.2
Bakers’ wares 19.05
Bakery machinery 84.38
Bakery ovens, non-electric 84.17
Baking powders, prepared 2102.30
Balances at a sensitivity of 5 cg or better 9016.00
Balata 4001.30
Baler twine, of textile materials 56.07
Balers, straw or fodder 84.33
Ball bearings 8482.10
Ball point pen refills 9608.60
Ball point pens 9608.10
Ball screws 8483.40
Ballast tampers for railways or tramway network 86.04
Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes 8504.10
Balloons (aeronautical or weather), complete 8801.00
Balls (excl. golf or table-tennis balls) 9506.6
Balls, glass, unworked 7002.10
Balsams, natural 13.01
Balustrades of aluminium 7610.90
Bamboos, of a kind used primarily for plaiting 1401.10
Bananas, fresh or dried 0803.00
Band saw blades 8202.20
Bandages, for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary  

purposes 30.05
Bandoliers of leather or composition leather 4203.30
Bands for watches, and parts thereof 91.13
Bands, endless, for machinery, of copper cloth 74.19
Banknote dispensers, automatic 84.72
Banknotes 4907.00
Barbecues, non-electric domestic, of iron or steel 73.21
Barbed wire of iron or steel 7313.00
Barbers’ chairs 9402.10
Barbituric acid 2933.5
Barges and similar vessels 89.01
Barium 2805.19
Barium carbonate 2836.60
Barium carbonate (witherite), natural 2511.20
Barium chloride  2827.39
Barium oxide 2816.40
Barium oxide, hydroxide and peroxide 2816.40

B—continued

Barium sulphate (barytes), natural 2511.10
Barium sulphates 2833.27
Barley, unmilled 1003.00
Barometers 90.25
Barrels for shotguns 9305.21
Barrels, wooden 4416.00
Bars in irregularly wound rolls, of iron or non-alloy steel,  

hot-rolled 72.13
Bars of alloy steel (excl. stainless steel), hot rolled, in  

irregularly wound rolls 72.27
Bars of alloy steel (excl. stainless steel), other 72.28
Bars of aluminium 76.04
Bars of copper 74.07
Bars of iron or non-alloy steel, nesoi 72.15
Bars of lead 7806.00
Bars of molybdenum 8102.9
Bars of nickel 7505.1
Bars of stainless steel, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound  

coils 7221.00
Bars of stainless steel, other 72.22
Bars of tin 8003.00
Bars of tungsten 8101.9
Bars of zinc 7904.00
Bars, other, of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked  

than forged, hot-rolled, hot-drawn or hot-extruded 72.14
Basalt, worked, other than roughly split or squared 68.02
Base metal jewellery clad with precious metal 7113.20
Base metals clad with gold, not further worked than  

semi-manufactured 7109.00
Base metals clad with platinum, not further worked than  

semi-manufactured 7111.00
Base metals clad with silver, not further worked than  

semi-manufactured 7107.00
Base paper or paperboard for photo-heat or  

electro-sensitive uses, uncoated, in rolls or sheets 4802.20
Bases for electric control or the distribution of electricity 85.37
Basic dyes, synthetic, organic and preparations based  

thereon 3204.13
Basic slag (phosphatic slag) 3103.90
Basins of stainless steel, and parts thereof 73.24
Basketball shoes, with outer soles of rubber, plastics,  

leather or composition leather and uppers of textile  
materials 64.04

Basketwork of plaiting materials 46.02
Bath salts (perfumed) and other bath preparations 3307.30
Bathrobes and dressing gowns for men or boys (excl.  

knitted) 6207.9
Bathrobes and dressing gowns for men or boys, knitted or  

crocheted 6107.9
Bathrobes and dressing gowns for women or girls (excl.  

knitted or crocheted) 6208.9
Bathrobes for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6108.9
Bathroom scales 84.23
Baths and shower baths of plastic 3922.10
Baths or iron or steel 73.24
Baths, ceramic 69.10
Batteries, primary 85.06
Batteries, storage 85.07
Battery carbons 85.45
Battery scrap of lead 7802.00
Bauxite 26.06
Bay leaves 0910.99
Bayonets 9307.00
Beacons, floating 8907.90
Beaded wood 44.09
Beads of base metal 8308.90
Beads, glass (excl. imitation jewellery) 7018.10
Beans (except broad beans), dried, shelled 0713.3
Beans, broad, dried, shelled 0713.50
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B—continued

Beans, fresh or chilled 0708.20
Beans, frozen (uncooked or cooked by steaming or  

boiling in water) 0710.22
Beans, prepared or preserved, otherwise than by vinegar  

or acetic acid, frozen 2005.5
Beans, prepared or preserved, otherwise than by vinegar  

or acetic acid, not frozen 2004.90
Bearing metal of unwrought lead 7801.99
Bearing-housings 84.83
Bearings, ball, roller or combinations thereof 84.82
Beauty or make-up preparations and preparations for the  

care of the skin 33.04
Bed linen 63.02
Bed sheets and other linen, of paper 48.18
Bed valances 63.03
Bedroom furniture 94.03
Beds, hospital, with mechanical fittings 94.02
Bedside lamps 94.05
Bedspreads of textile material, not stuffed or internally  

fitted 6304.1
Bedspreads, quilted 9404.90
Bee-keeping machinery 84.36
Beer made from malt 2203.00
Beeswax 1521.90
Beet-pulp, bagasse and other waste of sugar manufacture 2303.20
Bells, electric 8531.80
Bells, non-electric, of base metal 8306.10
Belts of leather or composition leather 4203.30
Belts or belting for transmissions or conveyors, of textile  

materials 5910.00
Belts or belting of vulcanised rubber for conveyors or  

transmissions 40.10
Belts surgical 9021.19
Bending machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber,  

hard plastics or similar 8465.94
Bending machine-tools for working metal, other than  

those of heading 84.86 8462.2
Bent glass, not framed or fitted with other materials 7006.00
Bentonite 2508.10
Benzaldehyde 2912.21
Benzene, chemically or commercially pure 2902.20
Benzene, not chemically or commercially pure 2707.10
Benzoic acid, its salts and esters 2916.31
Benzole, not chemically or commercially pure 2707.10
Benzoyl alcohol 2906.21
Benzoyl peroxide and benzoyl chloride 2916.32
Beryllium and articles of beryllium; waste and scrap  

thereof 8112.1
Beta ray based apparatus 9022.2
Beverage aerating machines 84.22
Beverages, fermented, other than wine or grape must 2206.00
Beverages, non-alcoholic, other than fruit and vegetable  

juice 22.02
Bicarbonate of soda 2836.30
Bicycle inner tubes, of rubber 4013.20
Bicycle pneumatic tyres, new 4011.50
Bicycles (incl. tricycles), not motorised 87.12
Bicycles, toy 9503.00
Bidets, ceramic 69.10
Bifurcated rivets of base metal 8308.20
Bill hooks and similar hewing tools 8201.40
Billets of refined copper, unwrought 7403.13
Billiard articles and accessories 9504.20
Binder twine 56.07
Binders made of paper and paperboard 4820.30
Binders prepared for foundry moulds or cores 3823.10
Binocular cases 4202.9
Binoculars and mountings therefore 90.05

B—continued

Bird skins and other parts of birds with their feathers or 
down, further worked and articles thereof 6701.00
Bird skins and other parts of birds, with their feathers or  

down 05.05
Biscuits 19.05
Bismuth and articles of bismuth; waste and scrap thereof 81.06
Bismuth nitrates excluding compounds of mercury 2834.29
Bisphenol A 2907.23
Bitumen and asphalt, natural; asphaltites and asphaltic  

rocks 2714.90
Bitumen, petroleum 2713.20
Bituminised paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 4811.10
Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, natural  

bitumen, mineral tar or mineral tar pitch 2715.00
Bituminous or oil shale and tar sands 2714.10
Black printing ink 3215.11
Blackberries, fresh 0810.20
Blackboards 9610.00
Blades for bulldozers or angledozers 8431.42
Blades for knives 8211.94
Blades for razors 82.12
Blades for saws 82.02
Blades for scissors and tailors’ shears 8213.00
Blades, cutting, for machines or mechanical appliances 82.08
Blankets and travelling rugs 63.01
Blankets, animal, specially shaped for the purpose 4201.00
Blankets, electric 6301.10
Blanks for tubes and pipes of iron or steel, seamless 73.04
Blazers for men or boys (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6203.3
Blazers for men or boys,  knitted or crocheted 6103.3
Bleaching machines 84.51
Blind fittings and mountings of base metal 8302.49
Blinds and similar articles and parts thereof, of plastic 3925.30
Blinds, interior of textile materials 63.03
Blinds, Venetian, of aluminium 7616.99
Blocks and similar articles of vegetable fibre, straw,  

shavings, chips, particles, sawdust or other waste of  
wood, agglomerated with mineral binders 6808

Blocks for making hats 8449.00
Blocks of siliceous fossil meals or earths 6901.00
Blocks, refractory 69.02
Blood, animal, prepared for therapeutic, prophylactic or  

diagnostic uses 30.02
Blood, human, and its products, prepared for therapeutic,  

prophylactic or diagnostic uses 30.02
Blood, preparations of any animal used as foodstuffs 1602.90
Blood-grouping reagents 3006.20
Blotting pads 4820.90
Blouses for women or girls (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.06
Blouses for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 61.06
Blow lamps 8205.60
Blow moulding machines for rubber or plastics, other than  

machines of heading 84.86 84.77
Blow pipes, hand-held (excl. those of 85.15) 84.68
Blown glass, in sheets 70.04
Board games 95.04
Boards for electric control or the distribution of electricity 85.37
Boards of vegetable fibre, straw, shavings, chips, particles,  

sawdust or other waste of wood, agglomerated with  
mineral binders 6808.00

Boards with writing or drawing surfaces 9610.00
Boat fittings and parts of iron or steel, not cast 7326.90
Boat or dock fenders of vulcanised rubber 4016.94
Boats principally designed for transporting people or  

goods 89.01
Bobbins made of paper pulp, paper or paperboard 48.22
Bobbins, cops, spools and similar supports, of plastic 3923.40
Bodies for tools, brushes and brooms, of wood 4417.00
Bodies, for vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05 inclusive 87.07
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Chapter or
Heading

B—continued

Bodkins of iron or steel 7319.90
Bogies and bissel-bogies and parts thereof for locomotives 8607.1
Boilers, central heating 84.03
Boilers, vapour (incl. steam) generating 8402.1
Boiling rings, electric, domestic 8516.60
Bolt croppers 8203.40
Bolting cloth 5911.20
Bolts and nuts of copper 7415.32
Bolts of aluminium 7616.10
Bolts of iron or steel 7318.1
Bombs and parts thereof 93.06
Bone reconstruction cements 3006.40
Bone working machine-tools, other than machines of  

heading 84.86 84.65
Bone, worked and articles of bone 9601.90
Bones and horn-cones, unworked or simply prepared;  

powder and waste of these products 05.06
Book covers of paper or paperboard 48.20
Book covers of textile fabric coated with gum or  

amaylaceous substances 5901.10
Book-binding machinery 84.40
Books (eg account, note, order, receipt, exercise etc) 48.20
Books, for children, eg picture, drawing or colouring) 4903.00
Books, printed 49.01
Boot lasts and tees, of wood 4417.00
Borates and borate concentrates, natural 25.28
Borates, inorganic, metallic, crystallized, separated from  

natural brines or chemically prepared 28.40
Borax, refined 2840.1
Boric acid 2810.00
Boric acid, natural, containing not more than 85% of  

boric acid by dry weight 2528.90
Borides, excluding compunds of mercury 2850.00
Borides, precious metal, excluding compounds of mercury 28.43
Boring machinery 84.30
Boring machine-tools for removing metal 84.59
Boring tools, interchangeable, for hand or machine tools 8207.60
Boron oxides; boric acid 2810.00
Boron; tellurium 2804.50
Botanical collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
Bottle cases of leather, etc 4202.9
Bottle cleaning or drying machines and the like 84.22
Bottle filling, closing, sealing, capsuling or labelling  

machines 84.22
Bottles capsules of base metal 8309.90
Bottles, carboys, flasks and similar articles, of plastic 3923.30
Bottles, glass 7010.9
Bovine animal fat, raw, rendered or solvent-extracted 1502.00
Bovine animals, live 01.02
Bovine leather, tanned or retanned, (excl. chamois and  

patent leather) Ch. 41
Bovine semen 0511.10
Bow ties (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.15
Bow ties, knitted or crocheted 6117.80
Bowling alley equipment, automatic 95.04
Box files and similar articles of paper or paperboard 4819.60
Box filling, closing, sealing, capsuling or labelling  

machines 84.22
Box making machines 84.41
Box pallets, wooden 4415.20
Boxes of iron or steel, of a capacity not exceeding 300 l 73.10
Boxes of leather, etc 42.02
Boxes, cases, crates and similar articles of plastic 3923.10
Boxes, of paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding or fibres 48.19
Boxes, wooden 4415.10
Bracelets for watches 91.13
Brackets and similar fixtures of base metal 8302.50
Braid or net making machines 8447.90

B—continued

Braids, textile, ornamental, flat or tubular, in the piece, of  
monofil with no cross section exceeding 1mm 5808.10

Brake fluids, hydraulic 3819.00
Brake linings and pads, not mounted, with a basis of  

asbestos, etc 68.13
Brakes and parts thereof for locomotives 8607.2
Brakes and servo-brakes for vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05  

inclusive 87.08.3
Brakes, electro-magnetic 8505.20
Bran, sharps and other residues of cereals 23.02
Bran, sharps and other residues of leguminous plants 2302.50
Brandy 2208.20
Brass tubes and pipes 7411.21
Brass wire 7408.21
Brass, unwrought 7403.21
Brassicas, edible, fresh or chilled 07.04
Brassieres 6212.10
Brass-wind instruments 9205.10
Braziers, non-electric domestic, of iron or steel 73.21
Brazil nuts, fresh or dried 0801.2
Brazing machinery and apparatus 84.68
Brazing machines and apparatus, electric, other than  

machines of heading 84.86 85.15
Brazing powders and pastes 3810.10
Brazing wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar  

products, of base metal, cored or coated with flux  
material 83.11

Bread 1905.90
Bread crumbs 1905.90
Breakdown lorries, complete 8705.90
Breakfast foods obtained by the swelling or roasting of  

cereals 1904.10
Breathing appliances 9020.00
Brewers’ pitch and similar preparations based on rosin,  

resin acids or on vegetable pitch 3807.00
Brewery machinery 8438.40
Brewing or distilling dregs and waste 2303.30
Bricks of cement, concrete or artificial stone 6810.1
Bricks of pressed or moulded glass, for building or  

construction purposes 7016.90
Bricks of siliceous fossil meals or earths 6901.00
Bricks, building, ceramic 6904.10
Bricks, refractory 69.02
Bridge cranes 8426.1
Bridges and bridge-sections of aluminium 7610.90
Bridges and bridge-sections of iron or steel 7308.10
Bridges and plates for watches and clocks 9114.40
Brief-cases 4202.1
Briefs and panties for women or girls (excl. knitted or  

crocheted) 6208.9
Briefs and panties for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6108.2
Briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels manufactured  

from coal 2701.20
Broaching machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cements 8461.30
Broaching tools, interchangeable for hand or machine  

tools 8207.60
Broccoli, fresh or chilled 0704.10
Brochures, printed 49.01
Bromates, metallic 2829.90
Bromides and bromide oxides, inorganic, metallic,  

excluding compounds of mercury 28.27
Bromine 2801.30
Bromites, precious metal, other than compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Bronze (copper-tin base alloys), unwrought 7403.22
Broom or brush bodies and handles, of wood 4417.00
Broomcorn 1404.90
Broom-making materials, of vegetable matter 14.04
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B—continued

Brooms 96.03
Broths and preparations therefor 2104.10
Brushes 96.03
Brushes, carbon or graphite, used for electrical purposes 8545.20
Brush-making hair 0502.90
Brush-making materials of vegetable matter 14.04
Brussels sprouts, fresh or chilled 0704.20
Buckets for machinery 8431.41
Buckles and buckle-clasps of base metal 8308.90
Buckram and similar stiffened textile fabrics 5901.90
Buckwheat, unmilled 1008.10
Buffalo skins, raw 41.01
Buffers for locomotives 8607.30
Builders’ ware, of plastic 39.25
Building bricks, ceramic 6904.10
Building stone (excl. slate), worked, and articles thereof 68.02
Buildings, prefabricated 9406.00
Bulbs, open, of glass 70.11
Bulbs, tubers, tuberous roots, corms, crowns and rhizomes 06.01
Bulldozer or angledozer blades 8431.42
Bulldozers, not self-propelled 84.30
Bulldozers, self-propelled 8429.1
Bullion, silver 7106.92
Bumpers for vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05 inclusive 8708.10
Bung covers of base metal 8309.90
Buoys 8907.90
Burglar alarms, electric 8531.10
Burners, furnace, for fuel 84.16
Bus or lorry pneumatic tyres, new 4011.20
Buta-1, 3-diene and isoprene 2901.24
Buta-1, 3-diene and isoprene, not chemically or  

commercially pure, in gaseous state 2711.29
Buta-1, 3-diene and isoprene, not chemically or  

commercially pure, liquefied 2711.14
Butadiene gas 27.11
Butadiene rubber (BR), in primary forms or in plates,  

sheets or strip 4002.20
Butadienes and methylbutadienes 2901.29
Butadienes and methylbutadienes, not chemically or  

commercially pure, liquefied 2711.14
Butadienes and methylbutadienes, not chemically or  

commerically pure, in gaseous state 2711.29
Butan-1-01 (n-butyl alcohol) 2905.13
Butanal 2912.19
Butane 2901.10
Butanes, liquefied, not chemically or commercially pure 2711.13
Butanols 2905.14
Butanone (methyl ethyl ketone) 2914.12
Butchers’ cleavers, choppers and mincing knives 8214.90
Butene (butylene) and isomers thereof 2901.23
Butene (butylene), not chemically or commercially pure,  

in gaseous state 2711.29
Butene (butylene), not chemically or commercially pure,  

liquefied 2711.14
Butter and other fats and oils derived from milk 04.05
Butter knives of base metal 82.15
Butterfly nets 9507.90
Buttermilk 0403.90
Buttons, button moulds and button blanks 96.06
Butylene (butene) gas 27.11
Butyraldehyde, normal isomer (butanal) 2912.19
Butyric acids 2915.60

C

Cabbages, fresh or chilled 0704.90
Cabinets for electric control or the distribution of  

electricity 85.37
Cabinets, filing and card index, of base metal 8304.00
Cable, insulated 85.44

C—continued

Cable-drums, wooden 4415.10
Cable-making machines 84.79
Cables of aluminium, not electrically insulated 76.14
Cables of copper, not electrically insulated 7413.00
Cables of iron or steel, not electrically insulated 7312.10
Cables of optical fibre 8544.70
Cables, of textile materials 56.07
Cables, optical fibre (excl. those of 85.44) 9001.10
Cabs for vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05 inclusive 87.07
Cadmium and articles of cadmium; waste and scrap  

thereof 81.07
Cadmium compound based pigments and preparations 3206.49
Cadmium powders 81.07
Cadmium sulphides 2830.90
Caffeine and its salts 2939.30
Cake-servers of base metal 82.15
Calcareous monumental building stone 25.15
Calcareous stone, worked 68.02
Calcined bauxite 26.06
Calcined bauxite proppants 26.06
Calcium 2805.12
Calcium carbide 2849.10
Calcium carbonate 2836.50
Calcium chloride 2827.20
Calcium cyanamide 3102.90
Calcium hydrogenorthophosphate containing in the dry  

state less than 0.2% weight of fluorine 2835.25
Calcium hydrogenorthophosphate containing in the dry  

state not less than 0.2% by weight of fluorine 3103.90
Calcium hypochlorites 2828.10
Calcium nitrate and ammonium nitrate mixtures 3102.60
Calcium phosphates 2835.2
Calcium phosphates, natural 25.10
Calculating machines 84.70
Calendars, printed 4910.00
Calendering or other rolling machines 84.20
Calf skins, raw 41.01
Calibrating meters for supply or production of gas, liquids  

or electricity 90.28
Call horns 9208.90
Callipers 9017.30
Calorimeters 90.27
Cam shafts 8483.10
Camel-back strips for retreading rubber tyres, of  

unvulcanised rubber 4006.10
Camera cases 4202.9
Camera tubes for television cameras 8540.20
Cameras for television 8525.80
Cameras, cinematographic 9007.1
Cameras, digital 8525.80
Cameras, photographic (excl. cinematographic) 90.06
Camphor 2914.21
Can filling, closing, sealing, capsuling or labelling  

machines 84.22
Canary seed, unmilled 1008.30
Candle wicks of textile materials 5908.00
Candles, tapers and the like 3406.00
Cane seats 9401.59
Caneras, video 8525.80
Cannulae, medical or surgical 9018.39
Canoes 89.03
Cans of aluminium capacity not exceeding 300 l 7612.90
Cans of iron or steel of a capacity not exceeding 300 l 73.10
Canvas, painted, being theatrical scenery studio  

back-cloths or the like 5907.00
Canvas, prepared for painting 5901.90
Capacitors, electrical, fixed, variable, adjustable or pre-set 85.32
Capers, provisionally preserved, but unsuitable in that  

state for immediate consumption 0711.90
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Capes for men or boys (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6201.1
Capes for men or boys, knitted and crocheted 61.01
Capes for women or girls (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6202.1
Capes for women or girls, knitted and crocheted 61.02
Caps (incl. crew caps) of base metal 8309.90
Caps and other closures, of plastic 3923.50
Caps, percussion or detonating 3603.00
Capsicum and pimenta, dried, crushed or ground 0904.20
Capstans 8425.3
Capsules for bottles of base metal 8309.90
Caramel 1702.90
Caravans and parts thereof 87.16
Caraway seeds 0909.40
Carbides, inorganic, excluding compounds of mercury 28.49
Carbides, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Carbon (chemical element) 2803.00
Carbon (incl. graphite) based preparations in the form of  

pastes, blocks, plates or other semi-manufactures 3801.90
Carbon articles of a kind used for electrical purposes 85.45
Carbon articles, non-electrical 6815.10
Carbon black 2303.00
Carbon dioxide 2811.21
Carbon disulphide 2813.10
Carbon electrodes and brushes 85.45
Carbon paper 4816.90
Carbon paper, in rolls (width exc 16 cm) or in sheets  

(length exc 36 cm) 4809.90
Carbon tetrachloride 2903.14
Carbon, activated 3802.10
Carbonaceous pastes for electrodes and similar pastes for  

furnace linings 3801.30
Carbonates, inorganic, metallic, double or complex,  

excluding compounds of mercury 2842.90
Carbonates, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.36
Carbonates, natural Ch 25
Carbonic acid, amide-function compounds thereof 29.24
Carbonised wool, sheep’s or lambs’, not carded or  

combed 5101.30
Carbonising base paper, uncoated, in rolls or sheets 48.02
Carboxyamide-function compounds 29.24
Carboxyimide-function compounds and imine-function  

compounds 29.25
Carboxylated styrene-butadiene rubber (XSBR), in  

primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip and XSBR  
latex 4002.1

Carboxylic acids, excluding compounds of mercury 29.18
Carboxymethylcellulose and its salts, in primary forms 3912.31
Carboys, glass 7010.90
Carcinotrons 8540.79
Car-coats for men or boys (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6201.1
Car-coats for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 61.01
Car-coats for women or girls (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6202.1
Car-coats for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 61.02
Card clothing accessories for machines of 84.44 to 84.47 8448.31
Card reducing, copying, punching or assembling  

machines, for use with machines of 84.44, 84.45, 84.46,  
84.47 8448.11

Cardamons 0908.30
Cardigans (excl. babies’ cardigans), knitted or crocheted 61.10
Card-index cabinets of base metal 8304.00
Carding machines 8445.11
Cardiographs 90.18
Cards bearing printed personal greetings, messages or  

announcements 4909.00
Cards, not punched, for punch card machines 4823.90
Cards, playing 9504.40
Cargo ships 89.01

C—continued

Carmallite 3404.90
Carnival articles 9505.90
Carpet sweepers, hand operated and not motorised 9603.90
Carpet tiles of felt, not tufted or flocked 57.04
Carpets and other textile floor coverings of felt, not tufted  

or flocked 57.04
Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted 57.01
Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted 57.03
Carpets and other textile floor coverings, woven but not  

tufted or flocked 57.02
Carpets, woven, of pile construction 57.02
Carrier-current line telegraphy or telephony apparatus,  

excluding printers 85.17
Carrots and turnips, fresh or chilled 0706.10
Cars, motor, and station wagons 87.03
Carton making machines 84.41
Cartons, of paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding or fibres 48.19
Cartridges (fuel elements), non-irradiated, for nuclear  

reactors 8401.30
Cartridges and other ammunition 93.06
Cartridges, pick-up, for machines of 85.19 to 85.21  

inclusive 8522.10
Carving material, animal, and articles thereof 96.01
Carving material, vegetable or mineral, and articles  

thereof 9602.00
Casein 3501.10
Casein glues 3501.90
Casein, hardened, in primary forms 3913.90
Casein, vegetable, excluding compounds of mercury 3504.00
Caseinates and other casein derivatives 3501.90
Cases for clocks or goods of Chapter 91 91.12
Cases for watches 91.11
Cases of leather, etc 4202.1
Cases, of paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding or fibres 48.19
Cases, of plastic 3923.10
Cash boxes and the like of base metal 8303.00
Cash registers with a totalling device 8470.50
Cashew nuts, fresh or dried 0801.3
Casino games tables 95.04
Casket fittings and mountings of base metal 8302.49
Casks of aluminium capacity not exceeding 300 l 7612.90
Casks of iron or steel of a capacity not exceeding 300 l 73.10
Casks, wooden 4416.00
Cassette tape recorders, magnetic, sound 8519.81
Cassette-players not incorporating a sound recording  

device 85.19
Cast fittings for tubes and pipes of iron or steel 7307.1
Cast glass in sheets or profiles 70.03
Cast iron baths 73.24
Cast iron cooking utensils 7323.9
Cast iron waste and scrap 7204.10
Castanets 9206.00
Casting machines used in metallurgy or in metal foundries 84.54
Castor oil seeds 1207.99
Castor oil, crude or refined but not chemically modified 1515.30
Castors with  mountings of base metal 8302.20
Cat food, put up for retail sale 2309.10
Cat furskins, raw, whole 43.01
Catalogues, commercial 4911.10
Catalysts in the form of wire cloth or grill, of platinum 7115.10
Catalytic preparations 38.15
Catgut 4206.00
Catgut, imitation 56.04
Catgut, sterile, surgical 3006.10
Catheters, medical or surgical 9018.39
Cathode valves and tubes 85.40
Cathode-ray oscilloscopes and oscillographs 9030.20
Cathode-ray television picture tubes 8540.1
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Cathodes and sections of cathodes of refined copper,  
unwrought 7403.11

Cationic organic surface-active agents 3402.12
Cattle hides, raw 41.01
Cattle, live 01.02
Cauliflowers and headed broccoli, fresh or chilled 0704.10
Caulking compounds 3214.10
Caustic potash 2815.20
Caustic soda 2815.1
Caviar and caviar substitutes 1604.30
Ceiling fans 84.14
Ceiling lights 94.05
Celery, fresh or chilled 0709.40
Cells, primary 85.06
Cellular telephones 85.17
Cellular wood panels 44.18
Cellulose acetates, in primary forms 3912.1
Cellulose ethers, in primary forms 3912.3
Cellulose fibre-cement articles 68.11
Cellulose nitrates in primary forms 3912.20
Cellulose plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, excluding  

goods of heading 30.06 3920.7
Cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, coated,  

impregnated, covered, surface-coloured,  
surface-decorated or printed 48.11

Cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, coated,  
impregnated, covered,surface-coloured,  
surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or rectangular  
sheets of any size 48.11

Cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, in rolls or  
in sheets 4803.00

Cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, nes, cut  
to size of shape 48.23

Cellulose wadding articles for household, or  
hospital uses 48.18

Cellulose wadding for sanitary uses 96.19
Cellulose, regenerated, in primary forms 3912.90
Cement articles 68.10
Cement clinkers 2523.10
Cement copper (precipitated copper) 7401.00
Cement, mortar or concrete, prepared additives 3824.40
Cement, portland, aluminous (ciment fondu), slag  

supersulphate and similar hydraulic cements 25.23
Cement, prepared additives therefor 3824.40
Cement, unhardened, agglomerating, shaping or moulding  

machinery 8474.80
Cements for use in bone reconstruction 3006.40
Cements, dental 3006.40
Cements, refractory 3816.00
Central heating boilers other than those of 84.02 84.03
Central heating radiators, not electrically heated, of iron  

or steel 7322.1
Centrifuges, other than centriguges of heading 84.86 84.21
Centrigugal pumps for internal combustion piston engines 84.13
Ceramic building bricks, flooring blocks, support or filler  

tiles and the like 69.04
Ceramic constructional goods 69.05
Ceramic constructional goods, refractory 69.02
Ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles, glazed 69.08
Ceramic flags and paving, hearth or wall tiles, unglazed 69.07
Ceramic goods of siliceous fossil meals or earths 6901.00
Ceramic goods, refractory 69.03
Ceramic mosaic cubes and the like, glazed 69.08
Ceramic mosaic cubes and the like, unglazed 69.07
Ceramic paste agglomerating, shaping or moulding  

machinery 8474.80
Ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and pipe fittings 6906.00
Ceramic pots, jars and similar articles of a kind used for  

the conveyance or packing of goods 6909.90

C—continued

Ceramic roofing tiles, chimney-pots, cowls, chimney  
liners, architectural ornaments and other ceramic  
constructional goods 69.05

Ceramic sinks, wash basins, wash basin pedestals, baths,  
bidets, water closet pans, flushing cisterns, urinals and  
similar sanitary fixtures 69.10

Ceramic statuettes and other ornamental ceramic articles 69.13
Ceramic tableware, kitchenware and other household and  

toilet articles 6912.00
Ceramic troughs, tubs and similar receptables of a kind  

used in agriculture 6909.90
Ceramic wares for laboratory, chemical or other technical  

uses, other than connectors for optical fibre cables of  
heading 85.36 6909.1

Ceramic working machine-tools, other than machines of  
heading 84.86 84.64

Cereal brans, roasted or swollen, as breakfast food 1904.10
Cereal brans, sharps and other residues derived from the 

milling,sifting or other working of cereal grains or of  
leguminous plants 23.02

Cereal germ, whole, rolled, flaked or ground 1104.30
Cereal grains, washed 11.04
Cereal grains, worked 11.04
Cereal straw and husks, unprepared 1213.00
Cereal working machinery 84.37
Cereals in grain form, pre-cooked or otherwise prepared 1904.90
Cereals, unmilled Ch 10
Cerium compounds 2846.10
Cermets and articles of cermets 8113.00
Certificates, stock, share, bond and the like 4907.00
Cetyl alcohol 2905.17
Chain of copper 7419.10
Chain saw blades 8202.40
Chain saws 84.67
Chain, of iron or steel 73.15
Chair-lifts 8428.60
Chairs having rotating and both reclining and elevating  

movements 9402.10
Chalk (excl. phosphatic chalk) 2509.00
Chalk for writing or drawing 9609.90
Chamfered wood 44.09
Chamois leather 4114.10
Chamotte or dinas earths 2508.70
Champagne 2204.10
Chandeliers 94.05
Channels of iron or steel 7308.90
Char 2704.00
Charcoal wood 44.02
Charcoals for drawing 9609.90
Charges for fire-extinguishers 3813.00
Charts, printed 4905.9
Chassis fitted with engines, for vehicles of 87.01 to 87.05  

inclusive 8706.00
Cheese and curd 04.06
Chemical analysis instruments and apparatus 90.27
Chemical compounds doped for electronics 3818.00
Chemical elements doped for electronics, in the form of  

discs, wafers or similar forms 3818.00
Chemical preparations for photographic uses, other than  

compounds of mercury 37.07
Chemical wood pulp, dissolving grades 4702.00
Chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate 47.03
Chemical wood pulp, sulphite 47.04
Chenille fabrics, woven 58.01
Chenille yarn 5606.00
Cheque forms 4907.00
Cheque-writing machines 84.43
Cherries, fresh 0809.20
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Cherries, provisionally preserved, unsuitable for  
immediate consumption 0812.10

Chest fittings and mountings of base metal 8302.49
Chestnut tanning extract, excluding compounds of  

mercury 3201.90
Chestnuts, fresh or dried 0802.40
Chewing gum 1704.10
Chickpeas, dried, shelled 0713.20
Chicle and similar natural gums in primary forms, or in  

sheets, plates or strip 4001.30
Chicory plants and roots 0601.20
Chicory, fresh or chilled 0705.2
Chicory, roasted 2101.30
Children’s picture, drawing or colouring books 4903.00
Chimney-pots and chimney liners, ceramic 6905.90
China tableware, kitchenware and other household and  

toilet articles 69.11
Chinstraps for headgear 6507.00
Chippings of natural stone, artificially coloured 6802.10
Chipwood 44.04
Chisels, wood working, hand, not power operated 8205.30
Chloramphenicol 2941.40
Chlorates, inorganic, metallic, double or complex,  

excluding compounds of mercury 2842.90
Chlorates, metallic 2829.1
Chlorides and chloride oxides of non-metals 2812.10
Chlorides, chloride oxides and chloride hydroxides,  

inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of mercury 28.27
Chlorides, inorganic, metallic, double or complex,  

excluding compounds of mercury 2842.90
Chlorinated derivatives of acyclic hydrocarbons 29.03
Chlorine 2801.10
Chlorites 28.28
Chlorites, unexpanded 2530.10
Chloroacetic acids (mono-, di-, or tri) 2915.40
Chlorobenzene, o-dichlorobenzene and p-dichlorobenzene 2903.61
Chloroform 2903.13
Chloromethane and chloroethane 2903.11
Chloroprene rubber (CR) in primary forms or in plates,  

sheets or strip 4002.40
Chlorosulphuric acid 2806.20
Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa 18.06
Choline and its salts 2923.10
Chopped strands, glass, and articles thereof 70.19
Christmas festivity articles 9505.10
Christmas tree lighting sets 94.05
Chromates, dichromates and peroxochromates, excluding  

compounds of mercury 28.41
Chromatographs 9027.20
Chromite 2610.00
Chromium and articles of chromium 8112.22
Chromium compound based pigments and preparations 3206.20
Chromium ores and concentrates 2610.00
Chromium oxides and hydroxides 28.19
Chromium sulphates 2833.29
Chrysoprase, natural, not mounted, set or strung 71.03
Chutney 2001.90
Cider, alcoholic 2206.00
Cider, apple, non-alcoholic 2202.90
Cigar and cigarette holders 9614.00
Cigarette lighters 96.13
Cigarette or similar lighter fuel 3606.10
Cigarette paper 48.13
Cigarette vending machines 84.76
Cigarette-cases of leather, etc 4202.3
Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes 24.02
Cinchona alkaloids their derivatives 2939.2
Cinematographic cameras and projectors 90.07
Cinematographic film, exposed and developed 3706.00

C—continued

Cinematographic film, in rolls, sensitised, unexposed, of  
any material, excl. paper, paperboard or textiles 37.02

Cinematographic film, sensitised but unexposed 37.02
Cinematographic laboratory equipment, excluding  

apparatus of heading 84.86 90.10
Cinnamon and cinnamon-tree flowers 09.06
Circuit breakers for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 85.35
Circuit breakers for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 85.36
Circuits, printed 8534.00
Circular knitting machine auxiliary machinery and parts 84.48
Circular knitting machines 8447.1
Circular saw blades 8202.3
Circuses, travelling 9508.10
Cisterns, flushing, ceramic 69.10
Citric acid 2918.14
Citrus fruit, essential oils thereof 3301.1
Citrus fruit, fresh or dried 08.05
Citrus juice 20.09
Clamps and similar holding devices, electro-magnetic 8505.90
Clamps and the like of base metal 8205.70
Clarinets 9205.90
Clasps and frames with clasps of base metal 8308.90
Clasps and frames with clasps, incorporating locks of  

base metal 8301.50
Clays, excl. kaolin and expanded clays 25.08
Clays, expanded 6806.20
Cleaning cloths 6307.10
Cleaning kits for shoes or clothes 9605.00
Cleaning machines for agricultural produce 84.33
Cleaning preparations 34.02
Cleavers, butchers’ or kitchen 8214.90
Cloaks for women or girls (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6202.1
Cloaks for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 61.02
Clock cases and parts thereof 91.12
Clock glasses 7015.90
Clock movements 91.10
Clock movements, complete and assembled 91.09
Clock parts 91.14
Clocks Ch 91
Clocks for vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft and vessels 9104.00
Clocks with watch movements 91.03
Cloth of copper wire 7419.99
Cloth of iron or steel 7314.1
Clothes cleaning kits 9505.00
Clothes hangers, of wood 4421.10
Clothes-dryers, centrifugal (incl. parts), excluding  

machines of heading 84.86 84.21
Clothing accessories and apparel of leather or  

composition leather 42.03
Clothing accessories of furskin 4303.10
Clothing accessories of paper 4818.50
Clothing and apparel accessories of plastic 3926.20
Clothing of vulcanised rubber 40.15
Clothing, clothing accessories, footwear and headgear of  

asbestos or asbestos and magnesium carbonate based  
mixtures 68.12

Clothing, worn or used 6309.00
Cloths, cleaning 6307.10
Cloves 0907.00
Clutch linings, not mounted, with a basis of asbestos,  

other mineral substances or of cellulose 68.13
Clutches 84.83
Clutches and parts thereof for vehicles 8708.93
Clutches, electro-magnetic 8505.20
Coaches, rail or tramway, not self-propelled 8605.00
Coaches, rail or tramway, self-propelled 86.03
Coach-screws of iron or steel 7318.11
Coachwork fittings and mountings of base metal 83.02
Coachwork fittings and the like of plastic 3926.30
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Coal gas, water gas, producer gas and similar gases 2705.00
Coal or rock cutters 8430.3
Coal tar pitch articles 68.07
Coal, agglomerated 2701.20
Coal, whether or not pulverised, but not agglomerated 2701.1
Co-axial cable and other co-axial electric conductors,  

insulated 8544.20
Cobalt acetates 2915.29
Cobalt chloride 2827.39
Cobalt mattes and other products of cobalt metallurgy;  

cobalt and articles of cobalt 81.05
Cobalt nitrites, excluding compounds of mercury 2842.90
Cobalt ores and concentrates 2605.00
Cobalt oxides and hydroxides 2822.00
Cocks for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like 84.81
Cocoa beans 1801.00
Cocoa butter, fat and oil 1804.00
Cocoa or chocolate manufacture machinery 84.38
Cocoa paste 18.03
Cocoa powder containing added sugar or other  

sweetening matter 1806.10
Cocoa powder, not containing added sugar or other  

sweetening matter 1805.00
Cocoa shells, husks, skins and other cocoa waste 1802.00
Coconut (copra) oil, crude or refined 1513.1
Coconut fibre floor coverings 5702.20
Coconut fibre yarn 53.08
Coconut fibre, raw or processed but not spun; tow and  

waste thereof 53.05
Coconut or copra oil and fats, solid residues thereof 2306.50
Coconuts, fresh or dried 0801.1
Coffee and other beverage vending machines, automatic 84.76
Coffee extracts, essences and concentrates and their  

preparations 2101.1
Coffee husks and skins 0901.90
Coffee makers, electric, domestic 8516.71
Coffee substitutes containing coffee 0901.90
Coffee, not roasted 0901.1
Coffee, roasted 0901.2
Coffer-dams 8907.90
Coin (excl. gold coin), not being legal tender 7118.10
Coin being legal tender (excl. gold) 7118.90
Coin collections 9705.00
Coin-sorting machines and coin-counting or wrapping  

machines 84.72
Coir fibre, raw or processed but not spun; tow and waste  

thereof 53.05
Coir floor coverings 5702.20
Coke and semi-coke of coal, lignite or peat 2704.00
Coke, petroleum 2713.1
Collages and similar decorative plaques 9701.90
Collections and collector’s pieces of zoological, botanical, 

mineralogical, anatomical, historical, archaeological, 
palaeontological or similar interest 9705.00

Collodions, in primary forms 3912.20
Colloidal or semi-colloidal graphite 3801.20
Colloidal precious metals 2843.10
Colorimeters 9027.80
Colour lakes and preparations based thereon 32.05
Colour television or video receivers 8528.10
Colouring matter of vegetable or animal origin 3203.00
Colouring matter, synthetic organic 32.04
Colours, artists’, students’ or signboard painters’ 32.13
Colours, prepared of a kind used in the ceramic,  

enamelling or glass industry 3207.10
Columns of aluminium 7610.90
Colza seed oil, crude or refined 15.14
Colza seeds 12.05
Combination locks of base metal 83.01

C—continued

Combine harvester-threshers 84.33
Combing machines 8445.12
Combs 9615.1
Combs for machines of 84.44 to 84.47 84.48
Comics, being periodicals 4902.90
Comics, not being periodicals 49.01
Commercial catalogues and the like 4911.10
Commercial road transport vehicles, complete 87.04
Communion wafers 19.05
Compasses, direction finding 9014.10
Composing sticks, hand-operated 9611.00
Composite diagnostic or laboratory reagents, excluding  

compounds of mercury 3822.00
Composite paper and paperboard, not surface-coated or  

impregnated, in rolls or sheets 48.07
Composition leather in slabs, sheets or strip 4115.10
Compound plasticisers for rubber or plastics 3812.20
Compounded rubber, unvulcanised, in primary forms or in  

plates, sheets or strip 40.05
Compressed asbestos fibre jointing, in sheets or rolls 68.12
Compressed or liquefied gas containers, of iron or steel 7311.00
Compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines 84.08
Compressors, air or other gas 84.14
Concrete articles 68.10
Concrete mixer lorries, complete 8705.40
Concrete mixers 8474.31
Concrete pumps 84.13
Concrete working machine-tools 84.64
Concretes, non-refractory 3823.50
Concretes, refractory 3816.00
Condensers for steam or other vapour power units 8404.20
Condensers, electrical, fixed, variable, adjustable or  

pre-set 85.32
Condiments, mixed and mixed seasonings 2103.90
Conductors, electric, insulated 85.44
Conduit tubing and joints, electrical, for insulating  

fittings, of base metal lined with insulating material 85.47
Conduits, ceramic 6906.00
Confectionery manufacture machinery 84.38
Conjuring tricks 9505.90
Connectors for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.90
Consoles for electric control or the distribution of  

electricity 85.37
Construction toy sets and constructional toys 95.03
Contact lenses of any material 9001.30
Contact lenses of optical glass, not optically worked 7014.00
Containers designed and equipped for carriage by one or  

more modes of transport 8609.00
Containers, tubular of aluminium, capacity not exceeding  

300 l 76.12
Contraceptive chemical preparations based on hormones  

or spermicides 3006.60
Contraceptives, sheath, of vulcanised rubber 4014.10
Controlling or regulating instruments and apparatus,  

automatic 90.32
Converters used in metallurgy or in metal foundries 84.54
Converters, rotary, electric 8502.40
Conveyor belts or belting of textile material 5910.00
Conveyor belts or belting of vulcanised rubber 40.10
Conveyors, excluding machines of heading 84.86 84.28
Cookers and cooking plates, electric, domestic 8516.60
Cookers, non-electric domestic, of iron or steel 73.21
Cooking appliances, non-electric domestic of iron or steel 73.21
Cooking or heating apparatus, domestic, non-electric, of  

copper 74.19
Cooking utensils of iron or steel 7323.9
Coopers’ products of wood 4416.00
Copper alloys, unwrought 7403.2
Copper anodes for electrolytic refining 7402.00
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Copper bars, rods and profiles 74.07
Copper cement 74.01
Copper chain and parts thereof 7419.10
Copper chloride oxides and chloride hydroxides 2827.41
Copper cloth, grill and netting 74.19
Copper domestic cooking and heating apparatus,  

non-electric 74.19
Copper foil, of thickness not exceeding 0.15mm 74.10
Copper mattes 74.01
Copper nails, tacks, drawing pins, staples and similar  

articles 7415.10
Copper ores and concentrates 2603.00
Copper oxides and hydroxides 2825.50
Copper plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness exceeding  

0.15mm 74.09
Copper pot scourers, polishing or scouring pads, gloves  

and the like 7418.11
Copper powders (unprecipitated) and flakes 74.06
Copper sanitary ware 7418.20
Copper screws, bolts, nuts, screw-hooks, rivets, cotters,  

cotter-pins, washers (inc. spring washers) and similar  
articles 74.15

Copper springs 7419.99
Copper stranded wire, cables, plaited bands and the like,  

not electrically insulated 7413.00
Copper sulphates 2833.25
Copper table, kitchen or other household articles 7418.1
Copper tube or pipe fittings without taps, cocks, valves etc 74.12
Copper tubes and pipes 74.11
Copper waste and scrap 7404.00
Copper winding wire, insulated 8544.11
Copper wire 74.08
Copper, expanded metal thereof 7419.99
Copper, master alloys 7405.00
Copper, refined, unwrought 7403.1
Copper, unrefined 7402.00
Copra 1203.00
Cops and similar articles made of paper pulp, paper or  

paperboard 48.22
Cops, spools, bobbins and similar supports, of plastic 3923.40
Copying machines 84.43
Copying paper 48.16
Copying paper, in rolls or in sheets 48.09
Coral and similar materials, unworked or simply prepared 0508.00
Coral, worked and articles of coral 9601.90
Cordage, of textile materials 56.07
Cordials 22.02
Cords and string of asbestos or asbestos and magnesium  

carbonate based mixtures 68.12
Corduroy, cut 58.01
Core or coating preparations used for welding electrodes  

or rods 3810.90
Coriander seeds 0909.20
Cork working machine-tools, excluding machines of  

heading 84.86 84.65
Cork, agglomerated, and articles thereof 45.04
Cork, crushed, granulated or ground 4501.90
Cork, natural articles thereof 45.03
Cork, natural, debacked or roughly squared or in blocks,  

plates, sheets or strip 4502.00
Cork, natural, raw or simply prepared 4501.10
Cork, waste 4501.90
Corks and stoppers, of natural cork 4503.10
Corn flour 1102.20
Corn, unmilled 1005.90
Corned beef 1602.50
Corrective spectacle glass, not optically worked 7015.10
Corrective spectacles or goggles 9004.90
Correspondence cards, plain, of paper or paperboard 4817.20

C—continued

Corrugated paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 4808.10
Corrugated sheets of asbestos-cement, of cellulose  

fibre-cement or the like 68.11
Corselettes 6212.30
Corsets, braces, suspenders, garters and similar articles 6212.90
Cortisone and hydrocortisone 29.37
Corundum, artificial 2818.10
Corundum, natural, whether or not heat created, not of  

gem-stone quality 2513.2
Cosmetic skin preparations 3304.99
Cotters and cotter-pins of aluminium 7616.10
Cotters and cotter-pins of copper 74.15
Cotters and cotter-pins of iron or steel 7318.24
Cotton blankets 6301.30
Cotton chenille fabrics, woven 5801.26
Cotton fabrics, woven Ch 52
Cotton gauze 58.03
Cotton linters 1404.20
Cotton linters pulp 4706.10
Cotton seed oil, crude or refined 1512.2
Cotton seed oil-cake and other solid residues 2306.10
Cotton seeds 1207.20
Cotton sewing thread 52.04
Cotton terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics 5802.1
Cotton waste 52.02
Cotton wool impregnated or coated with pharmaceutical  

substances 3005.90
Cotton, carded or combed 5203.00
Cotton, not carded or combed 5201.00
Coumarin, methylcoumarins and ethylcoumarins 2932.21
Coumarone, in primary forms 3911.10
Counters, revolution or production 90.29
Coupling devices and hooks for locomotives 8607.30
Couplings of aluminium, for tubes and pipes 7609.00
Couplings of iron or steel, for tubes and pipes 73.07
Couplings of lead, for tubes and pipes 78.06
Couplings of nickel, for tubes and pipes 7507.20
Couplings of tin, for tubes and pipes 80.07
Couplings of zinc, for tubes and pipes 79.07
Couplings, electro-magnetic 8505.20
Couscous 1902.40
Cowls, ceramic 6905.90
Crab, prepared or preserved 1605.10
Crabs, frozen 0306.14
Crabs, not frozen 0306.24
Cranberries and bilberries, fresh 0810.40
Crane lorries, complete 8705.10
Cranes 8426.1
Crank shafts and cranks 84.83
Crates, of plastic 3923.10
Crates, wooden 4415.10
Cravats (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.15
Cravats, knitted or crocheted 6117.80
Crayons 96.09
Cream separators 84.21
Cream, concentrated or containing added sugar, in  

powder, granules or other solid forms 04.02
Cream, not concentrated nor containing added sugar 04.01
Creams and similar preparations for footwear or leather 3405.10
Creams and similar preparations for the maintenance of  

wooden furniture, floors or other woodwork 3405.20
Creosote oils 2707.91
Creped paper and paperboard 48.08
Cresols, chemically or commercially pure 2907.12
Cresols, not chemically or commercially pure 2707.9
Cricket balls 9506.69
Cricket pads and other equipment 9506.99
Crinkled paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 48.08
Crispbread 1905.10
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Crochet hooks of iron or steel 7319.90
Crossing frogs, point rods and other crossing pieces for  

railways or tramways, of iron or steel 7302.30
Cross-talk meters 9030.40
Crown corks of base metal 8309.10
Crucibles, refractory 69.03
Crude oils, enriched 27.10
Crudes, topped 27.10
Crushers and similar machinery used in the manufacture  

of wine etc 84.35
Crushing machinery for earth, stone, ores or other mineral  

substances 8474.20
Crustaceans, live, fresh, frozen, dried, salted or in brine 03.06
Crustaceans, prepared or preserved, not simply frozen,  

dried, salted or in brine 16.05
Crutches 9021.19
Cryolite and chiolite, natural 2530.90
Cryolite, synthetic 2826.30
Cryoscopes and ebullioscopes 90.27
Crystal, lead, drinking glasses 70.13
Cucumbers , provisionally preserved 0711.40
Cucumbers and gherkins, fresh or chilled 0707.00
Cucumbers and gherkins, prepared or preserved by  

vinegar or acetic acid 2001.10
Cuff links and studs, not of precious metal nor  

incorporating pearls or precious stones 71.17
Cullet and other waste and scrap of glass 7001.00
Cultivators 84.32
Culture media prepared for development of  

micro-organisms 3821.00
Cultured pearl articles 7116.10
Cultured pearls, not strung, mounted or set 7101.2
Cumene 2902.70
Cumin seeds 0909.30
Cupels, refractory 69.03
Cupro-nickel, unwrought 7403.29
Curbstones of natural stone 6801.00
Curd 0406.10
Curling pins or grips 9615.90
Curling tongs, electro-thermic 8516.32
Currants (dried grapes) 0806.20
Currants (red, black, white), fresh 0810.90
Curry 0910.99
Curtain valances 63.03
Curtains, of textile materials 63.03
Cushions 9404.90
Cut flowers, of a kind suitable for bouquets or ornamental  

purposes 06.03
Cut tobacco 2403.10
Cutlasses and parts thereof 9307.00
Cutlery (excl. knives) of base metal 82.15
Cutlery boxes, of wood 4420.90
Cutlery cases of leather, etc 4202.9
Cutlery, plastic 3924.10
Cutters for coal or rock 8430.3
Cutting machines and apparatus, electric, laser or other  

light or photon beam, ultrasonic, electronic beam,  
magnetic pulse or plasma arc, excluding machines of  
heading 84.86 85.15

Cutting machines for man-made textile materials 8444.00
Cutting machines for paper, paper pulp or paperboard 84.41
Cutting oil preparations 34.03
Cutting textile fabric machines 84.51
Cutting-off machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 8461.50
Cuttings and slips, unrooted 0602.10
Cyanates, inorganic, metallic, double or complex,  

excluding compounds of mercury 2842.90

C—continued

Cyanates, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of  
mercury 2842.90

Cyanides, cyanide oxides and complex cyanides,  
inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of mercury 28.37

Cyanides, inorganic, non-metallic, excluding compounds  
of mercury 28.53

Cyanides, precious metal, excluding compounds of  
mercury 28.43

Cyclanes, cyclenes and cycloterpenes 2902.1
Cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic mono- or polyamines 2921.30
Cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic monocarboxulic acids 2916.20
Cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic polycarboxylic acids 2917.20
Cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor 87.11
Cycles, not motorised 8712.00
Cyclic alcohols 29.06
Cyclic amides 2924.2
Cyclic carbamates 2924.2
Cyclic hydrocarbons, chemically or commercially pure 29.02
Cyclohexane 2902.11
Cyclohexanol, methylcyclohexanols and  

dimethylcyclohexanols 2906.12
Cyclohexanone 2914.22
Cylinders for calendering or rolling machines 84.20
Cymbals 9206.00

D

Dairy machinery 84.34
Darning needles of iron or steel 73.19.90
Data processing machines, automatic 84.71
Data transcribing machines 84.71
Date stamps, designed for operating in the hand 9611.00
Dates, fresh or dried 0804.10
DDT 2903.62
Deburring machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 84.60
Decalcomanias 49.08
Deck-arrestor or similar gear and parts thereof 8805.10
Decoration glassware for indoors 70.13
Decorative plaques 9701.90
Decoy birds 9507.90
Decoy calls 9208.90
Deed boxes and the like of base metal 8303.00
Defrosters, windscreen, electric, for motor vehicles 8512.40
Degras 15.22
De-icing fluids, prepared 3820.00
Demisters, windscreen, electric, for motor vehicles 8512.40
Demonstrational instruments, apparatus and models 9023.00
Densified wood 4413.00
Dental cements and other dental fillings 3006.40
Dental drill engines 9018.41
Dental furniture 94.02
Dental instruments and apparatus 90.18
Dental or oral hygiene preparations 33.06
Dental preparations with a basis of plaster of calcined  

gypsum or calcium sulphate 3407.00
Dental wax or dental impression compounds 3407.00
Dentists’ chairs 9402.10
Dentrifrices 3306.10
Denture fixative pastes and powders 3306.90
Deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use 3307.20
Deodorizing or perfuming preparations for rooms 3307.4
Depilatories 3307.90
Derricks 84.26
Derricks, drilling, mobile 87.05
Desk equipment of base metal 8304.00
Desk lamps 94.05
Desks for electric control or the distribution of electricity 85.37
Detonating fuses 3603.00
Detonators, electric 3603.00
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Deuterium oxide (heavy water) 2845.10
Dextrins 3505.10
Diacetone alcohol 2914.40
Diacs 85.41
Diagnostic reagents designed to be administered to the  

patient 3006.30
Diagnostic reagents, composite, excluding compounds of  

mercury 3822.00
Dials for watches and clocks 9114.30
Diammonium hydrogenorthophosphate 3105.30
Diamond dust and powder 7105.10
Diamonds, natural, not mounted or set 71.02
Diamonds, synthetic or reconstructed, not strung,  

mounted or set 71.04
Dianisidines(bianisidines) 2922.29
Diaries and similar articles 4820.10
Diatomite, activated 3802.90
Diatomite, not activated 2512.00
Diazo, azo- or amoxy-compounds 2927.00
Dibutyl orthophthalates 2917.34
Dicalcium phosphate 2835.25
Dichloromethane 2903.12
Dictating machines not capable of operating without an  

external source of power 8519.81
Dictionaries 4901.91
Dicyandiamide 2926.20
Dielectric heating equipment for industrial or laboratory  

use, excluding machines of heading 84.86 85.14
Dies for drawing or extruding metal 8207.20
Diesel oil, automotive, industrial and marine 2710.99
Diesel or semi-diesel engines 84.08
Diesel-electric rail locomotives 8602.10
Die-stamping machine-tools for working metal 8462.10
Diethanolamine and its salts 2922.12
Diethyl ether 2909.11
Diethylamine and its salts 2921.19
Diethylene glycol, digol 2909.41
Diffraction apparatus, electron, excluding apparatus of  

heading 84.86 9012.10
Digital processing units 84.71
Dimethyl terephthalate 2917.37
Dinonyl or didecyl orthophthalates 2917.33
Dioctyl orthophthalates 2917.32
Diodes 85.41
Dipentene, crude 3805.90
Diphenylamine 2921.44
Diphosphorus pentaoxide 2809.10
Direct dyes, synthetic, organic and preparations based  

thereon 3204.14
Direction finding compasses 9014.10
Dirigibles, mechanically driven 88.01
Disc brake pad assembles for vehicles 8708.30
Disc calculators, excluding appartus of heading 84.86 90.17
Disc harrows 84.32
Discharge lamp (“electronic”) flashlight apparatus,  

photographic 9006.61
Discharge lamps, electric 85.39
Discs of unvulcanised rubber 4006.90
Discs, magnetic, for sound recording or similar recording  

of other phenomena, prepared but unrecorded 8523.29
Discs, wafers or similar forms of doped chemical  

elements for electronics 3818.00
Dish cloths 6307.10
Dish washing machines 84.22
Dishes, plates, cups and the like, of paper or paperboard 48.23
Disinfectants 38.08
Disodium carbonate 2836.20
Disodium phosphates 2835.22
Disperse dyes, synthetic, organic 3204.11

D—continued

Displays, animated, used for shop window dressing 9618.00
Distempers 3210.00
Distilled alcoholic beverages 22.08
Distilled water 28.53
Distilling plant, excluding machines of heading 84.86 84.19
Distortion factor meters, electric 9030.40
Distributors for internal combustion engines 8511.30
Distributors, hot air, of iron or steel, non-electric 7322.90
Distributors, solid fertilisers 84.32
Dithiocarbamates 2930.20
Dithiocarbonates 2930.90
Dithionites, metallic 28.31
Dividing heads, other than apparatus of heading 84.86 8466.30
Dobbies for use with machines 8448.11
Dock area works trucks, self-propelled 87.09
Dog or cat food, put up for retail sale 2309.10
Dog skins, raw 4103.90
Dolls’ carriages 95.03
Dolls’ clothes 95.03
Dolls’ prams 95.03
Dolls representing human beings 95.03
Dolomite, agglomerated 25.18
Dolomite, unworked or roughly split 25.18
Dolomite, worked 68.02
Door closers, automatic 8302.60
Door fittings and mountings of base metal 83.02
Door locks of base metal 8301.40
Doors and door frames, wooden 4418.20
Doors and door thresholds of iron or steel 7308.30
Doors and their frames and thresholds of aluminium 7610.10
Doors, windows and their frames and thresholds for  

doors, of plastic 3925.20
Doped chemical elements and compounds for use in  

electronics 3818.00
Doubling machines for textiles (auxiliary machinery)— 

parts see 8448.30 8445.20
Dowel pins of iron or steel, not cast 7326.90
Down, further worked than cleaned, disinfected or treated  

for preservation, and articles thereof 6701.00
Drafting tables and machines 9017.10
Drapes of textile materials 63.03
Draw-benches for bars, tubes, profiles, wire or the like of  

metal, metal carbides or cermets 8463.10
Drawing chalk 9609.90
Drawing charcoals 9609.90
Drawing ink 3215.90
Drawing instruments, other than apparatus of heading  

84.86 90.17
Drawing machines 8445.13
Drawing machines for man-made textile materials 8444.00
Drawing pins of copper or of iron or steel with heads of  

copper 7415.10
Drawing pins of iron or steel 7317.00
Drawing sets (mathematical), other than apparatus of  

heading 84.86 90.17
Drawings executed entirely by hand 9701.10
Drawings for architectural, engineering, industrial,  

commercial or similar purposes 4906.00
Drawn glass, in sheets 70.04
Dredgers 8905.10
Dregs and waste from brewing or distilling 2303.30
Dress patterns of textile materials 6307.90
Dressed furskins 43.02
Dresses for women or girls (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6204.4
Dresses for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6104.4
Dressing gowns and bathrobes for men and boys (excl.  

knitted and crocheted) 6207.9
Dressing gowns and bathrobes for women or girls (excl.  

knitted or crocheted) 6208.9
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Dressing gowns and bathrobes for women or girls, knitted  
or crocheted 6108.9

Dressing gowns for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 6107.9
Dressings of a kind used in the textile, paper, leather or  

like industries 38.09
Dressings, for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary uses 30.05
Driers, prepared 3211.00
Drill bars and rods, hollow, of steel 7228.80
Drill engines, dental 9018.41
Drilled glass, not framed or fitted 7006.00
Drilling derricks, mobile 8705.20
Drilling machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard  

plastics or similar materials 8465.95
Drilling machine-tools for removing metal 84.59
Drilling platforms, floating or submersible 8905.20
Drilling tools interchangeable for hand or machine tools 8207.50
Drilling tools, being hand tools 8205.10
Drills with self-contained electric motor, hand-held 8467.21
Drinking glasses 70.13
Drive-axles with differential 8708.50
Drums of aluminium capacity not exceeding 300 l 7612.90
Drums of iron or steel of a capacity not exceeding 300 l 73.10
Drums, musical 9206.00
Drums, musical, toy 95.03
Drums, wooden 4415.10
Dry cell batteries, primary 85.06
Dry-cleaning machines 84.51
Dryers being plant or laboratory equipment, excluding  

machines of heading 84.86 84.19
Drying machinery for textile yarns, fabrics or made up  

articles 84.51
Ducks, geese, turkeys and guinea fowls, live 01.05
Dumpers designed for off-highway use 8704.10
Duplicating machines, hectograph and stencil type 8472.10
Duplicating paper, uncoated, in rolls or sheets 48.02
Duplicating styles 96.08
Duplicator stencil paper 4816.90
Duplicator stencil paper, in rolls or in sheets 48.09
Dust and powder of natural or synthetic precious or  

semi-precious stones 71.05
Dust of zinc 7903.10
Dust, powder and flour, of leather 4115.20
Dusters and similar cleaning cloths 6307.10
DVD player, portable 85.28
Dye carriers of a kind used in the textile, paper, leather or  

like industries 38.09
Dyeing extracts 32.03
Dyeing machines 84.51
Dyeing materials of raw vegetable matter 1404.90
Dyes of vegetable or animal origin 32.03
Dyes put up in forms or packings for retail sale 3212.90
Dyes, synthetic organic, and preparations based thereon 32.04
Dynamos for internal combustion engines 8511.80

E

Earphones 8518.30
Earth boring tools 8207.1
Earth colours, ferrous, containing 70% or more by weight  

of combined iron evaluated as ferric oxide 2821.20
Earth moving, grading, levelling, scraping, excavating,  

tamping, compacting, extracting or boring machinery 84.30
Earth sorting, screening, separating, washing, crushing,  

grinding, mixing or kneading machinery 84.74
Earths, decolourising and fuller’s 2508.40
Ebonite 4017.00
Economisers for central heating boilers, vapour boilers or  

super-heated boilers 84.04
Edge-worked glass, not framed or fitted 7006.00
Egg albumin 3502.10

E—continued

Egg grading, cleaning or sorting machines 84.33
Egg yolks 0408.1
Eggs, (birds) in shell 04.07
Eggs, (birds) not in shell 04.08
Eiderdowns 9404.90
Elbows of aluminium, for tubes and pipes 7609.00
Elbows of iron or steel, for tubes and pipes 73.07
Elbows of lead, for tubes and pipes 78.06
Elbows of nickel, for tubes and pipes 7507.20
Elbows of tin, for tubes and pipes 80.07
Elbows of zinc, for tubes and pipes 79.07
Electric blankets 6301.10
Electric conductors, insulated 85.44
Electric control boards, panels, consoles etc 85.37
Electric filament or discharge lamps 85.39
Electric furnaces for industrial or laboratory use,  

excluding machines of heading 84.86 85.14
Electric generating sets 85.02
Electric lamps, portable designed to function by their own  

source of energy 8513.10
Electric motors and generators 85.01
Electric organs, pianos, guitars, accordions and similar  

instruments 92.07
Electric ovens for industrial or laboratory use, excluding  

ovens of heading 84.86 85.14
Electrical apparatus for switching, protecting, making  

connections to or in electrical circuits, for a voltage  
exceeding 1000 volts 85.35

Electrical apparatus for switching, protecting, making  
connections to or in electrical circuits, for a voltage not  
exceeding 1000 volts 85.36

Electrical conduit tubing and joints, for insulating fittings,  
of base metal lined with insulating material 85.47

Electrical quantity measuring or checking instruments and  
apparatus 90.30

Electrical works trucks, self-propelled, not fitted with  
lifting or handling equipment, for short distance  
transport of goods 87.09

Electricity meters for supply or production 9028.30
Electro-chemical operated machine-tools for working any  

material by removal of material 8456.90
Electrodes of base metal or of metal carbides, coated or  

cored with flux material used for soldering, brazing,  
welding or deposition of metal, etc 83.11

Electrodes, carbon or graphite 8545.1
Electro-discharge operated machine-tools for working any  

material by removal of material, excluding machines of  
heading 84.86 8456.30

Electro-magnets 85.05
Electro-mechanical domestic appliances with  

self-contained electric motor, other than vacuum cleaners 85.09
Electro-mechanical tools for working in the hand, with  

self-contained electric motor 84.67
Electro-medical apparatus 90.18
Electron beam operated machine-tools 8456.90
Electron beam welding or cutting machines, excluding  

machines of heading 84.86 85.15
Electronic integrated circuits and microassemblies,  

excluding “smart cards” 85.42
Electrophoresis instruments 9027.20
Electro-plating electrolysis or electro-phoresis machines  

and apparatus 8543.30
Electro-sensitive base paper or paperboard uncoated Ch. 48
Electrostatic photo-copying apparatus 8443.3
Electro-thermic appliances, domestic 85.16
Elevator belts or belting of vulcanised rubber 40.10
Embossed paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 48.08
Embroidery in the piece, in strips or in motifs 58.10
Embroidery making machines 8447.90
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Embroidery needles and stilettos, of iron or steel 73.19
Embroidery sets consisting of woven fabric and yarn, for  

retail sale 6308.00
Emeralds, natural, not mounted, set or strung 71.03
Emery, natural corundum, natural garnet and other natural  

abrasives 2513.2
Emulsions, sensitised, for photographic uses 3707.10
Enamelled glass, not framed or fitted with other materials 7006.00
Enamels, enamel paints, based on acrylic or vinyl  

polymers, in a non-aqueous medium 3208.20
Enamels, enamel paints, based on acrylic or vinyl  

polymers, in an aqueous medium 3209.10
Enamels, enamel paints, based on polyesters, in a  

non-aqueous medium 3208.10
Enamels, vitrifiable 3207.20
Encyclopaedias 4901.91
Endless bands of iron or steel 7314.1
Engines, compression-ignition internal combustion piston 84.08
Engines, diesel or semi-diesel 84.08
Engines, hydraulic power 84.12
Engines, pneumatic power 84.12
Engines, reaction 84.12
Engines, spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal  

combustion piston 84.07
Engobes (slips) and similar preparations 3207.20
Engraved glass, not framed or fitted with other materials 7006.00
Engravings, original 9702.00
Enlargers, photographic 9008.40
Enriched crudes 27.10
Ensembles for men or boys (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6203.2
Ensembles for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 6103.2
Ensembles for women or girls (excl. knitted and  

crocheted) 6204.2
Ensembles for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6104.2
Envelope making machines 84.41
Envelopes of paper or paperboard 4817.10
Envelopes, glass, open 70.11
Enzymatic preparations for pre-tanning 3202.90
Enzymes, not put up as medicaments; prepared enzymes 35.07
Epichlorohydrin 2910.30
Epoxide resins, in primary forms 3907.30
Epoxides, epoxyalcohols, epoxyphenols and epoxyethers,  

with a three membered ring 29.10
Epsilon-caprolactam 2933.71
Equine leather, tanned or retanned Ch. 41
Equipment for desks or offices of base metal 8304.00
Erasers of vulcanised rubber 4016.92
Ergosterol, not put up as medicaments 2936.90
Erythromycin mixtures, put up as medicaments 3003.10
Erythromycin, put as as medicaments in measured doses  

or in forms or packings for retail sale 3004.10
Erythyomycin, not put up as medicaments 2941.50
Escalators 84.28
Essential oil aqueous distillates and aqueous solutions 3301.90
Essential oil concentrates, obtained by enfleurage or  

maceration 33.01
Essential oils of vegetable origin 33.01
Ester gums 3306.30
Esters of inorganic acids 29.20
Ethanal 2912.12
Ether peroxides 2909.60
Ether-alcohols 2909.4
Ether-phenols and ether-alcohol-phenols 2909.50
Ethers, acyclic 2909.1
Ethers, aromatic 2909.30
Ethers, cellulose, in primary forms 3912.3
Ethers, cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic 2909.20
Ethnographic collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
Ethyl acetate 2915.31

E—continued

Ethyl alcohol and other spirits, denatured 2207.20
Ethyl alcohol, undenatured 2207.10
Ethyl alcohol, undenatured, other 22.08
Ethyl chloride 2903.11
Ethylbenzene 2902.60
Ethylcoumarins 2932.21
Ethylene dichloride 2903.15
Ethylene glycol 2905.31
Ethylene oxide 2910.10
Ethylene polymer monofilament 3916.10
Ethylene polymer plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, other  

than goods of heading 30.06 3920.10
Ethylene polymer rods, sticks and profile shapes 3916.10
Ethylene polymer tubes, pipes and hoses 3917.21
Ethylene polymers waste, scrap and parings 3915.10
Ethylene polymers, in primary forms 39.01
Ethylene, chemically or commercially pure 2901.21
Ethylene, not chemically or commercially pure, in  

gaseous state 2711.29
Ethylene, not chemically or commercially pure, liquefied 2711.14
Ethylenediamine and its salts 2921.21
Ethylene-propylene-non-conjugated diene rubber  

(EPDM), in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 4002.70
Ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymers, in primary forms 3901.30
Ethylvanillin 2912.42
Eucalyptus oil 3301.29
Examination tables, medical, surgical, dental or veterinary 94.02
Excavators, not self-propelled 84.30
Excavators, self-propelled 8429.5
Executive-cases 4202.1
Exercise books 4820.20
Exfoliated vermiculite 6806.20
Exhaust pipes and silencers for vehicles 8708.92
Expanded clays 6806.20
Expanded metal of copper 7419.99
Expanded metal of iron or steel 7314.50
Expansion bolts of iron or steel 7318.19
Expansion measuring or checking instruments and  

apparatus 90.27
Explosives, prepared, other than propellent powders 3602.00
Exposure meters 9027.80
Extracts and juices of meat and fish 1603.00
Extracts of glands or other organs or of their secretions  

for organo-therapeutic uses 3001.20
Extracts, tanning of vegetable origin, excluding  

compounds of mercury 32.01
Extruders for rubber or plastics, other than machines of  

heading 84.86 84.77
Extruding machines for man-made textile materials 8444.00
Eye make-up preparations 3304.20
Eyes, eyelets and hooks etc of base metal 8308.10

F

Fabric, glass 70.19
Fabric, woven or knitted, of asbestos or asbestos and  

magnesium carbonate based mixtures 68.12
Fabricated asbestos fibres 68.12
Fabricated building components of zinc 7907.00
Fabrics and felts of textiles of a kind used in  

paper-making or similar machines 5911.3
Fabrics made from textiles, coated with gum or  

amylaceous substances 5901.10
Fabrics of glass fibres, woven 70.19
Fabrics woven from artificial filament yarn 54.08
Fabrics woven from flax 53.09
Fabrics woven from jute and other textile bast fibres 53.10
Fabrics woven from paper yarn 5311.00
Fabrics woven from synthetic filament yarn 54.07
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Fabrics woven of metal thread and metallised yarn of  
56.05 5809.00

Fabrics, narrow, consisting of warp without weft  
assembled by means of an adhesive 5806.40

Fabrics, nonwoven and articles thereof 5603.00
Fabrics, pile or terry, knitted or crocheted 60.01
Fabrics, rubberised textile 59.06
Fabrics, textile, knitted or crocheted, other than goods of  

heading 30.06 60.02
Fabrics, textile, narrow woven 58.06
Fabrics, textiles, impregnated, coated or covered with  

substances other than gum or plastics 5907.00
Fabrics, textiles, impregnated, coated, covered or  

laminated with plastics 59.03
Fabrics, tufted textile 5802.30
Fabrics, woven pile and chenille 58.01
Fabrics, woven, containing 85% or more by weight of  

cotton 52.08/52.09
Fabrics, woven, containing 85% or more by weight of  

synthetic staple fibres 55.12
Fabrics, woven, containing less than 85% by weight of  

cotton 52.10/52.11
Fabrics, woven, containing less than 85% by weight of  

synthetic staple fibres 55.13/55.14
Fabrics, woven, of artificial staple fibres 55.16
Fabrics, woven, of carded wool or carded fine animal hair 51.11
Fabrics, woven, of coarse animal hair 5113.00
Fabrics, woven, of combed wool or combed fine animal  

hair 51.12
Fabrics, woven, of cotton, nesoi 52.12
Fabrics, woven, of ramie 5311.00
Fabrics, woven, of silk or silk waste 50.07
Fabrics, woven, of synthetic staple fibres, nesoi 55.15
Facial tissue stock, in rolls or in sheets 4803.00
Facial tissues and towels of paper 4818.20
Facsimile machines 84.43
Factice derived from oils 40.02
Factory ships and vessels 8902.00
Factory works trucks, self-propelled 87.09
Fairground amusements 9508.00
Fairground organs 9208.90
False beards, eyebrows and eyelashes 67.04
Fans, air or other gas 84.14
Fats and oils of marine mammals, crude or refined but not  

chemically modified 1504.30
Fats of bovine animals, sheep or goats, raw, rendered or  

solvent-extracted 1502.00
Feather dusters 9603.90
Feathers, birds’, of a kind used for stuffing 0505.10
Feathers, parts of feathers, further worked 6701.00
Feeding supplements for animals 2309.90
Felspar 2529.10
Felt 56.02
Felt carpets and other felt floor coverings, not tufted or  

flocked 57.04
Felt finishing or making machinery 8449.00
Felt hats and other felt headgear 6505.90
Felt hats and other headgear, made from felt in the piece 6505.90
Felt paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls or sheets Ch 48
Felt tipped and other porous-tipped pens and markers 9608.20
Felt, of asbestos or asbestos and magnesium carbonate  

based mixtures 68.12
Fence posts, in the rough 44.03
Fencing of iron or steel 73.14
Fencing wire of iron or steel 7313.00
Fenders, boat or dock, of vulcanised rubber 4016.94
Fennel or juniper seeds 0909.50
Fermented beverages other than wine or grape must 22.06
Ferro-alloys 72.02

F—continued

Ferro-cerium and pyrophoric alloys 36.06
Ferro-chromium, in primary forms etc 7202.4
Ferro-manganese, in primary forms etc 7202.1
Ferro-molybdenum, in primary forms, etc 7202.70
Ferro-nickel, in primary forms, etc 7202.60
Ferro-niobium, in primary forms, etc 7202.93
Ferro-silico-chromium, in primary forms, etc 7202.50
Ferro-silico-manganese, in primary forms, etc 7202.30
Ferro-silicon, in primary forms, etc 7202.2
Ferro-titanium and ferro-silico-titanium, in primary  

forms, etc 7202.91
Ferro-tungsten and ferro-silico-tungsten, in primary  

forms, etc 7202.80
Ferrous products obtained by direct reduction of iron ore  

and other spongy ferrous products 7203.10
Ferrous turnings, shavings, chips, milling waste, sandust,  

filings, trimmings, and stampings 7204.41
Ferrous waste and scrap 72.04
Ferro-vanadium, in primary forms, etc 7202.92
Ferry-boats 8901.10
Fertilisers containing two or more of the elements  

nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium, mineral or  
chemical 31.05

Fertilisers in tablets or similar forms, or in packages of a  
gross weight not exceeding 10kg 3105.10

Fertilisers, animal or vegetable 3101.00
Fertilisers, nitrogenous mineral or chemical 31.02
Fertilisers, phosphatic, mineral or chemical 31.03
Fertilisers, potassic, mineral or chemical 31.04
Fibre building board presses 84.79
Fibreboard of wood or other ligneous materials 44.11
Fibres of artifical staple, carded, combed or otherwise  

processed for spinning 5507.00
Fibres of artificial staple, not carded, combed or otherwise  

processed for spinning 55.04
Fibres of fabricated asbestos 68.12
Fibres of synthetic staple, carded, combed or otherwise  

processed for spinning 55.06
Fibres of synthetic staple, not carded, combed or  

otherwise processed for spinning 55.03
Fibres, glass, and articles thereof 70.19
Fibres, optical, and optical fibre bundles 9001.10
Figs, fresh or dried 0804.20
Filament lamps, electric 85.39
Filament tow, artificial 5502.00
Filament tow, synthetic 55.01
File covers of paper or paperboard 4820.30
Files, hand 8203.10
Files, nail, of base metal 8214.20
Filing cabinets of base metal 8304.00
Fillers, painters’ 3214.10
Film of plastic other than self-adhesive, non-cellular and  

not combined with other materials, other than goods of  
heading 30.06 39.20

Film of plastic, other than goods of heading 30.06 39.21
Film, cinematographic, exposed and developed 3706.00
Film, cinematographic, in rolls, sensitised, unexposed, of  

any material 37.02
Film, exposed and developed, for offset reproduction,  

photographic 3705.10
Film, exposed and developed, photographic 37.05
Film, photographic, exposed but not developed 3704.00
Film, photographic, in rolls, sensitised, unexposed, of any  

material 37.02
Film, photographic, in the flat, sensitised, unexposed, of  

any material 37.01
Film, self-adhesive, of plastic 39.19
Film, X-ray, in rolls, sensitised, unexposed, of any  

material 3702.10
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Film, X-ray, in the flat, sensitised, unexposed, of any  
material 3701.10

Filter blocks, slabs and plates of paper pulp 4812.00
Filter paper and paperboard, coated Ch. 48
Filter paper and paperboard, uncoated Ch. 48
Filtering machinery and apparatus for liquids or gas, other  

then machines of heading 84.86 84.21
Filters for internal combustion piston engines 84.21
Filters, oil or petrol 84.21
Filters, optically worked 9002.20
Finishing agents of a kind used in the textile, paper,  

leather or like industries 38.09
Fire alarms, electric 8531.10
Fire extinguishers 84.24
Firearms 93.03
Fire-clay 2508.30
Fire-extinguisher preparations and charges 3813.00
Fire-fighting vehicles 8705.30
Fire-floats 8905.90
Fireworks 3604.10
First-aid boxes and kits 3006.50
First-day covers, used or unused but not of current or new  

issue in the country to which they are destined 9704.00
Fish extracts and juices 1603.00
Fish fats and oils, crude or refined but not chemically  

modified 15.04
Fish fillets and other fish meat, fresh, chilled or frozen 03.04
Fish fillets, dried, salted or in brine 0305.3
Fish knives of base metal 82.15
Fish liver oils, crude or refined but not chemically  

modified 1504.10
Fish livers and roes, dried, smoked, salted or in brine 0305.20
Fish livers and roes, fresh or chilled 0302.90
Fish livers and roes, frozen 0303.90
Fish meal and flours, unfit for human consumption 2301.20
Fish meal, fit for human consumption 0305.10
Fish plates and sole plates of iron or steel for railways or  

tramways 7302.40
Fish, dried 0305.5
Fish, fresh or chilled 03.02
Fish, frozen 03.03
Fish, live 03.01
Fish, prepared or preserved 16.04
Fish, salted or in brine 0305.6
Fish, smoked 0305.4
Fish-hooks 9507.20
Fishing equipment 95.07
Fishing nets, made-up, of textile materials 56.08
Fishing reels 9507.30
Fishing rods 9507.10
Fishing vessels 8902.00
Fittings for furniture, coachwork or the like, of plastic 3926.30
Fittings for lamps and lighting 94.05
Fittings for tubes and pipes of nickel and nickel alloys 7507.20
Fittings for tubes and pipes of tin 80.07
Fittings for tubes and pipes of zinc 79.07
Fittings for tubes and pipes, of iron or steel 73.07
Fittings for tubes, pipes and hoses, of plastic 3917.40
Fittings without taps, cocks, valves etc, for tubes and  

pipes of aluminium 7609.00
Fittings without taps, cocks, valves etc, for tubes and  

pipes of lead 78.06
Fittings without taps, cocks, valves etc, for tubes or pipes,  

of copper and copper alloys 74.12
Fittings, insulating, for electrical purposes, being wholly  

of insulating material 85.47
Fittings, mountings, etc, for furniture, doors, staircases,  

windows, blinds, coachwork, saddlery, trunks, chests,  
caskets, etc of base metal 83.02

F—continued

Flags, ceramic, glazed 69.08
Flags, ceramic, unglazed 69.07
Flagstones of cement, concrete or artificial stone 6810.1
Flagstones of natural stone 6801.00
Flakes of aluminium 7603.20
Flakes of copper 7406.20
Flakes of lead 7804.20
Flakes of nickel 7504.00
Flakes of tin 80.07
Flakes of zinc 7903.90
Flakes, soap 3401.20
Flame guns, agricultural 84.24
Flanges of iron or steel, for tubes and pipes 73.07
Flares, signalling 3604.90
Flashlight apparatus for photographic use 9006.6
Flasks and similar articles, of plastic 3923.30
Flasks, glass 7010.9
Flax tow or waste 5301.30
Flax yarn 53.06
Flax, raw or processed but not spun 53.01
Flexible tubing of base metal 83.07
Flexographic printing machinery 84.43
Flight simulators used for training pilots 8805.20
Flint, whether or not heat treated, unworked or crushed 2517.10
Float glass, in sheets 70.05
Floating cranes 8905.90
Floating docks 8905.90
Floating or submersible drilling or production platforms 8905.20
Floating structures 89.07
Floating structures for breaking up 8908.00
Flock of textiles 5601.30
Floor coverings and mats of vulcanised rubber 4016.91
Floor coverings consisting of a coating or covering  

applied on a textile backing 5904.9
Floor coverings of plastic in rolls or tiles 39.18
Floor coverings of textile materials Ch 57
Floor fans 84.14
Floor polish for other than wooden floors 3405.90
Floor polish for wooden floors 3405.20
Floor polishers with self-contained electric motor,  

domestic-type 8509.80
Floor sweepers, mechanical and hand operated, not  

motorised 9603.90
Floor-cloths 6307.10
Flooring blocks, ceramic 6904.90
Floor-standing lamps 94.05
Flour and meal of dried leguminous vegetables 11.06
Flour and meal of meat or meat offal, edible 02.10
Flour and meal of oil seeds or oleaginous fruits 12.08
Flour of wheat or meslin 11.01
Flour, meal and flakes of potatoes 11.05
Flour, soya bean 1208.10
Flour, wood 4405.00
Flours, meals and pellets of meat, meat offal, fish or  

aquatic invertebrates, unfit for human consumption 23.01
Flow meters for liquids or gases 90.26
Flowers, artificial, and articles thereof 67.02
Flowers, cut, and flower buds of a kind suitable for  

bouquets or for ornamental purposes 06.03
Fluids, brake, hydraulic 3819.00
Fluorescent brightening agents being synthetic organic  

products 3204.20
Fluorescent discharge lamps 8539.31
Fluoride oxides of non-metals 2812.90
Fluorides, precious metal, other than compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Fluorides; fluorosilicates, fluoroaluminates and other  

complex fluorine salts, inorganic, metallic 28.26
Fluorinated derivatives of acyclic hydrocarbons 2903.3
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Fluorine; bromine 2801.30
Fluoro-polymers, in primary forms 3904.6
Fluorosilicates of sodium or of potassium 2826.90
Fluorspar not suitable for use as gem stones 2529.2
Fluting paper, semi-chemical, in rolls or sheets, uncoated 4805.11
Fluxes for soldering, brazing or welding 3810.90
Flying trainers, ground, and parts thereof 8805.20
Fly-paper 38.08
Flywheels 84.83
Flywheels, magnetic 8511.20
Foam glass, in blocks, panels, plates, shells or similar  

forms 7016.90
Foamed slag and similar expanded mineral materials 6806.20
Fodder 12.14
Fodder balers 84.33
Fog signals 3604.90
Foil of aluminium 76.07
Foil of copper 74.10
Foil of lead 7804.1
Foil of molybdenum 8102.92
Foil of nickel 75.06
Foil of plastic 39.20/39.21
Foil of tin 80.07
Foil of tungsten 8101.9
Foil of zinc 7905.00
Foil, self-adhesive of plastic 39.19
Foils, stamping 3212.10
Folders made of paper or paperboard 4820.30
Folding machines for cloth 84.51
Folding machine-tools for working metal, other than  

machines of heading 84.86 8462.2
Foliage, artificial and articles thereof 67.02
Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, and grasses 0604.9
Food appliances, hand-operated, mechanical, weighing  

10 kg or less 8210.00
Food grinders and mixers, with self-contained electric  

motor, domestic type 8509.40
Food preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract,  

containing by weight less than 50 % of cocoa 19.01
Footwear making or repairing machines 84.53
Footwear of asbestos or asbestos and magnesium  

carbonate based mixtures 68.12
Footwear parts 64.06
Footwear without applied soles, knitted or crocheted 61.15
Footwear, nesoi 64.05
Footwear, waterproof, with outer soles and uppers of  

rubber or of plastics 64.01
Footwear, with outer soles and uppers of rubber or plastics 64.02
Footwear, with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or  

composition leather and uppers of leather 64.03
Footwear, with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather or  

composition leather and uppers of textile materials 64.04
Footwear, with uppers of leather or composition leather,  

nesoi 6405.10
Footwear, with uppers of textile materials, nesoi 6405.20
Forage harvesters 84.33
Forestry machinery for soil preparation or cultivation 84.32
Forged bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel 7214.10
Forges, portable 8205.80
Forging machine-tools for working metal 8462.10
Fork-lift trucks 84.27
Forks, agriculture, horticulture or forestry, hand, base  

metal 8201.20
Forks, kitchen or table, of base metal 82.15
Formaldehyde 2912.11
Formic acid 2915.1
Foundry mould or core binders, prepared 3824.10
Fountain pens 9608.3
Fowls, domestic, live 01.05

F—continued

Fox furskin, raw, whole 4301.60
Frames and mountings for spectacles and goggles etc 90.03
Frames for doors and windows, of plastic 3925.20
Frames for photographs and pictures, etc of base metal 8306.30
Frames with clasps of base metal 8308.90
Frames with clasps, incorporating locks of base metal 8301.50
Frames, window and door, of wood 44.18
Frames, wooden, for paintings, photographs, mirrors, etc 4414.00
Franking machines for postage 8470.90
Freezers and other freezing equipment 84.18
Friction material and articles thereof, not mounted 68.13
Friezes for parquet floorings, not assembled 44.09
Front-end shovel loaders, not self-propelled 84.30
Front-end shovel loaders, self-propelled 8429.51
Fructose 17.02
Fruit cordials 22.02
Fruit grading, cleaning or sorting machines 84.33
Fruit jellies, being cooked preparations 20.07
Fruit juice 20.09
Fruit juice mixtures 2009.90
Fruit pastes, being cooked preparations 20.07
Fruit purees, being cooked preparations 20.07
Fruit, artificial, and articles thereof 67.02
Fruit, canned 20.08
Fruit, frozen 08.11
Fruit, fruit peel and other parts of plants, preserved by  

sugar 2006.00
Fruit, nut or vegetable preparation machinery 84.38
Fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, prepared or  

preserved by methods nesoi 20.08
Fruit, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 2001.90
Fruit, provisionally preserved but unsuitable for  

immediate consumption 08.12
Fuel elements (cartridges) of nuclear reactors, spent  

(irradiated) 2844.50
Fuel elements (cartridges), non-irradiated, for nuclear  

reactors 8401.30
Fuel oil 27.10
Fuel pumps 84.13
Fuel wood 44.01
Fulminates, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of  

mercury 2842.90
Fulminates, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Funfair games and articles thereof 95.04
Fungicides 38.08
Fur hats 6506.99
Fur, artificial, and articles thereof 4304.00
Furfuraldehyde 2932.12
Furfuryl alcohol and tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol 2932.13
Furnace burners for fuel 84.16
Furnaces for industrial or laboratory use, electric, other  

than machines of heading 84.86 85.14
Furnaces, laboratory or industrial, non-electric 84.17
Furnishing articles of textiles 6304.9
Furnishing fabrics, woven, of metal thread or metallised  

yarn 5809.00
Furniture 94.03
Furniture and coachwork fittings, and the like, of plastic 3926.30
Furniture fittings and mountings of base metal 83.02
Furniture for sewing machines 8452.40
Furniture locks of base metal 8301.30
Furniture polish for other than wooden furniture 3405.90
Furniture polish for wooden furniture 3405.20
Furniture, wooden 4420.90
Furskin articles of apparel and clothing accessories 4303.10
Furskin pieces suitable for furriers’ use, raw 4301.90
Furskin pieces, tanned or dressed, not assembled 4302.20
Furskins and furskin pieces, tanned or dressed, assembled 4302.30
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Furskins, raw, incl. heads, tails, paws and cuttings 43.01
Furskins, tanned or dressed 43.02
Fuses for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535.10
Fuses for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.10
Fuses, safety or detonating 3603.00

G

Gain measuring instruments, electric, for telephone  
circuits 9030.40

Gaiters 6406.9
Gallium and articles of gallium 81.12
Games, funfair, table or parlour, and articles thereof 95.04
Games, indoor 95.04
Games, outdoor 95.06
Gamma ray based apparatus 9022.2
Gantry cranes 8426.1
Garden or similar umbrellas 6601.10
Garlic, fresh or chilled 0703.20
Garments made up of felt or other non-woven textile  

fabrics 6210.10
Garments made up of knitted or crocheted fabrics which  

have been impregnated, coated, covered or laminated 6113.00
Garments made up of rubberised textiles (excl. knitted or  

crocheted) 62.10
Garments made up of textile fabrics laminated, coated,  

covered or impregnated with plastic or other material  
(excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.10

Garnet, natural, not mounted, set or strung 71.03
Garnet, natural, not of gem stone quality 2513.2
Garnetted stock of wool or animal hair 5104.00
Gas 27.11
Gas analysis apparatus 9027.10
Gas containers for compressed or liquified gas, of  

aluminium 7613.00
Gas drilling casing and tubing of iron or steel with an  

external diameter not exceeding 406.4 mm 7306.2
Gas drilling casing of iron or steel with an external  

diameter which exceeds 406.4 mm 7305.20
Gas drilling casing, tubing and drill pipe of iron or steel,  

seamless 7304.20
Gas fueled lighters 96.13
Gas guns, pistols or rifles 9304.00
Gas mantles, incandescent, and tubular knitted gas mantle  

fabric therefor 5908.00
Gas masks 9020.00
Gas meters for supply or production 9028.10
Gas pipeline of iron or steel with an external diameter not  

exceeding 406.4 mm 7306.1
Gas pipeline of iron or steel with an external diameter  

which exceeds 406.4 mm 7305.1
Gas pipeline of iron or steel, seamless 7304.1
Gas recoverers for boilers of 84.02 and 84.03 8404.10
Gas turbines 84.11
Gaskets and similar joints of metal sheeting combined  

with other material and sets thereof 84.84
Gaskets for motor vehicles, of textile materials 5911.90
Gaskets of asbestos or asbestos and magnesium carbonate  

based mixtures 68.12
Gaskets of vulcanised rubber 4016.93
Gas-rings, domestic, of iron or steel, and parts thereof 73.21
Gauges, for measuring length 9017.30
Gauze 58.03
Gauze, for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary purposes 30.05
Gear boxes and other speed changers 84.83
Gear boxes for vehicles 8708.40
Gear cutting, grinding or finishing machine-tools for  

metal, metal carbides or cermets 8461.40
Gears and gearing 84.83
Gelatin and gelatin derivatives 3503.00

G—continued

Gelatin, unhardened and worked and articles of  
unhardened gelatin 9602.00

Generating sets, electric 85.02
Generators for generating producer gas, water gas,  

acetylene gas and similar water process gas generators 84.05
Generators for internal combustion piston engines 85.11
Generators, electric 85.01
Geophysical instruments 90.15
Germanium and articles of germanium; waste and scrap  

thereof 8112.9
Germanium oxides 2825.60
Germination plant fitted with mechanical or thermal  

equipment 84.36
Ghee 0405.00
Gherkins, provisionally preserved but unsuitable in that  

state for immediate consumption 0711.40
Gimped yarn 5606.00
Gimped yarn making machines 8447.90
Gin and geneva 2208.50
Ginger 0910.10
Ginger in syrup 2008.99
Ginger, preserved by sugar 2006.00
Gingerbread and the like 1905.20
Ginseng roots, fresh or dried 1211.20
Girdles and panty-girdles 6212.20
Gland extracts for organo-therapeutic uses 3001.20
Glands and other organs for organo-therapeutic uses, dried 3001.90
Glass balls, rods and tubes, unworked 7002.10
Glass beads 7018.10
Glass carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials, ampoules  

and other containers 70.10
Glass cold working machine-tools, other than machines of  

heading 84.86 84.64
Glass cubes and other glass smallwares, for mosaic or  

similar decorative purposes 7016.10
Glass envelopes, open 70.11
Glass eyes other than prosthetic articles 7018.90
Glass fibre fabrics 70.19
Glass fibre mats, non woven 7019.31
Glass fibre non woven products 7019.3
Glass fibres and articles thereof 70.19
Glass frit and other glass in powder, granules or flakes 3207.40
Glass imitation pearls, imitation precious or semi-precious  

stones and similar glass smallwares 7018.10
Glass in the mass 7001.00
Glass inners for vacuum flasks or other vacuum vessels 7020.00
Glass insulating units, multiple-walled 7008.00
Glass microspheres exceeding 1 mm in diameter 7002.10
Glass microspheres not exceeding 1 mm in diameter 7018.20
Glass mirrors 70.09
Glass or glassware hot working machines 84.75
Glass paving blocks, slabs, bricks, squares, tiles and other  

articles, pressed or moulded, used for building or  
construction purposes 70.16

Glass pearls and glass stones 7018.10
Glass polishes and creams 3405.90
Glass preserving jars, stoppers, lids and other closures 7010.90
Glass spheres, hollow 7015.90
Glass statuettes and other ornaments of lamp-worked  

glass 7018.90
Glass wool and articles thereof 70.19
Glass yarn, slivers, rovings and chopped strands and  

articles thereof 70.19
Glass, bent, edge-worked, engraved, drilled, enamelled or  

otherwise worked 7006.00
Glass, blown or drawn, in sheets 70.04
Glass, cast or rolled, in sheets or profiles 70.03
Glass, cullet, waste and scrap 7001.00
Glass, float, in sheets 70.05
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G—continued

Glass, multicellular or foam, in blocks, panels, plates,  
shells or similar forms 7016.9

Glass, optical elements, not optically worked 7014.00
Glass, polished, in sheets 70.05
Glass, safety, toughened or laminated 70.07
Glass, surface ground, in sheets 70.05
Glass-ceramics for table, kitchen, toilet, office, indoor  

decoration or similar purposes 7013.10
Glasses for clocks and watches etc 7015.90
Glasses for spectacles, not optically worked 70.15
Glassine and other glazed transparent or translucent  

papers, in rolls or sheets 4806.40
Glassware of a kind used for table, kitchen, toilet, office,  

indoor decoration or similar purposes 70.13
Glassware, laboratory, hygienic or pharmaceutical 70.17
Glassware, signalling 7014.00
Glazes and vitrifiable enamels 3207.20
Glaziers’ diamonds, mounted 8205.59
Glaziers’ diamonds, natural, not mounted 71.02
Glaziers’ putty 3214.10
Glazings of a kind used in the textile, paper, leather or  

like industries 38.09
Gliders and hang gliders, complete 88.01
Globes, printed 4905.10
Glosses based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, in a  

non-aqueous medium 3208.20
Glosses based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, in an aqueous  

medium 3209.10
Glosses based on polyesters, in a non-aqueous medium 3208.10
Gloves (excl. knitted or crocheted) of textiles 6216.00
Gloves of copper 7418.10
Gloves of iron or steel 7323.10
Gloves of leather or composition leather 4203.2
Gloves of vulcanised rubber 4015.1
Gloves, knitted or crocheted, of textiles 61.16
Glow plugs 8511.80
Gluconic acid 2918.16
Glucose and glucose syrup 17.02
Glueing machines, other than machines of heading 84.86 84.65
Glues based on modified starches 3505.20
Glues of animal origin 3503.00
Glues, prepared and other prepared adhesives 35.06
Glutamic acid and its salts 2922.42
Glycerol coated, impregnated or covered paper and  

paperboard, in rolls or sheets 4811.40
Glycerol waters and lyes 15.20
Glycerol, crude or refined 15.20
Glycosides 29.38
Goat or kid skin leather, tanned or re-tanned 4106.1
Goats or kids skins, raw 4103.90
Goats, live 0104.20
Goggle frames and mountings, and parts thereof 90.03
Goggles, corrective or protective 9004.90
Gold clad base metals or silver 7109.00
Gold clad with platinum 7111.00
Gold coin 7118.90
Gold compounds 2843.30
Gold jewellery 7113.19
Gold ores and concentrates 2616.90
Gold unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms 71.08
Gold waste and scrap 71.12
Gold, in powder form 7108.11
Gold, monetary 7108.20
Gold, non-monetary 7108.1
Goldbeater’s skin articles 42.06
Goldsmiths’ wares 71.14
Golf balls 9506.32
Golf cars, motor 8703.10
Golf clubs and other golf equipment 9506.3

G—continued

Gongs, non-electric, of base metal 8306.10
Goods vans and wagons for railways or tramways not  

self-propelled 86.06
Goods-vending machines, automatic (incl. parts) 84.76
Gouges, wood-working 8205.30
Grabs and grips for machinery 8431.41
Graders, not self-propelled 84.30
Graders, self-propelled 8429.20
Grading machines for agricultural produce 84.33
Grain cleaning, sorting or grading machinery 84.37
Gramophone records 8523.80
Grand pianos 9201.20
Granite, further worked than roughly split or squared 68.02
Granite, unworked 2516.1
Granules of natural stone, artificially coloured 6802.10
Granules of pig iron, spiegeleisen, iron or steel 7205.10
Grape juice 2009.6
Grape must with fermentation prevented 2204.2
Grape must, other 2204.30
Grape must, unfermented 2009.6
Grapefruit juice 2009.2
Grapefruit, fresh or dried 0805.40
Grapes, fresh or dried 08.06
Graphite articles of a kind used for electrical purposes 85.45
Graphite based preparations in the form of pastes, blocks,  

plates or other semi-manufactures 3801.90
Graphite in paste form 3801.90
Graphite or other carbon articles, non-electrical 6815.10
Graphite, artificial 3801.10
Graphite, colloidal or semi-colloidal 3801.20
Graphite, natural, crude, washed, crushed, ground or  

powdered 25.04
Grapnels, of iron or steel 7316.00
Grass seeds 12.09
Grates, mechanical 84.16
Grates, non-electric domestic, of iron or steel 73.21
Gravel stones 2517.10
Gravure printing machinery 84.43
Greaseproof papers, in rolls or sheets 4306.20
Greases for the treatment of textiles, leather, furskins and  

other materials, containing by weight less than 70% of  
petroleum or bituminous oils 34.03

Greases, lubricating, containing by weight 70% or more  
of petroleum oils or bituminous mineral oils 2710.19

Greasy wool, sheep’s or lambs’, not carded or combed 5101.1
Greaves 2301.10
Grenades 93.06
Grenades, fire-extinguishing, charged 3813.00
Grill of aluminium wire 7616.90
Grill of copper wire 7419.99
Grill or iron or steel 73.14
Grillers, electric, domestic 8516.60
Grinding balls and similar articles for mills, of iron or  

steel, cast 7325.91
Grinding balls and similar articles for mills, of iron or  

steel, not cast 7326.11
Grinding machinery for earth, stone, ores or other mineral  

substances 8474.20
Grinding machines for stone, ceramics, concrete,  

asbestos-cement and the like or for cold working glass,  
other than machines of heading 84.86 8464.20

Grinding machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, or  
similar materials 8465.93

Grinding machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  
cermets 84.60

Grinding wheels and the like 68.04
Grinding wheels, being hand or pedal-operated 8205.80
Grindstones and parts thereof 68.04
Groats, cereal 1103.1
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G—continued

Groats, meal and pellets of cereals 11.03
Grooved wood 44.09
Ground flying trainers 8805.20
Ground-nut oil residues, solid 2305.00
Ground-nut oil, crude or refined 15.08
Ground-nuts, in shell, not roasted 1201.10
Ground-nuts, shelled, not roasted 1201.20
Guavas, fresh or dried 0804.50
Guayule, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 4001.30
Guide bars for chain saws 8467.91
Guitars 9202.90
Guitars, electric 9207.90
Gum arabic 1301.20
Gum inhibitors 38.11
Gum, wood or sulphate turpentine oils 3805.10
Gummed or adhesive paper in strips or rolls 48.11
Gummed paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 4811.4
Gums, gum-resins, natural 13.01
Gun cases and holsters 4202.9
Gut articles 42.06
Guts, artificial, of hardened protein or of cellulosic  

material 3917.10
Guts, bladders and stomachs of animals 0504.00
Gutta-percha, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 4001.30
Guttering, ceramic 6906.00
Gutters of zinc 7907.00
Gym shoes, with outer shoes of rubber, plastics, leather or 

composition leather and uppers of textile materials 64.04
Gymnasium articles and equipment 9506.91
Gypsum 2520.10

H

Haemostatics 30.06
Hafnium and articles of hafnium 81.12
Hair and bristles of pigs, hogs or boars 0502.10
Hair brushes 9603.29
Hair clippers with self-contained electric motors 8510.20
Hair clippers, hand operated, non-electric 8214.90
Hair creams and hair oils 3305.90
Hair dryers, electro-thermic 8516.31
Hair lacquers (hair spray) 3305.30
Hair preparations 33.05
Hair waving or straightening preparations 3305.20
Hair, animal, carded or combed 51.05
Hair, animal, for brush-making 0502.90
Hair, animal, garnetted stock 5104.00
Hair, animal, not carded or combed 51.02
Hair, human, dressed, thinned, bleached or otherwise  

worked 6703.00
Hair, human, unworked; waste of human hair 0501.00
Hair-curlers 8615.90
Hair-curlers, electro-thermic 8516.32
Hair-dressing apparatus, electro-thermic 8516.3
Hair-nets 6505.10
Hairpins 9615.90
Hair-slides 9615.1
Hair-springs for watches and clocks 9114.10
Halides and halide oxides for non-metals 23.12
Halo-isobutene-isoprene rubber (CIIR or BIIR), in  

primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip 4002.3
Hammers (incl. sledge hammers), hand, base metal, not  

power operated 8205.20
Hammers, forging or die-stamping for working metals or  

metal carbides 8462.10
Hams and cuts thereof 1602.41
Hand-or foot-operated air pumps 84.14
Hand pumps for liquids 84.13
Hand saws, and blades for hand saws 82.02
Hand sieves and hand riddles 9604.00

H—continued

Hand tools of a kind used in agriculture, horticulture or  
forestry 82.01

Hand tools, pneumatic or with self-contained non-electric  
motor 84.67

Hand tools, with a self-contained electric motor 84.67
Handbags 4202.2
Handbags of furskin 4303.90
Hand-drying apparatus, electro-thermic 8516.33
Hand-held blow pipes 84.68
Handkerchiefs of paper 4818.20
Handkerchiefs, not knitted or crocheted 62.13
Handles and knobs for umbrellas, walking-sticks,  

seat-sticks, whips, riding crops and the like 6603.90
Handles for tools, brushes and brooms, of wood 4417.00
Handles of base metal 83.02
Hand-made lace 5804.30
Hand-made paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls or  

sheets 4802.10
Hand-woven rugs 5702.10
Hard rubber in all forms 4017.00
Hardened proteins, in primary forms 3913.90
Hare furskin, raw, whole 4301.80
Hare furskin, tanned or dressed, whole 4302.19
Harmoniums 9205.90
Harness for any animal 4201.00
Harps 9202.90
Harpsichords 9201.90
Harrows 84.32
Harvesting machinery 84.33
Hat foundation fabrics 5901.90
Hat foundations, linings, covers and frames 6507.00
Hat making blocks 8449.00
Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt 6501.00
Hat-racks and hat-pegs of base metal 8302.50
Hats and headgear made up from felt or other textile  

fabric in the piece 6505.90
Hats and headgear made up from lace 6505.90
Hats and other headgear, knitted or crocheted 6505.90
Hats and other headgear, plaited 6504.00
Hats of felt and other felt headgear, made from the hat  

bodies, hoods or plateaux of 65.01 6505.90
Hat-shapes, plaited or made by assembling strips of any  

material 6502.00
Hay knives 8201.90
Haymaking machinery 84.33
Hazelnuts or filberts, fresh or dried 0802.2
Head-bands 6507.00
Headgear for safety 6506.10
Headgear of asbestos or asbestos and magnesium  

carbonate based mixtures 68.12
Headgear peaks and straps 6507.00
Headphones 8518.30
Heads, tails, paws and other pieces or cuttings of furskins 4301.90
Heads, tails, paws and other pieces or cuttings of furskins,  

tanned or dressed, not assembled 4302.20
Healds and heald-frames 8448.42
Hearing aids and parts therefor 90.21
Heart pacemakers 90.21
Hearth tiles, ceramic, glazed 69.08
Hearth tiles, ceramic, unglazed 69.07
Heat exchange units 8419.50
Heat measuring or checking instruments and apparatus 90.27
Heat meters for liquids or gases 90.26
Heaters, air and hot air distributors, of iron or steel, non  

electric 7322.90
Heaters, water, instantaneous or storage, and immersion,  

electric 8516.10
Heating apparatus for space or soil, electric 8516.2
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 Heating equipment, electric, induct or di-electric, for  
industrial or lab use, excluding machines of heading  
84.86 85.14

Heating resistors, carbon 85.45
Heating resistors, electric, not of carbon 8516.80
Heat-insulating mineral materials 6806.90
Heat-sensitive base paper or paperboard, uncoated, in  

rolls or sheets 4802.20
Hedge shears 8201.60
Heel cushions 6406.9
Helical springs of iron or steel 7320.20
Helicopters, complete 8802.1
Hemiacetals 2911.00
Hemp, true, raw or processed but not spun 53.02
Heparin 3001.90
Herbicides 38.08
Heterocyclic compounds with nitrogen hetero-atom(s)  

only 29.33
Heterocyclic compounds with oxygen hetero-atom(s) only 29.32
Heterocyclic compounds, excluding compounds of  

mercury 29.34
Hewing tools 82.01
Hexachlorobenzene 2903.62
Hexacyanoferrate (ferrocyanides and ferricyanide) based  

pigments and preparations 3206.49
Hexamethylenediamine 2921.22
Hide powder, excluding compounds of mercury 3504.00
Hides and skins of animals, raw 41.03
Hides and skins of bovine or equine animals, raw 41.01
High pressure hydro-electric conduit of steel 73.04
Hinges of base metal 8302.10
Historical collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
Hoes 84.32
Hoes, hand, of base metal 8201.30
Hoists and pulley tackle 84.25
Hollow drill bars and rods of steel 7228.80
Hollow profiles of iron or steel with an external diameter  

not exceeding 406.4 mm 73.06
Hollow profiles, seamless, of iron or steel 73.04
Holsters 4202.9
Homogenised composite food preparations 2104.20
Honey, artificial 17.02
Honey, natural 0409.00
Honing machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 84.60
Hoods, recycling or ventilating, incorporating a fan 84.14
Hooks and other coupling devices for locomotives 8607.30
Hooks, eyes and eyelets etc of base metal 8308.10
Hoopwood 44.04
Hop cones, fresh or dried 12.10
Hopper scales 84.23
Hormones 29.37
Horn, worked and articles of horn 9601.90
Horns, electrical 8512.30
Horse skins and hides, raw 41.04
Horse-chestnuts of a kind used for animal feed 2308.00
Horsehair woven fabrics 5113.00
Horsehair yarn 5110.00
Horsehair, unworked or unspun or washed, scoured,  

bleached or dyed 0511.99
Horse-rugs 4201.00
Horses, live 01.01
Horticultural hand tools 82.01
Horticultural machinery for soil preparations or cultivation 84.32
Hosepiping of textiles and similar textile tubing 5909.00
Hoses of vulcanised rubber 40.09
Hoses, and fittings therefor, of plastic 39.17
Hosiery (knitted or crocheted) 61.15
Hosiery needles for machines 8448.49

H—continued

Hosiery, graduated compression 6115.10
Hospital beds with mechanical fittings 94.02
Hot cathode lamps 8539.31
Household and toilet articles of plastic 39.24
Household articles of copper 7418.10
Household articles of porcelain or china 69.11
Household articles, ceramic 6912.00
Household scales 84.23
Household sewing machines 84.52
Household washing machines 84.50
Human blood and its products 30.02
Human hair wigs 6704.20
Human hair, dressed, thinned, bleached or otherwise  

worked 6703.00
Human substances prepared for organo-therapeutic uses 30.01
Hunting requisites 95.07
Hydantoin 2933.21
Hydraulic brake fluids containing 70% or less by weight  

of petroleum oils or oils obtained from bituminous  
minerals 3819.00

Hydraulic jacks and hoists 84.25
Hydraulic power engines and motors 84.12
Hydraulic presses for working metal or metal carbides 8462.91
Hydraulic transmission liquids containing 70% or less by  

weight of petroleum oils or oils obtained from  
bituminous minerals 3819.00

Hydraulic turbines 84.10
Hydrazine and hydroxylamine 2825.10
Hydrazine or hydrozylamine, organic derivatives thereof 2928.00
Hydrides, excluding compounds of mercury 28.50
Hydrides, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Hydrocarbons, derivatives thereof 29.04
Hydrochloric acid 2806.10
Hydro-electric conduit, high pressures, of steel 73.04
Hydrogen 2804.10
Hydrogen fluoride 2811.11
Hydrogen peroxide 2847.00
Hydrographic instruments and appliances 90.15
Hydrographic or similar charts 4905.9
Hydrological instruments and appliances 90.15
Hydrometers 90.25
Hydroquinone 2907.22
Hydrosulphites, stabilised by organic substances 28.31
Hygienic glassware 70.17
Hygienic or pharmaceutical articles of vulcanised rubber 40.14
Hygrometers 90.25
Hypobromites, metallic 28.28
Hypochlorites, metallic 28.28

I

Ice cream and other edible ice 21.05
Ice cream mix 2106.90
Ice skates 9506.70
Icing sugar 1701.99
Igniters 3603.00
Ignition equipment for internal combustion engines,  

electrical 85.11
Ignition wiring sets of a kind used in vehicles, aircraft or  

ships, insulated 8544.30
Illuminated signs, name-plates and the like 94.05
Ilmenite 2614.00
Ilmenite, finely ground, for use as pigment, excluding  

compounds of mercury 32.06
Image converters and intensifiers, thermionic 8540.20
Image projectors 90.08
Imides 2925.1
Imine-function compounds 29.25
Imines 2925.2
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Imitation jewellery 71.17
Immersion heaters, electric 8516.10
Impressed flongs and matrices 84.42
Incandescent gas mantles and tubular knitted gas mantle  

fabric therefor 5908.00
Incinerators, industrial, or laboratory, non-electric 84.17
Incubators for poultry 84.36
Indene or coumarone-indene resins, in primary forms 3911.10
Indexing tags of base metal 8305.90
Indicator panels, electric 85.31
Indicator panels, electric, incorporating liquid crystal  

devices (LCD) or light emitting diodes (LED) 8531.20
Indium and articles of indium 8112.9
Induction coils, electrical, other than ignition equipment  

for internal combustion engines 85.04
Induction furnaces and heating equipment, electric, other  

than machines of heading 84.86 85.14
Inductors, electrical 85.04
Industrial diamonds, natural, not mounted 7102.2
Infant food prepations, containing no cocoa powder or  

less than 50% by weight of cocoa powder, put up for  
retail sale 1901.10

Inflatable articles of vulcanised rubber 40.16
Inflatable balls 9506.62
Inflatable boats, dinghies and other vessels 8903.10
Inflatable rafts 8907.10
Infra-red lamps 8539.40
Infra-red ray apparatus 9018.20
Ingot moulds and ladles 84.54
Ingots of alloy steel (excl. stainless steel) 7224.10
Ingots of iron and non-alloy steel 7206.10
Ingots of stainless steel 7218.10
Ingrain paper 4814.10
Injection-moulding machines for rubber or plastics, Other  

than machines of heading 84.86 84.77
Ink 32.15
Ink-pads 9612.20
Inlaid wood 4420.90
Inner tubes of rubber 40.13
Inorganic acid esters 29.20
Inorganic or organic compounds of precious metals,  

excluding compounds of mercury 28.43
Inositols 2906.13
Insecticides 38.08
Instant coffee 21.01
Instantaneous water heaters, electric 8516.10
Instantaneous water heaters, gas 84.19
Insulated wire, cable and other insulated electric  

conductors 85.44
Insulating fittings for electrical purposes 85.47
Insulating units of glass, multiple-walled 7008.00
Insulators, electrical, of ceramic materials 8546.20
Insulators, electrical, of glass 8546.10
Insulators, electrical, of materials other than ceramics or  

glass 8546.90
Insulin 2937.91
Integrated circuits, hybrid 85.42
Integrated circuits, monolithic 8542.3
Interchangeable spanner sockets 8204.20
Interchangeable tools for hand tools or machine-tools 82.07
Interior blinds of textile materials 63.03
Interleaved carbon sets 4820.40
Internal combustion piston engines, compression-ignition 84.08
Internal combustion piston engines, spark ignition 84.07
Intrument panel clocks and similar clocks for vehicles,  

aircraft, spacecraft and vessels 9104.00
Inulin 1108.20
Invalid carriages 87.13
Iodates, metallic 2829.90

I—continued

Iodides and iodide oxides, inorganic, metallic, excluding  
compounds of mercury 2827.60

Iodides, inorganic, metallic, double or complex, excluding  
compounds of mercury 2842.90

Iodides, precious metal, excluding compounds of mercury 28.43
Iodine 2801.20
Ion-exchangers based on polymers of headings 39.01 to  

39.13, in primary forms mixed with any other  
substances 3914.00

Ionic beam operated machine-tools, other than machines  
of heading 84.86 8456.9

Ionones 2914.23
iPod player 85.19
Iridium, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in  

powder form 7110.4
Iron and non-alloy steel in ingots or other primary forms 72.06
Iron and steel chain 73.15
Iron and steel screws, bolts, nuts, coach-screws, screw  

hooks, rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers and similar  
articles 73.18

Iron chloride 2827.39
Iron or non-alloy steel angles, shapes and sections 72.16
Iron or non-alloy steel bars and rods, in irregularly wound  

coils, hot-rolled 72.13
Iron or non-alloy steel bars and rods, nesoi 72.15
Iron or non-alloy steel bars and rods, other, not further  

worked than forged, hot-rolled, hot-drawn or  
hot-extruded 72.14

Iron or non-alloy steel flat rolled products, of a width of  
600 mm or more, clad, plated or coated 72.10

Iron or non-alloy steel flat rolled products, of a width of  
less than 600 mm, clad, plated or coated 72.12

Iron or non-alloy steel flat rolled products, of a width of  
less than 600 mm, not clad, plated or coated 72.11

Iron or non-alloy steel flat-rolled products, of a width of  
600 mm or more, cold-rolled, not clad, plated or coated 72.09

Iron or non-alloy steel flat-rolled products, of a width of  
600 mm or more, hot-rolled, not clad, plated or coated 72.08

Iron or non-alloy steel wire 72.17
Iron or non-alloy steel, semi-finished products 72.07
Iron or steel anchors, grapnels 7316.00
Iron or steel barbed wire, twisted hoop or single flat wire  

and loosely twisted double wire 7313.00
Iron or steel channels 73.08
Iron or steel cloth grill, netting and fencing 73.14
Iron or steel expanded metal 7314.50
Iron or steel fish plates or sole plates 7302.40
Iron or steel ingots for remelting 7204.50
Iron or steel nails, tacks, drawing pins, corrugated nails,  

staples and similar articles 7317.00
Iron or steel powders and granules 72.05
Iron or steel railway or tramway construction material 73.02
Iron or steel reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers  

of a capacity exceeding 300 l 7309.00
Iron or steel safety pins and other pins 73.19
Iron or steel sanitary ware and parts thereof 73.24
Iron or steel sewing needles, knitting needles, bodkins,  

crochet hooks, embroidery stilettos 73.19
Iron or steel sheet piling 7301.10
Iron or steel sleepers for railways or tramways 7302.90
Iron or steel springs and leaves for springs 73.20
Iron or steel standed wire, ropes, cables, plaited bands,  

slings and the like, not electrically insulated 73.12
Iron or steel stoves, ranges, grates, cookers, barbecues,  

braziers, gas-rings, plate warmers and similar  
non-electric domestic appliances 73.21

Iron or steel structures 73.08
Iron or steel switch blades for railways or tramways 7302.30
Iron or steel table, kitchen or other household articles 73.23
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Chapter or
Heading

Chapter or
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I—continued

Iron or steel tanks, casks, cans etc of a capacity not  
exceeding 300 l 73.10

Iron or steel tube or pipe fittings 73.07
Iron or steel tubes and pipes with an external diameter  

which exceed 406.4 mm 73.05
Iron or steel tubes, pipes and hollow profiles with an  

external diameter not exceeding 406.4 mm 73.06
Iron or steel tubes, pipes, and hollow profiles, seamless 73.04
Iron or steel welded angles, shapes and sections 7301.20
Iron or steel wool, pot scourers, scouring or polishing  

pads, gloves and the like 7323.10
Iron ores and concentrates 2601.1
Iron oxides and hydroxides 2821.10
Iron oxides, micaceous, natural 2530.40
Iron pyrites, roasted 2601.20
Iron pyrites, unroasted 2502.00
Iron, having a minimum purity by weight of 99.94%, in  

lumps, pellets or similar forms 7203.90
Ironing machines and presses for garments 84.51
Irons, smoothing, electric 8516.40
Isinglass 3503.00
Isobutene-isoprene rubber (IIR), in primary forms or in  

plates, sheets or strip 4002.3
Isobutyl acetate 2915.39
Isocyanates 2929.10
Isolating switches for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.50
Isoprene rubber (IR), in primary forms or in plates, sheets  

or strip 4002.60
Isotopes and their inorganic or organic compounds 28.45
Isotopic separation machinery and apparatus 8401.20
Ivory, unworked or simply prepared; ivory powder and  

waste 0507.10
Ivory, worked and articles of ivory 9601.10

J

Jackets for men or boys (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6203.3
Jackets for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 6103.3
Jackets for women or girls (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6204.3
Jackets for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6104.3
Jacks for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.90
Jacks, lifting 8425.4
Jacquards 8448.11
Jams 20.07
Jars and similar articles, ceramic 6909.90
Jars, glass 7010.90
Jelly crystals 2106.90
Jerseys, knitted or crocheted 61.10
Jet fuel, spirit type 2710.12
Jet projecting machines 8424.30
Jewellery boxes of leather, etc 4202.9
Jewellery boxes, of wood 4420.90
Jewellery, imitation 71.17
Jewellery, of precious metal or of metal clad with precious  

metal 71.13
Jewels, worked, for watches and clocks 9114.20
Jib cranes, portal or pedestal 8426.30
Jigsaw puzzles 95.03
Joinery and carpentry of wood 44.18
Jojoba oil, crude or refined but not chemically modified 1515.60
Journals 49.02
Juice extractors, fruit or vegetable, with self-contained  

electric motor, domestic-type 8509.40
Juices, fruit and vegetable 20.09
Junction boxes for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535.90
Junction boxes for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.90
Jute sacks and bags 6305.10
Jute tow or waste 5303.90
Jute yarn 53.07
Jute, raw or processed but not spun 53.03

K

Kangaroo and wallaby meat, unfit for human consumption 0511.99
Kangaroo furskin, raw, whole 4301.80
Kangaroo leather, without hair on 41.07
Kangaroo meat and edible offal, fresh, chilled or frozen,  

fit for human consumption 0208.90
Kangaroo skins, raw 4103.90
Kaolin and other kaolinic clays 2507.00
Kapok, for stuffing or use as padding 1402.10
Karamanie rugs 5702.10
Kelem rugs 5702.10
Kelp ash 26.21
Kernels, apricot, peach or plum 1212.99
Kerosene and other medium oils 2710.19
Ketone peroxides 2909.60
Ketone, derivatives 2914.70
Ketone-alcohols and ketone-aldehydes 2914.40
Ketone-phenols and ketones with other oxygen function 2914.50
Ketones, aromatic without other oxygen function 2914.3
Ketones, cyclanic, cyclenic or cycloterpenic without other  

oxygen function 2914.2
Keyboard instruments with free metal reeds 9205.90
Keyboard instruments, electric 9207.10
Keyboard pipe organs 9205.90
Keyboard stringed instruments 92.01
Keys for locks and padlocks, presented separately, of base  

metal 8301.70
Kid skin leather, tanned or retanned 4106.2
Kieselguhr, activated 3802.90
Kieselguhr, not activated 2512.00
Kieserite 2530.20
Kitchen and other household articles of iron or steel 73.23
Kitchen articles of aluminium 7615.1
Kitchen articles of copper 7418.1
Kitchen cleavers, choppers and mincing knives 8214.90
Kitchen cutlery of base metal 82.15
Kitchen furniture 94.03
Kitchen glassware 70.13
Kitchen linen 63.02
Kitchen waste disposers, with self contained electric  

motor, domestic-type 8509.80
Kitchenware of plastic 3924.10
Kitchenware of porcelain or china 6911.10
Kitchenware, ceramic (excl. porcelain or china) 6912.00
Kitchenware, of wood 4419.00
Klystrons 8540.72
Kneading machinery for earth, stone, ores or other  

mineral substances 8474.30
Knitted or crocheted fabrics (excl. pile or terry) Ch. 60
Knitted or crocheted pile fabrics and terry fabrics 60.01
Knitting machine auxiliary machinery and parts 8448.5
Knitting machines 84.47
Knitting needles of iron or steel 7319.90
Knives for machines or mechanical appliances 82.08
Knives with cutting blades 82.11
Knives, mincing 8214.90
Knives, paper or erasing 8214.10
Knobs of base metal 83.02
Knots prepared for broom or brush making 9603.90
Kraft paper and paperboard coated with inorganic  

substances, in rolls or sheets 4810.3
Kraft paper and paperboard, uncoated, in rolls or sheets 48.04
Kraft paper, (excl. sack kraft) creped or crinkled, in rolls  

or sheets 4808.30
Kraftliner, in rolls or sheets, uncoated 4804.1

L

Labelling machinery for cans, bottles, boxes, bags and  
other containers 84.22

Labels of paper or paperboard 48.21
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Labels of textile materials, not embroidered 58.07
Laboratory ceramic wares 6909.1
Laboratory furnaces and ovens, non-electric 84.17
Laboratory glassware 70.17
Laboratory reagents, composite, excluding compounds of  

mercury 3822.00
Lac 1301.90
Lace hats or headgear 6505.90
Lace making machine auxiliary machinery and parts 8448.5
Lace making machines 8447.90
Lace, hand-made 5804.30
Lace, in the piece, strips or motifs 58.04
Lacquers based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, in a  

non-aqueous medium 3208.20
Lacquers based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, in an  

aqueous medium 3209.10
Lacquers based on polyesters, in a non-aqueous medium 3208.10
Lactams 2933.7
Lactic acid, its salts and esters, excluding compounds of  

mercury 2918.11
Lactones 2932.2
Lactophosphates 29.19
Lactose and lactose syrup 1702.1
Ladles for ingots 84.54
Ladles, kitchen or table, of base metal 82.15
Lakes, colour 32.05
Lamb furskin, raw 4301.30
Lamb skin leather, tanned or retanned 41.06
Lamb skins, raw 41.02
Laminaria and laminaria tents, sterile 3006.10
Laminated safety glass 7007.2
Laminated wood 44.12
Lamp carbons 85.45
Lamp wicks of textile materials 5908.00
Lampholders for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.61
Lamps and lighting fittings 94.05
Lamps, electric filament or discharge 85.39
Lamps, portable and electric, designed to function by  

their own source of energy 8513.10
Lamp-worked glass statuettes and other ornaments 7018.90
Lances 9307.00
Landing stages, floating 8907.90
Lanolin, anhydrous, emulsified or hydrated 1505.00
Lapis-lazuli, natural 71.03
Lapping machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 84.60
Lard 1501.00
Lard stearin; lard oil 1503.00
Lasagne 19.02
Laser beam welding or cutting machines and apparatus,  

other than machines of heading 84.86 85.15
Laser or other light or photon beam operated machine  

tools, other than machines of heading 84.86 8456.10
Lasers 9013.20
Lasts, for shoes or boots, of wood 4417.00
Latex, rubber, natural 4001.10
Latex, rubber, synthetic 40.02
Lathes for removing metal 84.58
Lattice masts of aluminium 7610.90
Lattice masts of iron or steel 7308.20
Laundry soap 3401.19
Laundry-type washing machines 84.50
Lauryl alcohol, cetyl alcohol and stearyl alcohol 2905.17
Lavatories, ceramic 69.10
Lavatory seats and covers of plastic 3922.20
Lawn mowers 84.33
Lawn rollers 84.32
Lead articles 7806.00
Lead bars, rods, profiles and wire 78.06

L—continued

Lead bullion, unwrought 7801.99
Lead carbonate 2836.99
Lead chromates 2841.50
Lead crystal drinking glasses 70.13
Lead crystal glassware used for table or kitchen purposes 7013.41
Lead ores and concentrates 2607.00
Lead oxides; red lead and orange lead 28.24
Lead plates, sheets, strip and foil 7804.1
Lead powders and flakes 7804.20
Lead tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings 78.06
Lead waste and scrap 7802.00
Lead, refined, unwrought 7801.10
Lead, unwrought 78.01
Leaded lights 7016.90
Leads for pencils 96.09
Leads, animal 4201.00
Leaflets and similar printed matter 49.01
Leaf-springs and leaves therefor, of iron or steel 7320.10
Leather and composition leather parings and waste 4115.20
Leather articles for technical uses 42.05
Leather bags, boxes and cases 42.02
Leather belts and bandoliers 4203.30
Leather clothing accessories and apparel 42.03
Leather dust, powder and flour 4115.20
Leather finishing prepared water pigments 3210.00
Leather gloves, mittens or mitts 4203.2
Leather of bovine or equine animals 41.07
Leather of goat or kid skin 4113.10
Leather of marsupials 4113.90
Leather of reptiles 4113.30
Leather of sheep or lamb skin 41.12
Leather of swine and pigs 41.13
Leather or composition leather articles 4205.00
Leather or composition leather machinery parts 42.05
Leather preparing, tanning or working machines 84.53
Leather treatment preparations (oil and grease), not  

obtained from bituminous minerals 3403.91
Leather treatment preparations containing less than 70%  

by weight of petroleum oils or oils obtained from  
bituminous minerals 3403.11

Leather, chamois 4114.10
Leather, compositions, in slabs, sheets or strip 41.15
Leather, metallised 4114.20
Leather, patent and patent laminated 4114.20
Lecithins and other phosphoaminolipids 2923.20
Leeks and other alliaceous vegetables, fresh or chilled 07.03
Legal tender, being coin 7118.90
Leggings and similar articles 6406.9
Leguminous plants brans, sharps and other residues 2302.50
Leguminous vegetable working machinery 84.37
Leguminous vegetables, dried, flour and meal 1106.10
Leguminous vegetables, dried, shelled 07.13
Leguminous vegetables, fresh or chilled 07.08
Leguminous vegetables, frozen 0710.2
Lemon juice 2009.30
Lemons, fresh or dried 0805.30
Lenses, mounted, being parts or fittings for cameras,  

projectors or photographic enlargers or reducers,  
optically worked 9002.11

Lenses, optical, unmounted of any material 90.01
Lenses, spectacle or contact, of optical glass, not optically  

worked 7014.00
Lenses, spectacle, unmounted of any material 90.01
Lentils, dried, shelled 0713.40
Letter cards of paper or paperboard 4817.20
Letter openers 8214.10
Letter pads and similar articles 4820.10
Letter trays and similar articles of paper or paperboard 4819.60
Letterpress printing machinery 84.43
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Letters, numbers and other symbols of base metal 8310.00
Lettuce, fresh or chilled 0705.1
Leucite; nepheline and nepheline syenite 2529.30
Leucoxene 2614.00
Level gauges for liquids or gases 90.26
Levellers, not self-propelled 84.30
Levellers, self-propelled 8429.20
Levels 9015.30
Lichens, suitable for ornamental purposes 0604.10
Lichens, used primarily in perfumery, in pharmacy or for  

insecticidal, fungicidal or similar purposes 12.11
Lids of base metal 8309.90
Lids, glass 7010.90
Lids, plastic 3923.50
Lifeboats, motorised 8906.00
Lifeboats, non-motorised 8903.99
Life-jackets and life-belts, of textile materials 6307.20
Lifting heads, electro-magnetic 8505.90
Lifts and skip hoists 8428.10
Light bulbs, open, of glass, without fittings 7011.10
Light emitting diodes 8541.40
Light measuring or checking instruments and apparatus 90.27
Lighters 96.13
Lighting equipment, electrical, for cycles or motor  

vehicles 85.12
Lightning arresters for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535.40
Lights, leaded and the like 7016.90
Light-vessels, the navigability of which is subsidiary to  

their main function 8905.90
Lignin sulphonates being residual from the manufacture  

of wood pulp 3804.00
Lignite 27.02
Lime, hydraulic 2522.30
Lime, slaked 2522.20
Limes, fresh or dried 0805.30
Limestone flux; limestone and other calcareous stone,  

used for the manufacture of lime or cement 2521.00
Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines, of iron or  

steel with an external diameter not exceeding 406.4 mm 7306.1
Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines, of iron or  

steel with an external diameter which exceeds  
406.4 mm 7305.1

Line pipe of a kind used for oil or gas pipelines, of iron or  
steel, seamless 7304.1

Linen fabric woven from flax 53.09
Linen, bed, table, kitchen and toilet 63.02
Linings, brake or transmission, not mounted, with a basis  

of asbestos, other mineral substances or cellulose 68.13
Linings, brake, mounted 8708.30
Linoleic or linolenic acids 2916.15
Linoleum 5904.10
Linseed 1204.00
Linseed oil and fats residues, solid 2306.20
Linseed oil, crude or refined 1515.1
Linters, cotton 1404.20
Lip make-up preparations 3304.10
Liquefied gas containers of aluminium 7613.00
Liquefied gas containers of iron or steel 7311.00
Liqueurs and flavoured spirituous liquors 2208.90
Liquid butane, chemically or commercially pure 2901.10
Liquid crystal devices 9013.80
Liquid elevators 84.13
Liquid meters for supply or production 9028.20
Liquid or liquefied-gas fuels in containers used for filling  

or refilling cigarette or similar lighters 36.06
Liquid pumps 84.13
Liquid spraying, dispersing or projecting appliances,  

mechanical, other than machines of heading 84.86 84.24
Liquorice roots, fresh or dried 1211.90

L—continued

Lithium oxide and hydroxide 2825.20
Lithographic stones, prepared for printing purposes 8442.50
Lithographs, original 9702.00
Lithopone and pigments and preparations based on zinc  

sulphide 3206.42
Liver of any animal, prepared or preserved 1602.20
Lobster in shell, cooked by steaming or by boiling water 03.06
Lobster, frozen 0306.1
Lobster, live, fresh, chilled, dried, salted or in brine 0306.2
Lobster, prepared or preserved 1605.30
Locks of base metal 83.01
Locomotive parts 86.07
Locomotive tenders 86.02
Locomotives, rail, diesel-electric 8602.10
Locomotives, rail, not powered from an external source of  

electricity or by electric accumulators 86.02
Locomotives, rail, powered from an external source of  

electricity or by electric accumulators 86.01
Locust beans 1212.99
Loofah articles 46.02
Loom auxiliary machinery and parts 8448.4
Looms 84.46
Loop wale-yarn 5606.00
Lorries, being special purpose vehicles 87.05
Loudspeakers 85.18
LPG 2711.1
Lubricating greases, containing by weight 70% or more  

petroleum oils or bituminous mineral oils 2710.99
Lubricating oil additives 3811.2
Lubricating oils, containing by weight 70% or more of  

petroleum oils or bituminous mineral oils 2710.19
Lubricating preparations for textiles, leather hides,  

furskins, etc containing by weight less than 70% of  
petroleum or bituminous oils 34.03

Lucerne meal and pellets 1214.10
Luggage vans for railways or tramways not self-propelled 8605.00
Luminophores being inorganic products, excluding  

compounds of mercury 3206.50
Lupulin 1210.20
Lustres, liquid, and similar preparations 3207.30
Lux meters 90.27
Lyes, residual 3804.00
Lysine and its esters 2922.41

M

Macadam of slag, dross or similar industrial waste 2517.20
Macadam, tarred 2517.30
Macaroni 19.02
Mace 0908.20
Machine knives and cutting blades 82.08
Machine saw blades 82.02
Machinery and apparatus for isotopic separation 8401.20
Machinery for the treatment of materials by a process  

involving a change of temperature, other than machines  
of heading 84.86 84.19

Machinery parts of leather or composition leather 42.05
Machines for forming foundry moulds of sand 8474.80
Machines incorporating a calculating device 84.70
Machine-tools for stone, ceramics, concrete,  

asbestos-cement and the like or for cold working glass,  
other than machines of heading 84.86 84.64

Machine-tools for working metal, sintered metal carbides  
or cermets without removing metal 84.63

Machine-tools for working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber  
hard plastics or similar hard materials, other than  
machines of heading 84.86 84.65

Machining centres for working metal 8457.10
Magnesia, fused or deadburned 2519.90
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Magnesium and articles of magnesium; waste and scrap  
thereof 81.04

Magnesium carbonate, natural 2519.10
Magnesium chloride 2827.31
Magnesium hydroxide and peroxide 2816.10
Magnesium oxide 25.19
Magnesium potassium sulphate 3104.90
Magnesium powders 8104.30
Magnesium sulphate, natural 2530.20
Magnesium sulphates, artificial 2833.21
Magnetic flywheels 8511.20
Magnetic pulse welding or cutting machines and  

apparatus, other than machiness of heading 84.86 85.15
Magnetic readers 84.71
Magnetic sound recording apparatus 85.19
Magneto-dynamos 8511.20
Magnetrons 8540.71
Magnets, permanent 8505.1
Mail sorting or folding machines 8472.30
Maintenance vehicles for railways or tramways 86.04
Maize bran, sharps and other residues 2302.10
Maize flour 1102.20
Maize oil, crude or refined but not chemically modified 1515.2
Maize, unmilled 1005.90
Make-up brushes 9603.20
Make-up preparations 33.04
Maleic anhydride 2917.14
Malonylurea and its derivatives 2933.52
Malt 11.07
Malt extract 1901.90
Manchons, of felt 6501.00
Mandarins; clementines, wilkings and similar citrus  

hybrids, fresh or dried 0805.20
Mandelic acid 29.18
Manganese and articles of manganese; waste and scrap  

thereof 81.11
Manganese ores and concentrates 2602.00
Manganese oxides 28.20
Manganiferous iron ores and concentrates 2802.00
Manganites, metallic; manganates, metallic 2841.60
Mangoes and mangosteens, fresh or dried 0804.50
Manicure or pedicure preparations 3304.30
Manicure sets and instruments 8214.20
Manifold business forms 4820.40
Manioc, fresh or dried 0714.10
Man-made fibre waste 55.05
Mannitol 2905.43
Manometers for liquids or gases 90.26
Manostats 9032.20
Mantillas, veils and the like (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.14
Mantillas, veils and the like, knitted or crocheted 6117.10
Manuscript music sheets 4904.00
Map-cases 4202.9
Maple sugar and maple syrup 1702.20
Maps 4905.9
Maraccas 9206.00
Marble, further worked than roughly split or squared 68.02
Marble, unworked or roughly split, roughly squared or  

squared by sawing, not further worked 2515.1
Margarine 15.17
Marine propulsion turbines 8406.10
Marking-out instruments, other than apparatus of  

heading 84.86 90.17
Marmalades 2007.91
Marquetry, of wood 4420.90
Marsupial leather 4113.90
Masks, protective 9020.00
Masonry anchors of iron or steel, not cast 7326.90
Massage apparatus 9019.10

M—continued

Master alloys of copper 7405.00
Mastics 3214.10
Matches 3605.00
Mate 0903.00
Mate extracts, essences and concentrates and preparations 2101.20
Mathematical calculating instruments, other than  

apparatus of heading 84.86 90.17
Matrices and masters for the production of records 85.23
Mats of glass fibre 70.19
Mats of plaiting materials 46.01
Mats of vulcanised rubber 4016.91
Mattes of cobalt 81.05
Mattes, nickel 7501.10
Matting of plaiting materials 46.01
Mattocks 8201.30
Mattress supports 9404.10
Mattresses, pneumatic, of textile materials 6306.4
Mead 2206.00
Meal and flakes of potatoes 11.05
Meal of dried leguminous vegetables 1106.10
Meal of oil seeds or oleaginous fruits 12.08
Meal, cereal 1103.1
Meal, soya bean 1208.10
Meals, flours and pellets of meat, meat offal, fish or  

aquatic invertebrates, unfit for human consumption 23.01
Measuring instruments, and apparatus for measuring or  

checking electrical quantities 90.30
Measuring instruments, machines and appliances Ch 90
Meat and edible meat offal, salted, in brine, dried or  

smoked 02.10
Meat and edible offal of poultry, fresh, chilled or frozen 02.07
Meat and meat offal, edible flours and meals thereof 02.10
Meat extracts and juices 1603.00
Meat of bovine animals, fresh or chilled 02.01
Meat of bovine animals, frozen 02.02
Meat of horses, asses, mules or hinnies 02.05
Meat of sheep or goats, fresh, chilled or frozen 02.04
Meat of swine, fresh, chilled or frozen 02.03
Meat or poultry preparation machinery 84.38
Meat, fish, crustaceans, molluscs or other aquatic  

invertebrates extracts and juices 1603.00
Meat, meat offal or blood, prepared or preserved 16.02
Mechanical appliances for projecting, dispersing or  

spraying liquids or powder,other than machines of  
heading 84.86 84.24

Mechanical shovels, not self-propelled 84.30
Mechanical shovels, self-propelled 8429.5
Mechanical stokers, grates, ash dischargers and similar  

appliances 84.16
Mechanical wood pulp 4701.00
Mechano-therapy appliances 9019.10
Medical furniture 94.02
Medical instruments and apparatus 90.18
Medicaments containing acetylsalicylic acid 3003.90
Medicaments for therapeutic or prophylactic uses 30.03/30.04
Melamine 2933.61
Melamine resins, in primary forms 3909.20
Melons, fresh 0807.1
Memorandum pads and similar articles 4820.10
Menageries, travelling 9508.00
Men’s or boys’ overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks,  

anoraks, wind-cheaters and similar articles (excl.  
knitted and crocheted) 62.01

Men’s or boys’ overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks,  
anoraks, wind-cheaters and similar articles, knitted or  
crocheted 61.01

Men’s or boys’ shirts (excl. knitted and crocheted) 62.05
Men’s or boys’ shirts, knitted or crocheted 61.05
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Men’s or boys’ singlets and other vests, underpants, briefs,  
nightshirts, pyjamas, bathrobes, dressing gowns and  
similar articles (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.07

Men’s or boys’ singlets and other vests, underpants, briefs,  
nightshirts, pyjamas, bathrobes, dressing gowns and  
similar articles, knitted or crocheted 61.07

Men’s or boys’ suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, trousers,  
bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (excl.  
knitted or crocheted) 62.03

Men’s or boys’ suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, trousers,  
bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts, knitted or  
crocheted 61.03

Men’s or boys’ swimwear (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6211.11
Men’s or boys’ swimwear, knitted or crocheted 6112.3
Menthol 2906.11
Mercury 2805.40
Mercury arc rectifying valves and tubes 85.40
Mercury compounds, excluding amalgams 28.52
Mercury in colloidal suspension, medical 30.03
Mesh of iron or steel 73.14
Meslin, unmilled 1001.90
Metal carbide tool plates, sticks, tips and the like,  

unmounted, sintered 8209.00
Metal carbides, non-agglomerated, mixed together or with  

metallic binders 3824.30
Metal cutting shears 8203.30
Metal foundry moulding boxes 84.80
Metal furniture 94.03
Metal spraying machines and apparatus, electric, other  

than machines of heading 84.86 85.15
Metal spraying wire and rods, of agglomerated base metal  

powder, cored or coated with flux material 8311.90
Metal surface pickling preparations 3810.10
Metal testing machines and appliances 9024.10
Metallic powder and flakes of a kind used in the  

manufacture of paints 3212.90
Metallised leather 4114.20
Metallised yarn 5605.00
Metal-rolling mills and rolls therefor 84.55
Meteorological instruments and appliances 90.15
Methacrylic acid 2916.13
Methacrylic acid esters 2916.14
Methanal 2912.11
Methanol 2905.11
Methionine 2930.40
Methyl chloride 2903.11
Methyl cyclohexanones 2914.22
Methyl ionones 2914.23
Methyl isobutyl ketone 2914.13
Methylamine, di- or trimethylamine 2921.11
Methylcoumarins 2932.21
Methylene chloride 2903.12
Metronomes 9209.99
Mica 25.25
Mica, agglomerated or reconstituted 68.14
Mica, worked beyond mere rifting and trimming and  

articles of mica 68.14
Microassemblies, electronic, other than ‘smart cards’ 85.42
Microcircuits, electronic, other than ‘smart cards’ 85.42
Microfilm cameras 90.06
Microfilms, exposed and developed, photographic 3705.90
Microfilm readers 9008.20
Micrometers, measuring 9017.30
Micro-organism culture media, prepared 3821.00
Micro-organism cultures 3002.90
Micro-organism, single cell, dead 2102.20
Microphone/speaker sets, combined 8518.30
Microphones and stands therefor 8518.10

M—continued

Microscopes, optical, other than apparatus of heading  
84.86 90.11

Microscopes, other than apparatus of heading 84.86 9012.10
Microspheres of glass, exceeding 1 mm in diameter 7002.10
Microspheres of glass, not exceeding 1 mm in diameter 7018.20
Microtomes 9027.90
Microwave ovens, domestic 8516.50
Microwave tubes 8540.4
Mileometers 90.29
Military weapons 9301.00
Milk and cream, concentrated or containing added sugar 04.02
Milk, concentrated or containing added sugar, in powder,  

granules or other solid forms 04.02
Milk, not concentrated nor containing added sugar 04.01
Milking machines 84.34
Mill neps 5601.30
Millet, unmilled 1008.20
Milling industry machinery and parts therefor 84.37
Milling machines (by cutting) for wood, cork, bone, hard  

rubber, hard plastics or similar materials 8465.92
Milling machine-tools for removing metal 84.59
Milling tools, interchangeable, for hand or machine tools 8207.70
Mills, metal-rolling 84.55
Millstones 68.04
Mineral agglomerating, shaping or moulding machinery 8474.80
Mineral carving material, worked and articles of mineral  

carving material 9602.00
Mineral fuel agglomerating, shaping or moulding  

machinery 84.74
Mineral materials for heat-insulating, sound-insulating or  

sound-absorbing 6806.90
Mineral materials, expanded 6806.20
Mineral products, natural, activated (ion-exchangers) 3802.90
Mineral sorting, screening, separating, washing, crushing,  

grinding, mixing or kneading machinery 84.74
Mineral substances and articles thereof Ch 68
Mineral waters and aerated waters containing added sugar  

or other sweetening matter, or flavoured 22.02
Mineral waters and aerated waters, not containing  

sweetening matter, nor flavoured 2201.10
Mineral waxes 27.12
Mineral waxes, chemically modified 34.04
Mineral working machine-tools, other than machines of  

heading 84.86 84.64
Mineralogical collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
Minerals wools 6806.10
Mines and parts thereof 93.06
Mink furskin, raw, whole 4301.10
Mirrors of base metal 8306.30
Mirrors, glass 70.09
Mirrors, mounted, optically worked 9002.90
Mirrors, unmounted, optically worked 9001.90
Missiles 93.06
Mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted, textile 6116.9
Mittens and mitts, textile (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6216.00
Mittens of leather or composition leather 4203.2
Mixes and doughs for the preparation of bakers’ wares of  

19.05 1901.20
Mixing machinery for earth, stone, ores or other mineral  

substances 8474.8
Mixtures of natural and synthetic rubber 4002.80
Mobile lifting frames 8426.1
Modelling paste articles, moulded or carved 9602.00
Modelling pastes 3407.00
Models to scale, being toys 95.03
Models, demonstrational 9023.00
Molasses resulting from the extraction or refining of sugar 17.03
Molluscs, live, fresh, frozen, dried, salted or in brine 03.07
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Molluscs, prepared or preserved, not simply frozen, dried,  
salted or in brine 1605.5

Molybdates, lead, natural 2607.00
Molybdates, metallic 2841.70
Molybdenum articles 8102.99
Molybdenum bars, rods, profiles, plates, sheets, strip and  

foil 8102.9
Molybdenum ores and concentrates 26.13
Molybdenum oxide, natural, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.25
Molybdenum oxides and hydroxides 2825.70
Molybdenum powders 8102.10
Molybdenum waste and scrap 8102.97
Molybdenum wire 8102.96
Molybdenum, unwrought 8102.94
Monazite 2612.20
Monetary gold 7108.20
Money-changing machines 84.76
Monitors not incorporating television reception apparatus 85.28
Monitors, video 85.28
Mono- or disodium phosphates 2835.22
Monoamines, aromatic 2921.4
Monobutyl ethers of ethylene glycol or of diethylene  

glycol 2909.43
Monocarboxylic acids (cyclanic, cyclenic or  

cycloterpenic) 2916.20
Monocarboxylic acids, aromatic 2916.3
Monocarboxylic acids, saturated, acyclic 29.15
Monocarboxylic acids, unsaturated 29.16
Monocarboxylic fatty acids, industrial 38.23
Monochrome television or video receivers 85.28
Monoculars 90.05
Monoethanolamine 2922.11
Monofilament of which any cross-sectional dimension  

exceeds 1 mm of plastic 39.16
Monofilament yarn and strip impregnated, coated, covered  

or sheathed with rubber or plastics 56.04
Monofilament, artificial, of 67 decitex or more and of  

which no cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1 mm 54.05
Monofilament, artificial, of less than 67 decitex 54.03
Monofilament, synthetic, of 67 decitex or more and of  

which no cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1 mm 54.04
Monofilament, synthetic, of less than 67 decitex 54.02
Monomethyl ethers of ethylene glycol or of diethylene  

glycol 2909.44
Monophenols, pure 2907.1
Monopods, Bipods and Tripods 96.20
Monumental stone further worked than roughly split or  

squared 68.02
Mopeds 87.11
Mops 9603.90
Mordant dyes, synthetic, organic 3204.12
Mordants of a kind used in the textile, paper, leather or  

like industries 38.09
Mortar mixers 8474.31
Mortar, prepared additives therefor 3824.40
Mortars and concretes, non-refractory 3824.50
Mortars, refractory 3816.00
Morticing machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber,  

hard plastics or similar materials 8465.95
Mosaic cubes and the like, ceramic, glazed 69.08
Mosaic cubes and the like, ceramic, unglazed 69.07
Mosaic cubes and the like, of natural stone 68.02
Mosaic cubes of glass 7016.10
Mosses used primarily in perfumery, in pharmacy or for  

insecticidal, fungicidal or similar purposes 12.11
Mosses, suitable for ornamental purposes 0604.10
Mother-of-pearl, worked and articles of mother-of-pearl 9601.90
Motor car pneumatic tyres, new 4011.10

M—continued

Motor cars, passenger 87.03
Motor vehicle coachwork fittings and mountings of base  

metal 83.02
Motor vehicle locks of base metal 8301.20
Motor vehicle seats 9401.20
Motor vehicles for the transportation of goods 87.04
Motor vehicles, passenger 87.03
Motor vehicles, passenger, public-transport type 87.02
Motorboats 8903.92
Motorcycle pneumatic tyres, new 4011.40
Motorcycles 87.11
Motorised cycles 87.11
Motors, electric 85.01
Mould bases for metal foundry 84.80
Mould release preparations 34.03
Moulded articles of wax, stearin, natural gums or resins 9602.00
Moulded wood 44.09
Moulding boxes for metal foundry 84.80
Moulding machinery for mineral products 8474.80
Moulding machines (by cutting) for wood, cork, bone,  

hard rubber, hard plastics or similar materials 8465.92
Moulding machines for rubber or plastics, other than  

machines of heading 84.86 84.77
Moulding patterns for metal foundry 8480.30
Moulds for ingots 84.54
Moulds for metal or metal carbides, glass, mineral  

materials, rubber or plastics, other than apparatus of  
heading 84.86 84.80

Mounted brake linings for vehicles 8708.30
Mounted piezo-electric crystals 8541.60
Mountings for spectacles and goggles etc 90.03
Mountings, fittings, etc, of base metal, for doors,  

staircases, windows, blinds, coachwork, saddlery,  
trunks, chests, caskets, furniture, etc 83.02

Mouth organs 9205.90
Mouth organs, toy 95.03
Movements for clocks, complete and assembled 91.09
Movements for watches or clocks 91.10
Movements for watches, complete and assembled,  

without cases 91.08
Mowers for lawns, parks or sports-grounds 84.33
MP3 players 85.19
Mucilages and thickeners, derived from vegetable  

products 1302.3
Mufflers for road motor vehicles or tractors 87.08
Mufflers of textile fibres, knitted or crocheted 6117.10
Mufflers of textile fibres, not knitted or crocheted 62.14
Muffles, refractory 69.03
Mule skins and hides, raw 41.01
Mullite 2508.60
Multicellular glass, in blocks, panels, plates, shells or  

similar forms 7016.90
Multimeters, for measuring or checking electrical  

quantities 90.30
Multi-ply paper and paperboard coated with inorganic  

substances, in rolls or sheets 4810.92
Multi-ply paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets,  

uncoated 48.05
Multi-station transfer machines for working metal 8457.30
Munitions of war 93.06
Muscat 2204.2
Mushroom spawn 0602.91
Mushrooms and truffles prepared or preserved, otherwise  

than by vinegar or acetic acid 20.03
Mushrooms and truffles, fresh or chilled 0709.5
Mushrooms and truffles, prepared or preserved by vinegar  

or acetic acid 2001.90
Mushrooms, dried, whole, cut, sliced or in powder 0712.3
Music, printed or in manuscript 4904.00
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Musical boxes 9208.10
Musical boxes, toy 95.03
Musical instrument cases 4202.9
Musical instrument strings 9209.30
Musical instruments being toys 95.03
Musical instruments the sound of which is produced or  

amplified electrically 92.07
Mussels, live, fresh, frozen, dried, salted or in brine 0307.3
Mussels, prepared or preserved, not simply frozen, dried,  

salted or in brine 1605.53
Mustard flour, meal and prepared mustard 2103.30
Mustard oil, crude or refined but not chemically modified 15.14
Mustard seeds 1207.50
Muzzle-loading firearms 9303.10
Muzzles 4201.00

N

Nail brushes 9603.2
Nail files of base metal 8214.20
Nailing machines for working wood, cork, bone, hard  

rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials, other  
than machines of heading 84.86 84.65

Nails and corrugated nails or iron or steel 7317.00
Nails of aluminium 7616.10
Nails of copper or of iron or steel with heads of copper 7415.10
Name-plates, illuminated 94.05
Name-plates, sign-plates, address-plates and similar plates  

of base metal 8310.00
Naphthalene, chemically or commercially pure 2902.90
Naphthalene, not chemically or commercially pure 2707.40
Naphthenic acids, their water-insoluble salts and their  

esters 3823.20
Naphthols and their salts 2907.15
Napkin stock of paper, in rolls (width exceeding 36 cm)  

or in sheets (length exceeding 36 cm) 4803.00
Napkins and napkin liners for babies, of wadding of  

textile materials 96.19
Napkins for babies, of paper 96.19
Narrow fabrics, consisting of warp without weft  

assembled by means of adhesive 5806.40
Natural abrasive powder or grain, on a base of textile  

material, paper or other materials 68.05
Natural gas, in gaseous state 2711.21
Natural gas, liquefied 2711.11
Natural gums or resin articles, moulded or carved 9602.00
Natural pearl articles 7116.10
Natural pearls, not strung, mounted or set 7101.10
Natural polymers, in primary forms 39.13
Natural rubber 4001.2
Natural rubber chemical derivatives, in primary forms 3913.90
Natural rubber latex 4001.10
Natural rubber, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or  

strip 40.01
Navigational aid apparatus, radio 8526.91
Navigational instruments and appliances 90.14
N-butyl acetate 2915.33
N-butyl alcohol 2905.13
Nectarines, fresh 0809.30
Needleloom felt 5602.10
Needles for machines of 84.44 to 84.47 84.48
Needles for sewing machines 8452.30
Needles, knitting, sewing, darning or embroidery, of iron  

or steel 73.19
Needles, medical, surgical, dental or veterinary 9018.3
Negliges, for women or girls (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6208.9
Negliges, for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6108.9
Net fabrics 5804.10
Net making machines 8447.90
Nets (eg, butterfly or fish landing) 9507.90

N—continued

Nets, made-up, of textile materials 56.08
Netting of aluminium wire 7616.91
Netting of copper wire 7419.99
Netting of iron or steel 73.14
Netting of knotted twine, cordage or rope of textile  

materials 56.08
Newspapers 49.02
Newsprint, in rolls or sheets 4801.00
Nibs and nib points for pens 9608.91
Nickel articles 7508.00
Nickel bars, rods, profiles and wire 75.05
Nickel chloride 2827.35
Nickel mattes 7501.10
Nickel ores and concentrates 2604.00
Nickel oxide sinters and other intermediate products of  

nickel metallurgy 7501.20
Nickel oxide, natural 2530.90
Nickel oxides and hydroxides 2825.40
Nickel plates, sheets, strip and foil 75.06
Nickel powders and flakes 7504.00
Nickel silver (copper-nickel-zinc base alloys), unwrought 7403.29
Nickel sulphates 2833.24
Nickel tubes and pipe fittings 7507.20
Nickel tubes and pipes 7507.1
Nickel waste and scrap 7503.00
Nickel, unwrought 75.02
Nicotine and its salts 2939.90
Niobium and articles of niobium 8112.5
Niobium, tantalum or vanadium ores and concentrates 2615.90
Nitrated or nitrosated derivatives of hydrocarbons  

containing only nitro or nitroso groups 2904.20
Nitrates, cellulose, in primary forms 3912.20
Nitrates, inorganic, metallic, double or complex,  

excluding compounds of mercury 2842.90
Nitrates, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of  

mercury 2834.2
Nitrates, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Nitric acid 2808.00
Nitrides, excluding compounds of mercury 2850.00
Nitrides, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Nitrides, thorium and uranium 28.44
Nitrile function compounds 29.26
Nitrites, inorganic, metallic 2834.10
Nitrogen 2804.30
Nitrogenous fertilisers, mineral or chemical 31.02
Noils of man-made fibres, not carded or combed or  

otherwise processed for spinning 55.05
Noils of wool or fine animal hair, not carded or combed 5103.10
Non-alcoholic beverages, other than fruit or vegetable  

juice 22.02
Non-ionic organic surface-active agents 3402.13
Non-refractory surface preparations 3214.90
Nonwoven fabrics and articles thereof 5603.00
Nonwovens finishing or making machinery 8449.00
Noodles 19.02
Notching machine-tools for working metal 8462.4
Note books and similar articles 4820.10
Novelty jokes 9505.90
Nozzles, refractory 69.03
Nuclear reactor fuel elements, non-irradiated 8401.30
Nuclear reactors 84.01
Nucleic acids and their salts, excluding compounds of  

mercury 29.34
Numbers, letters and other symbols of base metal 8310.00
Numismatic collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
Nut pastes and purees being cooked preparations 20.07
Nutmeg 0908.10
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Nuts and bolts of copper 7415.32
Nuts of aluminium 7616.10
Nuts of iron or steel 7318.1
Nuts or dried fruit mixtures 0813.50
Nuts, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 2001.90
Nuts, preserved by sugar 2006.00
Nylon carpet, tufted 5703.20
Nylon or other polyamide synthetic filament tow 5501.10
Nylon or other polyamide tyre cord fabric 5902.10

O

O-, m-, p-phenylenediamine or diaminotoluenes 2921.51
O-Acetylsalicyclic acid 2918.22
Oak extract 3201.30
Oats, unmilled 1004.00
Objective lenses, being parts or fittings of instruments or  

apparatus, optically worked 9002.1
Oceanographic instruments and appliances 90.15
Octanol and isomers thereof 2905.16
Octylphenol, nonylphenol and their isomers 2907.13
Odoriferous preparations used during religious rites 3307.4
Odoriferous substances, mixtures 33.02
Oestrogens 2937.23
Offal, edible 02.06
Offal, edible, of poultry, fresh, chilled or frozen 02.07
Offal, prepared or preserved 16.02
Office equipment of base metal 8304.00
Office furniture 94.03
Office glassware 70.13
Office or school supplies of plastic 3926.10
Offset plate stencil paper 48.16
Offset plate stencil paper, in rolls (width exceeding 36 cm 

or in sheets, length exceeding 36 cm) 48.09
Offset printing machinery 84.43
Offset repoduction plates and film, exposed and  

developed, photographic 3705.10
Oil coated, impregnated or covered paper and paperboard,  

in rolls or sheets 4811.60
Oil filters for internal combustion engines 84.21
Oil of fish or marine mammals, crude or refined but  

chemically modified 15.04
Oil or gas drilling casing and tubing of iron or steel with  

an external diameter not exceeding 406.4 mm 7306.2
Oil or gas drilling casing, of iron or steel with an external  

diameter which exceeds 406.4 mm 7305.20
Oil or gas drilling casing, tubing and drill pipe, of iron or  

steel, seamless 7304.20
Oil or gas pipeline line pipe, of iron or steel, seamless 7304.1
Oil or gas pipeline of iron or steel with an external  

diameter not exceeding 406.4 mm 7306.1
Oil or gas pipeline of iron or steel with an external  

diameter which exceeds 406.4 mm 7305.1
Oil or grease treatment preparations for textiles, leather,  

furskins or other materials, containing by weight less  
than 70% of petroleum of bituminous oils 34.03

Oil prepartions containing by weight 70% or more of  
petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous  
materials, nesoi 27.10

Oil seeds or oleaginous fruit flour and meal 12.08
Oil shale, crude 2714.10
Oil-cake and other solid residues resulting from the  

extraction of ground-nut oil 2305.00
Oil-cake and other solid residues resulting from the  

extraction of soya-bean oil 2304.00
Oil-cake and other solid residues resulting from the  

extraction of vegetable fats or oils 23.06
Oils and other products of the distillation of high  

temperature coal tar 27.07
Oils, essential, of vegetable origin 33.01

O—continued

Oils, lubricating, containing by weight 70% or more of  
petroleum oils or bituminous mineral oils 2710.99

Olefin polymers, in primary forms 39.02
Oleic acid, crude 3823.12
Oleic acid, its salts and esters 2916.15
Oleohydraulic transmission valves 84.81
Oleo-oil and oleostearin, not emulsified or mixed 1503.00
Oleum 2807.00
Olive oil, crude or refined 15.09
Olive oil, obtained solely from olives, crude or refined 15.10
Olives, prepared or preserved, otherwise than by vinegar  

or acetic acid, frozen 2004.90
Olives, prepared or preserved, otherwise than by vinegar  

or acetic acid, not frozen 2005.70
Olives, provisionally preserved 0711.20
Onions and challots, fresh or chilled 0703.10
Onions, dried, whole, cut, sliced or in powders, but not  

further prepared 0712.20
Onions, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 2001.90
Onions, provisionally preserved 0711.90
Opacifiers, prepared 3207.90
Opacifying preparations for X-ray examinations 3006.30
Opals set in precious metal 7116.20
Opals, natural, not mounted, set or strung 71.03
Operating tables, for general or specialised surgery and  

parts thereof 94.02
Ophthalmic instruments and appliances 90.18
Opium alkaloids 2939.1
Optical elements of glass, not optically worked 7014.00
Optical elements, of any material unmounted 90.01
Optical fibre cables, made up of individually sheathed  

fibres 8544.70
Optical fibres and optical fibre bundles; optical fibre  

cables 9001.10
Optical microscopes, compound, other than apparatus of  

heading 84.86 90.11
Optical readers 84.71
Optical telescopes and mountings therefore 90.05
Orange juice 2009.1
Oranges, fresh or dried 0805.10
Order books and similar articles 4820.10
Ore sorting, screening, separating, washing, crushing,  

grinding, mixing or kneading machinery 84.74
Ores and concentrates of precious metals 26.16
Organ extracts for organo-therapeutic uses 3001.20
Organic composite solvents and thinners 3814.00
Organic surface-active agents 3402.1
Organic surface-active products and preparations for use  

as soap 34.01
Organo-mercury compounds 28.52
Organo-sulphur compounds 29.30
Organs for organo-therapeutic uses, dried 3001.90
Organs, electric 9207.10
Original engravings, prints and lithographs 9702.00
Original sculptures and statuary of any material 9703.00
Ornamental articles, of plastic 3926.40
Ornamental ceramic articles 69.13
Ornamental trimmings in the piece, without embroidery  

(excl. knitted or crocheted) 6808.90
Ornaments of base metal 8306.2
Ornaments of lamp-worked glass 7018.90
Ornaments, of wood 4420.10
Orthopaedic appliances 90.21
Orthophthalic acid esters 2917.3
Oscilloscopes and oscillographs 90.30
Osmium, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or in  

powder form 7110.4
Osmometers 90.27
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Outboard motors for marine propulsion,  
compression-ignition 8408.10

Outboard motors for marine propulsion, spark-ignition 8407.21
Ovens, electric, domestic 8516.60
Ovens, electric, for industrial or laboratory use, other than  

machines of heading 84.86 85.14
Ovens, laboratory or industrial, non-electric 84.17
Overalls, bib and brace, for men or boys (excl. knitted and 
crocheted) 6203.4
Overalls, bib and brace, for women or girls (excl. knitted  

or crocheted) 6204.6
Overcoats for men or boys (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6201.1
Overcoats for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 61.01
Overcoats for women or girls (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6202.1
Overcoats for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 61.02
Overhead travelling cranes 8426.1
Oxalic acid 2917.11
Oxidation inhibitors 38.11
Oxides, hydroxides and peroxides, inorganic, metallic,  

excluding mercury 28.25
Oxometallic or peroxometallic acid salts, excluding  

compounds of mercury 28.41
Oxygen 2804.40
Oxygen function amino-compounds 29.22
Oxygen therapy apparatus 9019.20
Oysters, live, fresh, frozen, dried, salted, or in brine 0307.1
Oysters, prepared or preserved, not simply frozen, dried,  

salted or in brine 1605.5
Ozone therapy apparatus 9019.20

P

Pacemakers for stimulating heart muscles 90.21
Packing cases, wooden 4415.10
Packing containers of paper, paperboard, cellulose  

wadding or fibres 48.19
Packing machinery 84.22
Padding of vegetable material 14.04
Paddling pools 9506.99
Padlocks and locks 83.01
Pads for scouring or polishing of iron or steel 7323.10
Pads for scouring or polishing, of aluminium 7615.10
Pads for the application of cosmetics or toilet preparations 9616.20
Paint and varnish removers, prepared 3814.00
Paint brushes 96.03
Paint pads and rollers 9603.90
Paint removers 3814.00
Paint sets 3213.10
Painted canvas being theatrical scenerey, studio  

back-cloths or the like 5907.00
Painted wood, in the rough 4403.10
Painters’ fillings 3214.10
Painting canvas, prepared 5901.90
Paintings executed entirely by hand 9701.10
Paints based on acrylic or vinyl polymers in a  

non-aqueous medium 3208.20
Paints based on acrylic or vinyl polymers in an aqueous  

medium 3209.10
Paints based on polyesters, in a non-aqueous medium 3208.10
Paints for use by artists, students or signboard painters 32.13
Palaeontological collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
Palladium, unwrought or in sem-manufactured forms, or  

in powder form 7110.2
Pallets, wooden 4415.20
Palm kernel oil, crude or refined but not chemically  

modified 1513.2
Palm nut or kernel oil and fats residues, solid 2306.60
Palm nuts and kernels 1207.99
Palm oil, crude or refined 15.11
Palmitic acid 2915.70

P—continued

Panels and numerical control panels for electric control or  
the distribution of electricity 85.37

Panels of vegetable fibre, straw, shavings, chips, particles,  
sawdust or other waste of wood, agglomerated with  
mineral binders 6808.00

Panels, veneered and similar laminated wood 44.12
Pantographs, other than apparatus of heading 84.86 90.17
Pantyhose, knitted or crocheted 61.15
Papaws, fresh 0807.20
Paper and paperboard of a kind used as a base for photo-,  

heat- or electro-sensitive paper or paperboard 4802.20
Paper and paperboard of a kind used for writing, printing  

or other graphic purposes 48.02
Paper and paperboard of a kind used for writing, printing  

or other graphic purposes, nesoi 48.10
Paper and paperboard waste and scrap 47.07
Paper and paperboard, coated with inorganic substances,  

in rolls or sheets 48.10
Paper and paperboard, coated, impregnated, covered,  

surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed 48.11
Paper and paperboard, composite, not surface-coated or  

impregnated 48.07
Paper and paperboard, corrugated, creped, crinkled,  

embossed or perforated 48.08
Paper and paperboard, felt, uncoated 4805.50
Paper and paperboard, filter, coated 4823.20
Paper and paperboard, filter, uncoated 4805.40
Paper and paperboard, gummed or adhesive, in rolls or  

rectangular (including square) sheets of any size 48.11
Paper and paperboard, gummed or adhesive, in rolls or  

sheets 4811.4
Paper and paperboard, hand-made, uncoated, for writing  

or printing 4802.10
Paper and paperboard, kraft, coated with inorganic  

substances 4810.3
Paper and paperboard, laminated internally with bitumen,  

tar or asphalt, not surface-coated or impregnated 4807.10
Paper and paperboard, multi-ply, uncoated Ch. 48
Paper and paperboard, photographic, exposed but not  

developed 3704.00
Paper and paperboard, photographic, sensitised and  

unexposed 37.03
Paper and paperboard, tarred, bituminised or asphalted 4811.10
Paper articles of apparel and clothing accessories 4818.50
Paper clips of base metal 8305.90
Paper cups 4823.6
Paper fabric, woven 5311.00
Paper for household, sanitary or hospital uses 48.18
Paper knives 8214.10
Paper linen 48.18
Paper or paperboard article making machines 84.41
Paper or paperboard boxes, pouches, wallets and writing 

compendiums, containing an assortment of paper  
stationery 4817.30

Paper or paperboard cartons, boxes, cases, bags and other  
packing containers 48.19

Paper or paperboard finishing machinery 84.39
Paper or paperboard labels 48.21
Paper or paperboard making machinery 84.39
Paper or paperboard trays, dishes, plates, cups and the like 4823.6
Paper patterns 4823.90
Paper plates 4823.6
Paper pulp articles, moulded or pressed 4823.70
Paper pulp, in blocks, slabs or plates, for filters 4812.00
Paper pulp, paper or paperboard bobbins, spools, cops and  

similar supports 48.22
Paper rolls, sheets and dials, printed for self-recording  

apparatus 4823.40
Paper stationery 48.17
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Paper testing machines and appliances 9024.80
Paper trays and rests of base metal 8304.00
Paper undergarments 4818.50
Paper window transparencies 48.14
Paper yarn 5308.30
Paper, carbon, self-copy, transfer or stencil 48.09
Paper, carbon, self-copy, transfer or stencil (excl. that of  

48.09) 48.16
Paper, cigarette 48.13
Paper, impregnated, coated or covered with soap or  

detergent 3401.1
Paper, millboard and felt of asbestos or asbestos and  

magnesium carbonate based mixtures 68.12
Paper, stamp-impressed 4907.00
Paper, transparent or translucent 48.06
Papers, glassine and other glazed transparent or  

translucent, in rolls or sheets 4806.40
Papers, greaseproof, in rolls or sheets 4806.20
Papers, tracing, in rolls or sheets 4806.30
Parachutes 8804.00
Para-cymene, crude 3805.90
Paraffin wax 27.12
Paraformaldehyde 2312.60
Paraformaldehyde derivatives 2913.00
Parchment, vegetable, in rolls or sheets 4806.10
Paring machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard  

plastics or similar materials 8465.96
Parings and waste of leather and composition leather 4115.20
Parings of plastics 39.15
Parings of rubber 4004.00
Parking meters 9106.90
Parlour games and articles thereof 95.04
Parquet flooring strips and friezes, not assembled 44.09
Parquet panels, assembled, of wood 44.18
Particle accelerators 8543.10
Particle board and similar board 44.10
Particle board presses 84.79
Passenger coaches for railways or tramways not  

self-propelled 8605.00
Pasta 19.02
Pasta making machinery 84.38
Pastels executed entirely by hand 9701.10
Pastes and powders for fixing dentures 3306.90
Pastes and powders, scouring 3405.40
Pastes for soldering, brazing or welding 3810.10
Pastes, carbonaceous, for electrodes 3801.30
Pastes, modelling 3407.00
Pasteurising plant 84.19
Patent leather and patent laminated leather 4114.20
Paving blocks of pressed of moulded glass 7016.90
Paving, ceramic, glazed 69.08
Paving, ceramic, unglazed 69.07
Peaches and nectarines, fresh 0809.30
Peaches, dried 0813.40
Peanut butter 2008.11
Peanut oil residues, solid 2305.00
Peanut oil, crude or refined but not chemically modified 15.08
Peanuts, not roasted or cooked 12.02
Pearls, imitation 7018.10
Pearls, natural or cultured, articles thereof 7116.10
Pearls, natural or cultured, not strung, mounted or set 71.01
Pearls, ungraded, temporarily strung for convenience of  

transport 71.01
Pears and quinces, fresh 0808.20
Peas, dried, shelled 0713.10
Peas, fresh or chilled 0708.10
Peas, frozen 0710.21
Peas, prepared or preserved, frozen 2004.90
Peas, prepared or preserved, not frozen 2005.40

P—continued

Peat 2703.00
Peat articles 6815.20
Peat wax 2712.90
Pebbles, gravel, broken or crushed stone 2517.10
Pectic substances, pectinates and pectates 1302.20
Pedal cars, toy 95.03
Pedal-boats 8903.99
Pedestrian controlled tractors 8701.10
Pedicure preparations 3304.30
Pedicure sets and instruments 8214.20
Pedometers 90.29
Peel of citrus fruit or melons, fresh, frozen, dried or  

provisionally preserved 0814.00
Peel of fruit, preserved by sugar 2006.00
Pellets, cereal 1103.2
Pen nibs and nib points 9608.91
Pen trays of base metal 8304.00
Pen, pencil and similar holders 9608.99
Pencil leads 9609.20
Pencil sharpeners and blades thereof 8214.10
Pencils 96.09
Pencils, propelling or sliding 9608.40
Pencil-sharpening machines 84.72
Penicillins, synthetic 3004.10
Penicillins, their derivatives and salts thereof 2941.10
Pens 96.08
Pentaerythritol 2905.42
Pentanol 2305.15
Pepper, of the genus piper, whether or not crushed or  

ground 0904.1
Peptones, excluding compounds of mercury 3504.00
Perbromates, metallic 2829.90
Perchlorates, metallic 2829.90
Percussion musical instruments 9206.00
Percussion or detonating caps 3603.00
Perforated paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 48.08
Perforating machines for paper used in automatic  

typewriter machines 84.72
Perfumes and toilet waters 3303.00
Periodicals 49.02
Periodicates, metallic 2829.90
Periscopes 9013.10
Perlite, unexpanded 2530.10
Permanent waving or straightening preparations 3305.20
Permanganates, metallic 2841.60
Peroxoborates, metallic 2840.30
Peroxocarbonates, inorganic, metallic, excluding  

compounds of mercury 28.36
Peroxosulphates, inorganic, metallic, excluding  

compounds of mercury 2833.40
Perry 2206.00
Petit point tapestries 5805.00
Petrol (automotive gasoline) 2710.99
Petrol pumps 8413.11
Petroleum bitumen 2713.20
Petroleum bitumen articles 68.07
Petroleum coke 2713.1
Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons 27.11
Petroleum jelly 2712.10
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous  

materials, crude 2709.00
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous  

materials, other than crude 27.10
Petroleum resins, coumarone, indene or  

coumarone-indene resins and polyterpenes in primary  
forms 3911.10

Petroleum wax 2712.90
Petrol-filters for internal combustion engines 84.21
Petticoats for women or girls (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6208.1
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Petticoats for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6108.1
Ph and rh meters 90.27
Phanazone (antipyrin) 2933.11
Pharmaceutical cachets, empty 1905.90
Pharmaceutical glassware 70.17
Phenetidines 2922.29
Phenol (hydroxybenzene) 2907.11
Phenol and phenol alcohol derivatives 29.08
Phenol-alcohols 2907.30
Phenol-formaldehyde, in primary forms 3909.40
Phenolic resins, in primary forms 3909.40
Phenols produced from the distillation of high  

temperature coal tar 2707.99
Phenols, chemically or commercially pure 29.07
Phenols, not chemically or commercially pure 2707.99
Phenoxymethylpenicillin and its salts, in measured doses 3004.10
Phenoxymethylpenicillin and its salts, not in measured  

doses 3003.10
Phenylacetic acid 2916.34
Phenylglycolic acid 29.18
Phials, glass 70.10
Phosphates and polyphosphates, inorganic metallic,  

excluding compunds of mercury 28.35
Phosphates, natural, calcium and aluminium; phosphatic  

chalk 25.10
Phosphatic fertilisers, mineral or chemical 31.03
Phosphides, excluding compounds of mercury 28.48
Phosphides, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Phosphinates, metallic 2835.10
Phosphonates, metallic 2835.10
Phosphor copper 28.48
Phosphoric acid and polyphosphoric acids 2809.20
Phosphoric esters 29.19
Phosphorothioates 29.20
Phosphorus 2804.70
Phosphorus trisulphides, commercial 28.13
Photo-copying apparatus 84.43
Photogrammetrical surveying instruments and appliances 9015.40
Photograph frames of base metal 8306.30
Photographic cameras 90.06
Photographic chemicals, excluding compounds of  

mercury 37.07
Photographic emulsions, sensitised 3707.10
Photographic enlargers and reducers 9008.40
Photographic film in rolls, sensitised, unexposed, of any  

material 37.02
Photographic flashlight apparatus and flashbulbs 9006.6
Photographic laboratory equipment, other than apparatus  

of heading 84.86 90.10
Photographic paper, paperboard and textiles, sensitised  

and unexposed 37.03
Photographic plates and film in the flat, sensitised,  

unexposed, of any material 37.01
Photographic plates and film, exposed and developed 37.05
Photographic plates, film, paper, paperboard and textiles,  

exposed but not developed 3704.00
Photographs, printed 4911.91
Photometres 90.27
Photon beam welding or cutting machines and apparatus,  

other than machines of heading 84.86 85.15
Photo-sensitive base paper or paperboard, uncoated 4802.20
Photosensitive semi-conductor devices 8541.40
Phototype-setting and composing machines 84.42
Photovoltaic cells 8541.40
Phthalic anhydride 2917.35
Pianolas 92.01
Pianos 92.01
Pianos, electric 9207.10

P—continued

Pianos, toy 95.03
Pick up cartridges for turntables 8522.10
Pickets, wooden 44.04
Pickles 2001.90
Pickling preparations for metal surfaces 3810.10
Picks, digging 8201.30
Picture books for children 4903.00
Picture frames of base metal 8306.30
Picture frames, wooden 4414.00
Pictures, printed 4911.91
Piezo-electric crystals, mounted 8541.60
Piezo-electric quartz, synthetic, not mounted, set 7104.10
Pig and poultry fat, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, smoked,  

salted or in brine 02.09
Pig and poultry fat, rendered 15.01
Pig iron in pigs, blocks or other primary forms 72.01
Pig iron powders and granules 72.05
Pig leather, without hair on 4106.3
Pigments and preparations based on cadmium compounds 3206.49
Pigments and preparations based on chromium  

compounds 3206.20
Pigments and preparations based on hexacyanoferrates 3206.49
Pigments and preparations based on titanium dioxide 3206.11
Pigments, being synthetic organic products, and  

preparations based thereon 3204.17
Pigments, dispersed in non-aqueous media, in liquid or  

paste form 3212.90
Pigments, prepared, of a kind used in the ceramic,  

enamelling or glass industry 3207.10
Pigs, live 01.03
Pile fabrics, knitted or crocheted 60.01
Pile fabrics, woven 58.01
Pile-drivers and pile-extractors 8430.10
Piles, wooden 44.04
Piling, sheet, of iron or steel 7301.10
Pillars of aluminium 7610.90
Pillows 9404.90
Pincers 8203.20
Pine oil 3805.90
Pineapple juice 2009.4
Pineapples, fresh or dried 0804.30
Ping-pong balls 9506.40
Pinking textile fabric machines 84.51
Pins of iron or steel 73.19
Pins, drawing, of copper or of iron or steel with heads of  

copper 7415.10
Pins, safety, of iron or steel 7319.20
Pintables 95.04
Pipe fittings of iron or steel 73.07
Pipe fittings without taps, cocks, valves etc, of aluminium 7609.00
Pipe fittings without taps, cocks, valves etc, of copper and  

copper alloys 74.12
Pipe organs, keyboard 9205.90
Pipe-cutters 8203.40
Pipes and pipe bowls 96.14
Pipes and pipe fittings of asbestos-cement, of cellulose  

fibre-cement or the like 68.11
Pipes and pipe fittings of lead 78.06
Pipes and pipe fittings of nickel and nickel alloys 75.07
Pipes and pipe fittings of tin 80.07
Pipes and pipe fittings of zinc 79.07
Pipes and pipe fittings, ceramic 6906.00
Pipes of aluminium 76.08
Pipes of aluminium for use in structures 7610.90
Pipes of cement, concrete or artificial stone 6810.99
Pipes of copper 74.11
Pipes of iron or steel with an external diameter not  

exceeding 406.4 mm 73.06
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Pipes of iron or steel with an external diameter which  
exceeds 406.4 mm 73.05

Pipes of vulcanised rubber 40.09
Pipes, and fittings therefor, of plastic 39.17
Pipes, brass 7411.21
Pipes, refractory 69.03
Pipes, seamless, of iron or steel 73.04
Pistachios, fresh or dried 0802.50
Pistols 9302.00
Pistols for firing only blank cartridges 9303.90
Pistons, piston assemblies, piston pins and piston rings 84.09
Pitch coke 2708.20
Pitch pipes 9209.99
Pitch, brewers’ and similar preparations based on rosin,  

resin acids or on vegetable pitch 3807.00
Pitch, obtained from coal tar or other mineral tars 2708.10
Pitch, vegetable 3807.00
Pit-head winding gear 8425.3
Pit-propping and similar equipment of iron or steel 7308.40
Pitprops, in the rough 44.03
Pituitary or similar hormones 2937.1
Plain shaft bearings 84.83
Plaited bands of aluminium, not electrically insulated 76.14
Plaited bands of copper, not electrically insulated 7413.00
Plaited bands of iron or steel, not electrically insulated 7312.90
Plaiting materials and articles thereof in made up goods 46.02
Plaiting materials, of vegetable matter 14.01
Plaits and plaiting materials and articles thereof 46.01
Plaits and similar products of plaiting materials 46.01
Planes, wood-working, hand, not power operated 8205.30
Planing machines (by cutting) for wood, cork, bone, hard  

rubber, hard plastics or similar hard-materials 8465.92
Planing machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 8461.10
Plans, hand drawn 4906.00
Plant growth regulators 38.08
Planters, animal or machine drawn 84.32
Plants and parts of plants, of a kind used primarily in  

perfumery, in pharmacy or for insecticidal, fungicidal  
or similar purposes, fresh or dried 12.11

Plants, live Ch 6
Plaques, decorative 9701.90
Plasma arc operated machine-tools for working any  

material by removal of material, other than machines of  
heading 84.86 8456.9

Plasma arc welding or cutting machines and apparatus,  
other than machines of heading 84.86 85.15

Plaster articles or articles of compositons based on plaster 68.09
Plasters (calcined gypsum or calcium sulphate) 2520.20
Plastic articles for the conveyance or packing of goods 39.23
Plastic bags 3923.2
Plastic baths, shower baths, wash-basins, bidets, lavatory  

pans, seats and covers, flushing cisterns and similar  
sanitary ware 39.22

Plastic bottles, carboys, flasks 3923.30
Plastic boxes, cases, crates, sacks, bags 39.23
Plastic clothing and articles of apparel 3926.20
Plastic coated, impregnated or covered paper or  

paperboard 48.11
Plastic doors, windows and their frames and thresholds  

for doors 3925.20
Plastic fittings for tubes, pipes and hoses 3917.40
Plastic floor coverings, in rolls or tiles 39.18
Plastic flowers, fruit and foliage 6702.10
Plastic furniture fittings 3926.30
Plastic household and toiletware 3924.90
Plastic impregnated, coated, covered or laminated textile  

fabrics 59.03
Plastic lids, caps, stoppers and other closures 3923.50

P—continued

Plastic monofilament of which any cross-sectional  
dimension exceeds 1 mm 39.16

Plastic plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, other than goods  
of heading 30.06 39.21

Plastic plates, sheets, film, foil or strip, other than  
self-adhesive, non-cellular and not combined with other  
materials, other than goods of heading 30.03 39.20

Plastic reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers 39.25
Plastic rods, sticks and profile shapes 39.16
Plastic self-adhesive plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip  

and other flat shapes 39.19
Plastic shutters, blinds and similar articles 3925.30
Plastic spools, cops, bobbins and similar supports 3923.40
Plastic statuettes and other ornamental articles 3926.40
Plastic supplies for schools or offices 3926.10
Plastic tableware and kitchenware 3924.10
Plastic tubes, pipes and hoses and fittings therefor 39.17
Plastic wall or ceiling coverings 39.18
Plastic ware for use by builders 39.25
Plastic waste, scrap and parings 39.15
Plasticisers, compound, for rubber or plastic 3812.20
Plastics testing machines and appliances 9024.80
Plastics working machines, other than machines of  

heading 84.86 84.77
Plate warmers, non-electric domestic, of iron or steel 73.21
Plateaux of felt 6501.00
Plates and bridges for watches and clocks 9114.40
Plates of aluminium for use in structures 7610.90
Plates of aluminium, thickness exceeding 0.2 mm 76.06
Plates of base metal or of metal carbides, coated or cored  

with flux material 83.11
Plates of copper, of a thickness exceeding 0.15 mm 74.09
Plates of lead 7804.1
Plates of molybdenum 8102.95
Plates of nickel 75.06
Plates of plastic other than self-adhesive, non-cellular and  

not combined with other materials, other than goods of  
heading 30.06 39.20

Plates of plastic, other than goods of heading 30.06 39.21
Plates of sintered metal carbides or cermets, for tools,  

unmounted 8209.00
Plates of tin, thickness exceeding 0.2 mm 80.07
Plates of tungsten 8101.9
Plates of zinc 7905.00
Plates, cups and the like of paper or paperboard 4823.6
Plates, exposed and developed, photographic 37.05
Plates, name, sign, address and the like of base metal 8310.00
Plates, photographic, exposed but not developed 3704.00
Plates, self-adhesive, of plastic 39.19
Plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip and other flat shapes of  

plastics, self-adhesive 39.19
Platforms, drilling or production 8905.20
Platinum catalysts, in the form of wire cloth or grill 7115.10
Platinum clad silver, gold or base metals 7111.00
Platinum in powder form 7110.11
Platinum unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms 71.10
Platinum waste and scrap 7112.9
Playing cards 9504.40
Pleasure boats 89.03
Pliers 8203.20
Ploughs 84.32
Plugs for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535.90
Plugs for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.69
Plugs, refractory 69.03
Plums and sloes, fresh 0809.40
Plutonium and its compounds 2844.20
Plywood 44.12
Plywood sheets 44.08
Pneumatic elevators and conveyors 8428.20
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Pneumatic mattresses of textile materials 6306.4
Pneumatic power engines and motors 84.12
Pneumatic tools for working in the hand 8467.1
Pneumatic transmission valves 8481.20
Pneumatic tyres, new 40.11
Pneumatic tyres, used 4012.20
Pocket lighters 96.13
Pocket-watches with case of precious metal or metal clad  

with precious metal 9101.9
Pocket-watches, not of precious metal or of metal clad  

with precious metal 9102.9
Point rods and other crossing pieces for railways and  

tramways, of iron or steel 7302.30
Polarimeters 90.27
Polarising material in sheets and plates 9001.20
Polished glass, in sheets 70.05
Polishes, creams and similar preparations 34.05
Polishing machines for stone, ceramics, concrete,  

asbestos-cement and the like or for cold working glass,  
other than machines of heading 84.86 8464.20

Polishing machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber,  
hard plastics or similar materials 8465.93

Polishing machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  
cermets 84.60

Polishing pads of copper 7418.11
Polishing stones for use in the hand 6804.30
Polyacetals, in primary forms 3907.10
Polyallyl esters, in primary forms 39.07
Polyamides, in primary forms 39.08
Polyamines, aromatic 2921.5
Polybutadiene-styrene latex 4002.11
Polycarbonate plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, other  

than goods of heading 30.06 3920.61
Polycarbonates, in primary forms 3907.40
Polycarboxylic acids 29.17
Polyester 39.07
Polyester based paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers and  

glosses, in a non-aqueous medium 3208.10
Polyester plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, other than  

goods of heading 30.06 3920.6
Polyester synthetic filament tow 5501.20
Polyester tyre cord fabric 5902.20
Polyester yarn, high tenacity, impregnated or coated with  

rubber or plastic 5604.90
Polyethers, in primary forms 3907.20
Polyethylene terephthalate, in primary forms 3907.60
Polyethylene, in primary forms 39.01
Polyisobutylene, in primary forms 3902.20
Polymer based paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers and  

glosses, in a non-aqueous medium 32.08
Polymer based paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers and  

glosses, in an aqueous medium 32.09
Polymers of halogenated olefins, in primary forms 39.04
Polymers, natural, in primary forms 39.13
Polymethyl methacrylate, in primary forms 3906.10
Polyphenols 2907.2
Polypropylene, in primary forms 3902.10
Polystyrene, in primary forms 3903.1
Polysulphides and polysulphones, in primary forms 3911.90
Polysulphides, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds  

of mercury 2830.90
Polyterpenes, in primary forms 3911.10
Polytetra fluoroethylene, in primary forms 3904.61
Polyurethanes, in primary forms 3909.50
Polyvinyl alcohols, primary forms 3905.30
Polyvinyl chloride, non-plasticised mixed with any other  

substances, in primary forms 3904.21
Polyvinyl chloride, not mixed with any other substances,  

in primary forms 3904.10

P—continued

Polyvinyl chloride, plasticised, mixed with any other  
substances, in primary forms 3904.22

Pompoms and similar articles 5808.90
Pools, swimming and paddling 9506.99
Poppy seeds 1207.91
Porcelain tableware, kitchenware and other household and  

toilet articles 69.11
Porosity measuring or checking instruments and apparatus 90.27
Port 2204.2
Portable electric lamps designed to function by their own  

source of energy 8513.10
Portal or pedestal jib cranes 8426.30
Portland cement 2523.2
Possum furskin, raw, whole 4301.80
Post office coaches for railways or tramways, not  

self-propelled 8605.00
Postage stamp dispensing machines 84.76
Postage stamps, used or unused but not of current or new  

issue in the country to which they are destined 9704.00
Postage, revenue or similar stamps, unused 4907.00
Postage-franking machines 8470.90
Postal stationery, used or unused but not of current or new  

issue in the country to which they are destined 9704.00
Postcards, plain, of paper or paperboard 4817.20
Postcards, printed or illustrated 4909.00
Pot scourers of aluminium 7615.10
Pot scourers of copper 7418.10
Pot scourers of iron or steel 7323.10
Potassic fertilisers, mineral or chemical 31.04
Potassium bromides 2827.51
Potassium carbonates 2836.40
Potassium chloride 3104.20
Potassium dichromate 2841.50
Potassium fluorosilicates 2826.90
Potassium hydroxide 2815.20
Potassium nitrates 2834.21
Potassium peroxide 2815.30
Potassium phosphates 2835.24
Potassium salts, natural, crude 3104.90
Potassium silicates 2839.90
Potassium sulphate 3104.30
Potato flakes 1105.20
Potato flour, meal and flakes 11.05
Potatoes, dried 0712.10
Potatoes, fresh or chilled 07.01
Potatoes, frozen (uncooked or cooked by steaming or  

boiling in water) 0710.10
Potatoes, prepared or preserved, frozen 2004.10
Potatoes, prepared or preserved, not frozen 2005.20
Potentiometers 8533.40
Pots, ceramic 6909.90
Pots, glass 7010.90
Pouffes 9404.90
Poultices 30.05
Poultry incubators and brooders 84.36
Poultry meat, prepared or preserved 1602.3
Poultry preparation machinery 84.38
Poultry-keeping machinery 84.36
Powder boxes of leather etc 4202.9
Powder of copper 74.06
Powder of natural or synthetic precious or semi-precious  

stones 71.05
Powder of natural stone, artificially coloured 6802.10
Powder puffs 9516.20
Powder spraying, dispersing or projecting appliances,  

mechanical, other than machines of heading 84.86 84.24
Powders (make-up preparations) 3304.91
Powders and granules obtained from waste, scrap and  

parings of rubber 4004.00
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Powders for soldering, brazing or welding 3810.10
Powders of aluminium 76.03
Powders of cadmium 8107.10
Powders of lead 7804.20
Powders of magnesium 8104.30
Powders of molybdenum 8102.10
Powders of nickel 7504.00
Powders of pig iron, spiegeleisen, iron or steel 7205.2
Powders of tantalum 8103.20
Powders of tin 8005.20
Powders of titanium 81.08
Powders of tungsten 8101.10
Powders of zinc 7903.90
Powders of zirconium 8109.20
Powders, propellant 3601.00
Powders, soap 3401.20
Prams 8715.00
Prams for dolls 95.03
Prawns in shell, cooked by steaming or boiling in water 03.06
Prawns, live, fresh, chilled, dried, salted or in brine 0306.27
Prawns, prepared or preserved 1605.2
Precious metal compounds, other than compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Precious metal waste and scrap, and waste and scrap of  

metal clad with precious metal 71.12
Precious metals, ores and concentrates 26.16
Precious or semi-precious stone articles 7116.20
Precious or semi-precious stones, immitation, of glass 7018.10
Precious or semi-precious stones, synthetic or  

reconstructed 71.04
Precious stones and semi-precious stones, natural, not  

strung, mounted or set 71.03
Precious stones and semi-precious stones, natural,  

ungraded, temporarily strung for convenience of  
transport 71.03

Precipitated copper 74.01
Prednisone and prednisolone 29.37
Prefabricated buildings 9406.00
Prefabricated structural components for building or civil  

engineering, of concrete, cement or artificial stone 6810.91
Preparations based on graphite or other carbon in the form  

of pastes, blocks, plates or other semi-manufactures 38.01
Prepared driers 3211.00
Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting of  

cereals 19.04
Preserved wood, in the rough 4403.10
Preserving jars of glass 7010.90
Presses for the manufacture of particle board or fibre  

building board 84.79
Presses for working metal or metal carbides, other than  

machines of heading 84.86 84.62
Presses used in the manufacture of wine, etc 84.35
Press-fasteners and press-studs 9606.10
Pressing machines, steam, for garments 84.51
Pressing tools, interchangeable, for hand or machine tools 8207.30
Pressure gauges and instruments for liquids or gases 9026.20
Pressure-reducing valves 84.81
Pre-tanning enzymatic preparations 3202.90
Primary cells and primary batteries 85.06
Printed circuits 8534.00
Printed labels of paper or paperboard 4821.10
Printing blocks, plates, cylinders, type etc 84.42
Printing ink 3215.1
Printing machinery and machines for uses ancillary to  

printing 84.43
Printing machinery components and apparatus 84.42
Printing paper and paperboard, coated with inorganic  

substances 48.10
Printing paper and paperboard, nesoi Ch.48

P—continued

Printing paper and paperboard, uncoated 48.02
Printing sets, hand-operated 9611.00
Printing type, blocks, plates and cylinders 84.42
Prints, original 9702.00
Prisms of optical glass, not optically worked 7014.00
Prisms, mounted, being parts or fittings of instruments or  

apparatus, optically worked 9002.90
Prisms, optical, unmounted of any material 9001.90
Producer gas generators 84.05
Production counters 90.29
Production platforms, floating or submersible 8905.20
Profile projectors 90.31
Profile shapes of plastic, not further worked than surface  

worked 39.16
Profiles of copper 74.07
Profiles of lead 78.06
Profiles of nickel 7505.1
Profiles of zinc 7904.00
Profiles, hollow, of iron or steel with an external diameter  

not exceeding 406.4 mm 73.06
Profiles, hollow, seamless, of iron or steel 73.04
Progestogens 2937.92
Projectiles 93.06
Projection screens 9010.60
Projectors, cinematographic 9007.2
Projectors, image 90.08
Projectors, profile 90.31
Projectors, video 85.28
Projectors, video 8528.30
Promethium 28.44
Propane, liquefied 2711.12
Propellent powders 3601.00
Propellers and rotors for helicopters and aeroplanes 8803.10
Propellers for ships 8487.10
Propene, chemically or commercially pure 2901.22
Propene, in gaseous state 2711.19
Propene, liquefied 2711.14
Propionic acid 2915.50
Props and similar equipment for scaffolding, shuttering or  

pit-propping, of iron or steel 7308.40
Propyl alcohol and isopropyl alcohol 2905.12
Propylene copolymers, in primary forms 3902.30
Propylene dichoride 2903.16
Propylene gas 27.11
Propylene glycol 2905.32
Propylene oxide 2910.20
Propylene polymer plates, sheets, film, foil and strip,  

other than self-adhesive, non-cellular and not combined 
with other materials, other than goods of heading 30.06 3920.20
Propylene polymer tubes, pipes and hoses 3917.22
Propylene polymers, in primary forms 39.02
Protecting apparatus for electrical circuits of a voltage  

exceeding 1000 volts 85.35
Protecting apparatus for electrical circuits of a voltage not  

exceeding 1000 volts 85.36
Protective masks, having mechanical parts and/or  

replaceable filters 9020.00
Protective spectacles or goggles 9004.90
Protein concentrates and textured protein substances 2106.10
Proteins, hardened, in primary forms 3913.90
Protractors, other than apparatus of heading 84.86 90.17
Provitamins 29.36
Prunes, dried 0813.20
Pruning knives 82.11
Pruning shears 82.01
Psophometers 9030.40
Psychological aptitude-testing apparatus 9019.10
Psychrometers 90.25
Pulley tackle and hoists 84.25
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Pulleys, including pulley blocks; parts 84.83
Pullovers (excl. babies’ pullovers), knitted or crocheted 61.10
Pulp, wood, chemical 4702.00
Pulp, wood, chemical, soda or sulphate 47.03
Pulp, wood, chemical, sulphite 47.04
Pulp, wood, mechanical 4701.00
Pulping machines for fibrous cellulosic material 84.39
Pulps of fibrous cellulosic material 47.06
Pumice stone 2513.1
Pumps for internal combustion piston engines 84.13
Pumps for liquids 84.13
Pumps, air or vacuum 84.14
Punch card stock and punch tape paper, in rolls or sheets,  

uncoated 48.02
Punches, perforating 8203.40
Punching machine-tools for working metal 8462.4
Punching tools, interchangeable 8207.30
Purifying machinery and apparatus for liquids or gases 84.21
Purses 4202.3
Purses of furskin 4303.90
Puttees 6406.99
Putty, glaziers’ and grafting 3214.10
Puzzles 95.03
Pyjamas and nightdresses for women or girls (excl.  

knitted or crocheted) 6208.2
Pyjamas and nightdresses for women or girls, knitted or  

crocheted 6108.3
Pyjamas and nightshirts for men or boys (excl. knitted or  

crocheted) 6207.2
Pyjamas and nightshirts for men or boys, knitted or  

crocheted 6107.2
Pyridine and its salts 2933.3
Pyrometers 90.25
Pyrophoric alloys 36.06
Pyrotechnic articles 36.04

Q

Quartz not of gem stone quality 2506.10
Quartz, piezo-electric, synthetic 7104.10
Quartzite, unworked or roughly split, roughly squared or  

squared by sawing, not further worked 2506.2
Quaternary ammonium salts and hydroxides 29.23
Quebracho extract 3201.10
Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime 25.22
Quilted textile products 5811.00
Quilts 9404.90
Quinine 2939.20
Quinol 2907.22
Quinone 29.14
Quinones, whether or not with other oxygen function 2914.6

R

Rabbit and hare meat and edible meat offal, fresh, chilled  
or frozen 0208.10

Rabbit furskin, raw, whole 4301.80
Rabbit furskin, tanned or dressed, whole 4302.12
Racing cars, motor 87.03
Racquet strings made from catgut 42.06
Racquets for tennis, badminton and similar sports 9506.5
Radar apparatus 8526.10
Radiation detecting or measuring instruments and  

apparatus 90.30
Radiators for central heating, of iron or steel 7322.1
Radiators for vehicles 8708.91
Radiators, space heating, electric 8516.29
Radiators, storage heating, electric 8516.21
Radio navigational aid apparatus and radio remote control  

apparatus 8526.9

R—continued

Radioactive chemical elements and radioactive isotopes 28.44
Radiography or radiotherapy apparatus 90.22
Radiological units, mobile, motorised 8705.90
Rafts 89.07
Rags, used or new 63.10
Rail locomotives not powered from an external source of  

electricity or by electric accumulators 86.02
Rail locomotives powered from an external source of  

electricity or by electric accumulators 86.01
Rails of iron or steel, for railways or tramways 7302.10
Railway coaches, vans and trucks, self-propelled 86.03
Railway goods vans and wagons not self-propelled 86.06
Railway locomotive or rolling-stock parts 86.07
Railway maintenance or service vehicles 86.04
Railway passenger coaches, luggage vans, post office  

coaches and other special purpose coaches, not  
self-propelled 8605.00

Railway station platform tractors, self-propelled, not fitted  
with lifting or handling equipment 87.09

Railway track construction material of iron or steel 73.02
Railway track fixtures and fittings 8608.00
Railways sleepers, of wood 44.06
Rain rockets, fog signals and other pyrotechnic articles 3604.90
Raincoats for men or boys 6201.1
Raisins 0806.20
Rakes, hand, base metal 8201.30
Ramie fibre, raw or processed but not spun; tow and waste  

thereof 53.05
Rangefinders 9015.10
Ranges, non-electric domestic, of iron or steel 73.21
Rape or colza seed oil and fat residues, solid 2306.4
Rape or colza seeds 12.05
Rape seed oil, crude or refined but not chemically  

modified 15.14
Rare gases 2804.2
Rare-earth metal compounds, inorganic or organic 2846.90
Rare-earth metals 2805.30
Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries and loganberries,  

fresh 0810.20
Raspberries, blackberries, mulberries, loganberries,  

currents and gooseberries, frozen 0811.20
Rasps 8203.10
Rattans, of a kind used primarily for plaiting 1401.20
Raw furskins 43.01
Raw silk 5002.00
Razors and razor blades 82.12
Reaction engines other than turbo-jets 84.12
Reactive dyes, synthetic, organic and preparations based  

thereon 3204.16
Readers, optical or magnetic 84.71
Reagents, composite diagnostic or laboratory 3822.00
Reagents, diagnostic, designed to be administered to the  

patient 3006.30
Rear-view mirrors for vehicles 7009.10
Rebated wood 44.09
Receipt books and similar articles 4820.10
Receiver valves and tubes 8540.81
Reception apparatus for radio-broadcasting 85.27
Reception apparatus for television or video 85.28
Reciprocating pumps for internal combustion piston  

engines 84.13
Reclaimed rubber in primary forms or in plates, sheets or  

strip 4003.00
Reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones, not  

strung, mounted or set 71.04
Reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones,  

ungraded, temporarily strung for convenience of  
transport 71.04

Record decks, sound reproducing 8519.3
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R—continued

Record players and record-decks 85.19
Record sleeves, of paper and paperboard 4819.50
Records, prepared for sound reproduction 85.23
Rectifiers, electrical 85.04
Rectifying plant 84.19
Reducers, photographic 9008.40
Reeds for looms, healds and heald-frames 8448.42
Reeling and unreeling machines for textiles 84.51
Reeling machines for textiles 8445.40
Refills for ball point pens 9608.60
Refined copper, unwrought 7403.1
Refined lead, unwrought 7801.10
Refined sugar 17.01
Refined tin, unwrought 80.01
Reflective glass, cast or rolled, in sheets or profiles 70.03
Reflective glass, drawn or blown, in sheets 70.04
Refractometers 90.27
Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory  

ceramic constructional goods 69.02
Refractory cements, mortars, concretes and similar  

preparations 3816.00
Refractory ceramic goods 69.03
Refrigerated ships 8901.30
Refrigerator compressors 84.14
Refrigerators and othe refrigerating equipment 84.18
Regenerated cellulose, in primary forms 3912.90
Registers and similar articles of paper or paperboard 4820.10
Regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus,  

automatic 90.32
Regulators for hydraulic turbines and water wheels 8410.90
Relays for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535.30
Relays for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.4
Remelting scrap ingots of iron or steel 7204.50
Remote control apparatus, radio 8526.92
Removable in-soles for footwear 64.06
Rennet and concentrates thereof 3507.10
Reptile hides and skins, raw 4103.20
Reptile leather 4113.30
Reservoirs of aluminium, capacity exceeding 300 l 7611.00
Reservoirs of iron or steel of a capacity exceeding 300 l 7309.00
Reservoirs, tanks, vats and similar containers of plastic 39.25
Residues of petroleum oils or oils obtained from  

bituminous minerals 27.13
Resin acid based pitch 3807.00
Resin acids and derivatives thereof 38.06
Resin cements 3214.10
Resinoids of vegetable or animal origin, not mixed  

together 3301.30
Resins, natural, unmodified 1301.90
Resistance welding machines, for metals, electric, other  

than machines of heading 84.86 8515.2
Resistors, electrical 85.33
Resistors, electrical, heating, not of carbon 8516.80
Resistors, electrical, heating, of carbon 85.45
Resistors, light dependent 85.41
Resorcinol 2907.21
Respiration apparatus, therapeutic 9019.20
Retort carbon 2704.00
Retorts, refractory 69.03
Revenue stamps, used or unused but not of current or new  

issue in the country to which they are destined 9704.00
Revolution counters 90.29
Revolvers 9302.00
Revolvers for firing only blank cartridges 93.03
Rhenium and articles of rhenium 8112.9
Rheostats 8533.40
Rhodium, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or  

in powder form 7110.3
Ribbons for typewriters and the like 9612.10

R—continued

Rice bran, sharps and other residues 2302.40
Rice flour 1102.90
Rice in the husk 1006.10
Rice paper 1905.90
Rice, broken 1006.40
Rice, husked 1006.20
Rice, semi or wholly milled 1006.30
Riddles, hand 9604.00
Riding-crops, whips and the like 6602.00
Rifles, sporting, hunting or target-shooting 93.03
Rings of unvulcanised rubber 4006.90
Rippers 84.30
Rivets of aluminium 7616.10
Rivets of copper 7415.29
Rivets of iron or steel 7318.23
Rivets tubular or bifurcated of base metal 8308.20
Road rollers, not self-propelled 84.30
Road rollers, self-propelled 8429.40
Road scoops 84.30
Road sweeper lorries, complete 8705.90
Road tractors for semi-trailers 8701.20
Roasters, electric, domestic 8516.60
Rock cutters 8430.3
Rock drilling tools 8207.1
Rock wool and similar mineral wools 6806.10
Rodenticides 38.08
Rods and tubes of unvulcanised rubber 4006.90
Rods in irregularly wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel,  

hot-rolled 72.13
Rods of agglomerated base metal powder (coated or cored  

with flux material) 8311.90
Rods of alloy steel, hot rolled, in irregularly wound coils 72.27
Rods of alloy steel, other 72.28
Rods of aluminium and aluminium alloys 76.04
Rods of aluminium for use in structures 7610.90
Rods of base metal or of metal carbides, coated or cored  

with flux material used for soldering, brazing, welding  
or deposition of metal or metal carbides 83.11

Rods of base metal, coated with flux material for  
soldering, brazing or welding by flame 8311.30

Rods of copper 74.07
Rods of iron or non-alloy steel, nesoi 72.15
Rods of lead 78.06
Rods of molybdenum 8102.9
Rods of nickel 7505.1
Rods of plastic, not further worked than surface worked 39.16
Rods of stainless steel, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound  

coils 7221.00
Rods of stainless steel, other 72.22
Rods of tin 8003.00
Rods of tungsten 8101.9
Rods of zinc 7904.00
Rods, glass, unworked 7002.20
Rods, measuring, for use in the hand 9017.80
Rods, other, of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked  

than forged, not-rolled, hot-drawn or hot-extruded 72.14
Rods, refractory 69.03
Rolled glass in sheets or profiles 70.03
Roller bearings 84.82
Roller skates 9506.70
Rollers for lawns or sports-grounds 84.32
Rollers for paints 9603.40
Rolling machines 84.20
Rolling-stock parts for rail or tramways 86.07
Rolls for rolling mills 8455.30
Roof capping of zinc 7907.10
Roof fans 84.14
Roofing tiles, ceramic 6905.10
Roofs and roofing frameworks of aluminium 7610.90
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Room deodorisers 3307.4
Root or tuber harvesting machines 84.33
Roots and tubers with a high starch or inulin content,  

fresh or dried; sago pith 07.14
Roots, edible, fresh or chilled 07.06
Rope making machines 84.79
Rope, of textile materials 56.07
Ropes of iron or steel, not electrically insulated 7312.10
Rose plants, live 0602.40
Rosin based pitch 3807.00
Rosin, rosin acids and derivatives thereof; rosin spirit and  

rosin oils 38.06
Rotary converters, electric 8502.40
Rotary pumps for internal combustion piston engines 84.13
Rotochutes 8804.00
Rotors for helicopters 8803.10
Rough watch or clock movements 9110.19
Roundabouts 9508.00
Roving machines 8445.13
Rovings, glass, and articles thereof 70.19
Rowing boats 89.03
Rubber accelerators, prepared 3812.10
Rubber gloves 4015.1
Rubber latex natural 4001.10
Rubber latex, synthetic 40.02
Rubber parings 4004.00
Rubber thread and cord, textile covered 5604.10
Rubber thread and cord, vulcanised 4007.00
Rubber waste and scrap 4004.00
Rubber working machines, other than machines of  

heading 84.86 84.77
Rubber, compounded, unvulcanised, in primary forms or  

in plates, sheets or strip 40.05
Rubber, hard, in all forms 4017.00
Rubber, natural 4001.2
Rubber, natural and synthetic mixtures 4002.80
Rubber, reclaimed, in primary forms or in plates, sheets  

or strip 4003.00
Rubber, synthetic, in primary forms or in plates, sheets or  

strip 40.02
Rubber, unvulcanised in rods, tubes and profile shapes;  

articles thereof 40.06
Rubber, vulcanised, plates, sheets, strip, rods and profile  

shapes 40.08
Rubber, vulcanised, tubes, pipe and hoses 40.09
Rubberised textile fabrics 59.06
Rubies, natural, not mounted, set or strung, nor converted  

into articles 71.03
Rucksacks 4202.1
Rug sets, put up for retail sale 6308.00
Rugs for animals 4201.00
Rugs, hand-woven 5702.10
Rum and tafia 2208.40
Run gums 3806.90
Rusks, toasted bread and similar toasted products 1905.40
Rust inhibitors 3811.90
Ruthenium, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms, or  

in powder form 7110.4
Rutile 2614.00
Rutile, artificial 2823.00
Rutoside 2938.10
Rye flour 1102.10
Rye, unmilled 1002.00

S

Saccharimeters 90.27
Saccharin 2925.11
Sack kraft paper, creped or crinkled 4808.20
Sack kraft paper, uncoated 4804.2

S—continued

Sacks and bags of plastic 3923.2
Sacks made from textile materials 63.05
Saddle cloths and saddle bags 4201.00
Saddlery 4201.00
Saddlery fittings and mountings of base metal 8302.49
Safes, strong-boxes and doors for safe deposit lockers for  

strong-rooms, of base metal 8303.00
Safety control equipment, electrical, for tramways, roads,  

railways, airfields, etc 85.30
Safety control equipment, mechanical, for tramways,  

roads, railways, airfields, etc 8608.00
Safety fuses 3603.00
Safety glass, toughened, or laminated 70.07
Safety headgear 6506.10
Safety pins of iron or steel 7319.20
Safety razor blades 8212.20
Safety seat belts for vehicles 8708.2
Safety valves 84.81
Safflower oil, crude or refined but not chemically modified 1512.1
Safflower seeds 1207.99
Saffron 0910.20
Sago and roots or tubers of 07.14, flour and meal 1106.20
Sago pith 0714.90
Sailboards 9506.21
Sailboats 89.03
Sails of textile materials 6306.3
Saké           22.06
Salicylic acid and its salts, excluding compounds of  

mercury 29.18
Salt; sea water 2501.00
Sand blasting machines, other than machines of heading  

84.86 84.24
Sand moulding machines for foundries 84.74
Sand paper 6805.20
Sanding machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard  

plastics or similar materials 8465.93
Sands, natural 25.05
Sandstone, further worked than roughly split or squared 68.02
Sandstone, unworked or roughly split, roughly squared or  

squared by sawing 2516.2
Sanitary towels and tampons and similar sanitary articles  

of wadding of textile materials 96.19
Sanitary ware of aluminium 7615.20
Sanitary ware of copper 7418.20
Sanitary ware of iron or steel 73.24
Sanitary ware of plastic for use in bathrooms and  

lavatories 39.22
Sapphires, natural, not mounted, set or strung 71.03
Satellites, complete 8802.50
Saucepans of iron or steel 7323.9
Sauces and preparations therefor 21.03
Sauerkraut, pepared or preserved, not frozen 2005.9
Sauerkraut, prepared or preserved, frozen 2004.90
Sausage casings of hardened protein or of cellulosic  

materials 3917.10
Sausages and similar products, of meat, meat offal or  

blood 1601.00
Saw blades 82.02
Sawdust of wood 4401.30
Sawing machines for stone, ceramics, concrete,  

asbestos-cement and the like or for cold working glass,  
other than machines of heading 84.86 8464.10

Sawing machines for working wood, cork, bone, hard  
rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials 8465.91

Sawing machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  
cermets 8461.50

Sawn wood, of thickness not exceeding 6 mm 44.08
Sawn wood, thickness exceeding 6 mm 44.07
Saws with self-contained electric motor, hand-held 84.67
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Saws, being hand saws 8202.10
Scabbards for swords, cutlasses, bayonets, lances and  

similar arms 9307.00
Scaffolding props and similar equipment, of iron or steel 7308.40
Scale models, being toys 95.03
Scales for measuring weight 84.23
Scallops, live, fresh, frozen, dried, salted or in brine 0307.2
Scandium 2805.30
Scandium compounds, inorganic or organic 2846.90
Scarifiers for agricultural, horticultural or forestry use 84.32
Scarifiers, earth-working, non agricultural 84.30
Scarves (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.14
Scarves, knitted or crocheted 6117.10
Scent sprays 9616.10
School satchels 4202.1
School supplies, of plastic 3926.10
Schumacks’ rugs 5702.10
Scintigraphic apparatus 90.18
Scissors and blades therefor 8213.00
Scooters, toy 95.03
Scouring and polishing pads of iron or steel 7323.10
Scouring pads of copper 7418.10
Scouring pastes and powders and other scouring  

preparations 3405.40
Scrap copper 7404.00
Scrap ingots of iron or steel for remelting 7204.50
Scrap of glass 7001.00
Scrap of hard rubber 4017.00
Scrap of lead 7802.00
Scrap of magnesium 8104.20
Scrap of molybdenum 8102.97
Scrap of nickel 7503.00
Scrap of plastics 39.15
Scrap of precious metal 71.12
Scrap of tantalum 8103.30
Scrap of tin 8002.00
Scrap of tungsten 8101.97
Scrap of zinc 7902.00
Scrap paper and paperboard 47.07
Scrap rubber 4004.00
Scrap twine, cordage, rope and cables, of textile materials 63.10
Scrapers, earth-working, not self-propelled 84.30
Scrapers, earth-working, self-propelled 8429.30
Screening machinery for earth, stone, ores or other  

mineral substances 8474.10
Screens of plaiting materials 46.01
Screw hooks of iron or steel 7318.13
Screwdrivers hand, not power operated 8205.40
Screws and screw hooks of aluminium 7616.10
Screws of copper 7415.3
Screws of iron or steel 7318.1
Sculptures, original, of any material 9703.00
Scythes 8201.90
Seal furskin, raw, whole 4301.70
Sealed beam lamp units, electric 8539.10
Sealing machinery for cans, bottles, boxes, bags and other  

containers 84.22
Sealing wax 3214.10
Sealing wax, artificial 3404.90
Seals of base metal 8309.90
Seals of vulcanised rubber 4016.93
Seamless tubes, pipes and hollow profiles of iron or steel 73.04
Searchlights 94.05
Seat belts for vehicles 8708.2
Seats 94.01
Seats, convertible into beds 9401.40
Seaweed and algae, fresh or dried 1212.20
Sebacic acid 2917.13
Secateurs 82.01

S—continued

Sections of alloy steel not prepared for use in structures 7228.70
Sections of iron or non-alloy steel, not prepared for use in  

structures 72.16
Sections of stainless steel, not prepared for use in  

structures 7222.40
Sections, welded, of iron or steel 7301.20
Seed cleaning, sorting or grading machinery 84.37
Seed, canary, unmilled 1008.30
Seeders 84.32
Seeds of anise, badian, fennel, coriander, cumin, caraway  

or juniper 09.09
Seeds, fruit and spores, of a kind used for sowing 12.09
Selenium 2804.90
Self-adhesive paper and paperboard, in rolls or  

rectangular (including square) sheets of any size 4811.41
Self-adhesive paper and paperboard, in rolls or sheets 4811.41
Self-adhesive plastic plates, sheets, film, foil, tape, strip  

and other flat shapes 39.19
Self-copy paper 4809.20
Self-copy paper 4816.20
Self-opening dieheads, other than apparatus of heading  

84.86 8466.10
Self-tapping screws of iron or steel 7318.14
Semen, bovine 0511.10
Semi-chemical fluting paper, uncoated 4805.10
Semi-chemical wood pulp 47.05
Semi-conductor devices 85.41
Semi-trailers, not mechanically propelled 87.16
Separating or washing machinery for earth, stone, ores or  

other mineral substances 84.74
Separators for electric accumulators 8507.90
Service vehicles for railways or tramways 86.04
Serviettes of paper 4818.30
Sesame oil, crude or refined but not chemically modified 1515.50
Sesamum (sesame) seeds 1207.40
Sets consisting of woven fabric and yarn, for making up  

into rugs, tapestries, embroidered table cloths,  
serviettes or similar articles 6308.00

Sets of knives with cutting blades 8211.10
Sets of tools for retail sale 8206.00
Setts of natural stone 6801.00
Sewing kits, for travelling 9605.00
Sewing machine furniture, bases, and covers 8452.40
Sewing machine needles 8452.30
Sewing machines 84.52
Sewing needles of iron or steel 7319.90
Sewing thread of man-made filaments 54.01
Sewing thread of man-made staple fibres 55.08
Sewing thread, of cotton 52.04
Shaft couplings 84.83
Shakes (wood) 4418.50
Shampoos 3305.10
Shapes of alloy steel not prepared for use in structures 7228.70
Shapes of iron or non-alloy steel, not prepared for use in  

structures 72.16
Shapes of stainless steel, not prepared for use in structures 7222.40
Shapes, welded, of iron or steel 7301.20
Shaping machinery for mineral products 8474.80
Shaping machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 8461.20
Sharpening machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 84.60
Sharpening stones and parts thereof, for use in the hand 6804.30
Shavers with self-contained electric motors 8510.10
Shaving brushes 9603.2
Shaving, pre-shave or after-shave preparations 3307.10
Shawls (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.14
Shawls, knitted or crocheted 6117.10
Shea nuts 1207.99
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Shearing machine-tools for working metal 8462.3
Shears, hedge 8201.60
Shears, metal cutting 8203.30
Sheath contraceptives, of vulcanised rubber 4014.10
Sheaths for swords, cutlasses, bayonets, lances and  

similar arms 9307.00
Sheaths, refractory 69.03
Sheep or goat fat, raw or rendered, whether or not pressed  

or solvent extracted 1502.00
Sheep skin leather, tanned or retanned 41.05
Sheep skins, raw 41.02
Sheep, live 0104.10
Sheet piling of iron or steel 7301.10
Sheets of aluminium of a thickness exceeding 0.2 mm 76.06
Sheets of copper, of a thickness exceeding 0.15 mm 74.09
Sheets of lead 7804.1
Sheets of molybdenum 8102.95
Sheets of nickel 75.06
Sheets of plastic other than self-adhesive, non-cellular and  

not combined with other materials, other than goods of  
heading 30.06 39.20

Sheets of plastic, other than sheets of heading 30.06 39.21
Sheets of tin, of a thickness exceeding 0.2 mm 80.07
Sheets of tungsten 8101.90
Sheets of zinc 7905.00
Sheets, self-adhesive, of plastic 39.19
Shell or nut charcoal 44.02
Shells, unworked or simply prepared and waste thereof 0508.00
Sherry 2204.2
Shingle, whether or not heat treated, not artificially  

rounded 2517.10
Shingles 4418.50
Shinguards 9506.99
Ships’ propellers and blades therefor 8487.10
Ships, boats and floating structures Ch 86
Shirts and shirt-blouses for women or girls (excl. knitted  

or crocheted) 62.06
Shirts and shirt-blouses for women or girls, knitted or  

crocheted 61.06
Shirts for men or boys (excl. knitted and crocheted) 62.05
Shirts for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 61.05
Shock-absorbers, suspension 8708.80
Shoe lasts and trees, of wood 4417.00
Shoe or clothes cleaning kits 9605.00
Shoe polish 3405.10
Shooting galleries 9508.00
Shooting requisites 95.07
Shopping-bags 4202.9
Shorts and breeches for men or boys (excl. knitted and  

crocheted) 6203.4
Shorts and breeches for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 6103.4
Shorts and breeches for women or girls (excl. knitted or  

crocheted) 6204.6
Shorts and breeches for women or girls, knitted or  

crocheted 6104.6
Shot and cartridge wads 93.06
Shotgun barrels 9305.21
Shotgun cartridges 9306.2
Shotguns, sporting, hunting or target-shooting 93.03
Shovel loaders, not self-propelled 84.30
Shovel loaders, self-propelled 8429.5
Shovels for machinery 8431.41
Shovels, hand, base metal 8201.10
Shower caps 6506.9
Shrimps and prawns, frozen 0306.2
Shrimps and prawns, not frozen 0306.2
Shrimps and prawns, prepared or preserved 1605.2
Shuttering and concrete constructional works, of wood 4418.40
Shuttering props and similar equipment, of iron or steel 7308.40

S—continued

Shutters, blinds 3925.30
Shuttle changing mechanisms for machines of 84.44 to  

84.47 8448.19
Shuttlecocks 9506.99
Shuttles for machines of 84.44 to 84.47 8448.49
Sickles, hand 8201.90
Side-cars for motorcycles 8711.90
Sieves, hand 9604.00
Sight-testing apparatus 90.18
Signal flare projecting devices 9303.90
Signal generators 8543.20
Signalling apparatus, sound or visual, electrical 85.31
Signalling equipment, electrical, for tramways, roads,  

railways, airfields, etc 85.30
Signalling equipment, electrical, used for cycles or motor  

vehicles 85.12
Signalling equipment, mechanical for tramways, roads,  

railways, airfields, etc 8608.00
Signalling glassware 7014.00
Signboard painters’ colours 32.13
Sign-plates, name-plates, address-plates and similar plates  

of base metal 8310.00
Signs, illuminated 94.05
Silencers and exhaust pipes for vehicles 8708.92
Silica sand 2505.10
Silicates, double or complex, excluding compounds of  

mercury 2842.10
Silicates, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.39
Siliceous fossil meals and similar siliceous earths, of an  

apparent specific gravity of 1 or less 2512.00
Silicides, excluding compounds of mercury 2850.00
Silicon 2804.6
Silicon carbide 2849.20
Silicon dioxide 2811.22
Silicones in primary forms 3910.00
Silk fabrics, woven 50.07
Silk waste 50.03
Silk yarn, not put up for retail sale 5004.00
Silk yarn, put up for retail sale 5006.00
Silk yarn, spun from silkwaste, not put up for retail sale 5005.00
Silk, raw 5002.00
Silk-worm cocoons suitable for reeling 5001.00
Silk-worm gut 5006.00
Silver clad base metals 7107.00
Silver clad with gold 7109.00
Silver clad with platinum 7111.00
Silver compounds 2843.2
Silver jewellery 7113.11
Silver nitrate 2843.21
Silver ores and concentrates 2616.10
Silver waste and scrap 7112.99
Silver, in powder form 7106.10
Silver, unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms 71.06
Silversmiths’ wares of precious metal or of metal clad  

with precious metal 71.14
Singlets (excl. babies’ singlets), knitted or crocheted 61.09
Singlets for men and boys (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6207.9
Sinking machinery 84.30
Sinks of stainless steel 73.24
Sinks, ceramic 69.10
Sirens, electric 8531.80
Sisal and other textile bast fibres of the genus Agave, tow  

and waste 53.05
Sisal and other textile fibres of the genus Agave, raw or  

processed but not spun 53.05
Skates, ice or roller 9506.70
Ski suits (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6211.20
Ski suits, knitted or crocheted 6112.20
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Ski-boots and cross-country ski footwear with outer soles  
and uppers of rubber or plastics 6402.12

Ski-boots and cross-country ski footwear, with outer soles  
of rubber, plastics, leather or composition leather and  
uppers of leather 6403.12

Ski-draglines 8428.60
Ski-jackets for men or boys (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6201.9
Ski-jackets for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 61.01
Ski-jackets for women or girls (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6202.9
Ski-jackets for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 61.02
Skimmed milk 0402.10
Skimmers, ladle type, base metal 82.15
Skin care preparations 33.04
Skins of bovine or equine animals, raw 41.01
Skins of sheep or lambs, raw 41.02
Skip hoist 8428.10
Skirts and divided skirts for women or girls (excl. knitted  

or crocheted) 6204.5
Skirts and divided skirts for women or girls, knitted or  

crocheted 6104.5
Skis for snow 9506.11
Skis for water 9506.2
Skylight frames of zinc 7907.10
Slabs of pressed or moulded glass, for building or  

construction purposes 7016.90
Slack wax 2712.90
Slag wool 6806.10
Slag, dross, scalings and other waste from the manufcture  

of iron or steel 2619.00
Slag, foamed, and similar expanded mineral materials 6806.20
Slag, granulated from the manufacture of iron or steel 2618.00
Slate, further worked than roughly split or squared and  

articles of slate or of agglomerated slate 6803.00
Slate, unworked or roughly split, roughly squared or  

squared by sawing, not further worked 2514.00
Slates with writing or drawing surfaces 9610.00
Sledge hammers, hand, base metal, not power operated 8205.20
Sleepers of iron or steel for railways or tramways 7302.20
Sleepers of wood, for railways or tramways 44.06
Sleeping bags 9404.30
Sleeves of aluminium 7609.00
Sleeves of iron or steel, for tubes and pipes 73.07
Sleeves of lead 78.06
Sleeves of nickel 7507.20
Sleeves of tin 80.07
Sleeves of zinc 79.07
Slicing machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard  

plastics or similar materials 8465.96
Slide fasteners 96.07
Slide projectors 9008.10
Slide rules, other than apparatus of heading 84.86 90.17
Slings of iron or steel, not electrically insulated 7312.90
Slips for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6108.1
Slips for women or girls, not knitted or crocheted 6208.1
Slivers, glass, and articles thereof 70.19
Slotting machine-tools for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 8461.20
Smoke analysis apparatus 9027.10
Smoke detectors 90.27
Smoking pipes 96.14
Smoothing irons, electric 8516.40
Snap-fasteners 9606.10
Snow plough attachments 84.31
Snow vehicles, motor 8703.10
Snow-ploughs and snow-blowers 8430.20
Snow-skis and other snow-ski equipment 9506.1
Soap 34.01
Soap for toilet use 3401.11
Soap other than for toilet use 3401.19

S—continued

Soap powders or soap flakes 3401.20
Sockets for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 8536.69
Socks and sockettes (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6217.10
Socks, knitted or crocheted 61.15
Sodium 2805.11
Sodium acetate 2915.29
Sodium amalgam 28.53
Sodium bicarbonate 2836.30
Sodium bromides and bromide oxides 2827.5
Sodium chlorates 2829.11
Sodium chloride, pure 2501.00
Sodium cyanide and cyanide oxides 2837.11
Sodium dichromate 2841.30
Sodium dithionites and sulphoxylates 2831.10
Sodium fluorosilicates 2826.90
Sodium hexafluoroaluminate 2826.30
Sodium hydroxide 2815.1
Sodium nitrate 3102.50
Sodium peroxide 2815.30
Sodium silicates 2839.1
Sodium sulphates 2833.1
Sodium sulphates, natural 2530.90
Sodium sulphides 2830.10
Sodium sulphites 2832.10
Sodium triphosphate 2835.31
Soil heating apparatus, electric 8516.2
Soil preparation or cultivation machinery 84.32
Soldering machinery and apparatus 84.68
Soldering machines and apparatus, electric, other than  

machines of heading 84.86 85.15
Soldering wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar  

products, of base metal, cored or coated with flux  
material 83.11

Soldering, brazing or welding powders and pastes 3810.10
Solid or cushion tyres of rubber 4012.90
Solvents and thinners from wood tar 3807.00
Solvents and thinners, organic, composite 3814.00
Solvents, obtained from bituminous minerals 2710.99
Soot removers for boilers 8404.10
Sorbitol 2905.44
Sorbitol 3824.60
Sorghum, grain, unmilled 1007.00
Sorting machinery for earth, stone, ores or other mineral  

substances 84.74
Sorting machines for agricultural produce 84.33
Sound amplifier sets, electric 8518.50
Sound measuring or checking instruments and apparatus 90.27
Sound recording apparatus, magnetic 85.19
Sound recording media, prepared but unrecorded 85.23
Sound recording media, recorded 85.23
Sound reproducing apparatus not incorporating a sound  

recording device 85.19
Sound signalling apparatus, electrical 85.31
Sound signalling equipment, electrical, for cycles or  

motor vehicles 8512.30
Sound-insulating or sound-absorbing mineral materials 6806.90
Soups and broths and preparations therefor 2104.10
Soya bean flour and meal 1208.10
Soya bean oil residues, solid 2304.00
Soya bean oil, crude or refined but not chemically  

modified 15.07
Soya beans 1201.00
Soya beans, roasted 2101.30
Soya sauce 2103.10
Space heaters, non-electric domestic, of iron or steel 73.21
Space heating apparatus, electric 8516.2
Spacecraft and spacecraft launch vehicles complete 8802.50
Spades 8201.10
Spaghetti 19.02
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Spangles of base metal 8308.90
Spanner sockets, interchangeable 8204.20
Spanners, hand-operated 8204.1
Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal combustion  

piston engines 84.07
Sparking plugs 8511.10
Spats 6406.99
Special purpose motor vehicles 87.05
Spectacle cases 4202.3
Spectacle frames and mountings 90.03
Spectacle glass, not optically worked 70.15
Spectacle lenses, unmounted, optically worked 90.01
Spectacles, corrective or protective 9004.90
Spectrographs 9027.30
Spectrometers, spectrophotometers and spectrographs 9027.30
Spectrum analysers 90.30
Speed indicators 90.29
Spermaceti 15.21
Spheres of glass, hollow, for the manufacture of spectacle  

glass 7015.90
Spices Ch 9
Spiegeleisen in pigs, blocks or other primary forms 7201.50
Spiegeleisen powders and granules 72.05
Spinach, frozen 0710.30
Spindles and spindle flyers 8448.33
Spinning machines for textiles 8445.20
Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc 2208.20
Splints and fracture appliances 9021.19
Split poles 44.04
Splitting machines for wood, cork, bone, hard rubber,  

hard platics or similar materials 8465.96
Sponges, natural of animal origin 0511.99
Spools made of paper pulp, paper or paperboard 48.22
Spools, cops, bobbins and similar supports, of plastic 3923.40
Spoons, kitchen or table, base metal 82.15
Sporting shotguns and rifles 93.03
Sports bags 4202.9
Sports footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or  

plastics 6402.1
Sports footwear, with outer soles of rubber, plastics,  

leather or composition leather and uppers of leather 6403.1
Sports footwear, with outer soles of rubber, plastics,  

leather or composition leather and uppers of textile  
materials 64.04

Sports gloves of leather or composition leather 4203.21
Sports-ground rollers 84.32
Spotlights 94.05
Spray guns and similar appliances, other than machines  

of heading 84.86 84.24
Spraying lorries, complete 8705.90
Sprays for scent 9616.10
Spreaders, manure 84.32
Spring washers of iron or steel 7318.2
Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel 73.20
Springs for watches and clocks 9114.10
Springs of copper 7419.99
Sprinklers, mechanical 84.24
Squares of pressed or moulded glass, for building or  

construction purposes 7016.90
Squash balls 9506.69
Squeegees 9603.90
Squid and cuttle fish, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried,  

salted or in brine 0307.4
Stabilisers, compound, and anti-oxidising preparations for  

rubber or plastic 3812.30
Stained wood, in the rough 4403.10
Stainless steel angles, shapes and sections, not prepared,  

for use in structures 7222.40
Stainless steel bars and rods, hot-rolled 7221.00

S—continued

Stainless steel bars and rods, other 72.22
Stainless steel cooking utensils 7323.93
Stainless steel fittings for tubes and pipes 7307.2
Stainless steel flat-rolled products, of a width of 600 mm  

or more 72.19
Stainless steel flat-rolled products, of a width of less than  

600 mm 72.20
Stainless steel in ingots or other primary forms 7218.10
Stainless steel semi-finished products 7218.9
Stainless steel wire 7223.00
Stainless steel, waste and scrap 7204.21
Staircase fittings and mountings of base metal 8302.49
Stakes, wooden 44.04
Stamp affixing or cancelling machines 8472.30
Stamp-impressed paper 4907.00
Stamping foils 3212.10
Stamping tools, interchangeable, for hand or machine  

tools 8207.30
Stamp-postmarks, used or unused but not of current or  

new issue in the country in which they have, or will  
have, a recognised face value 9704.00

Stamps for dating, sealing or numbering, designed for  
operating in the hand 9611.00

Stamps, postage, revenue and the like, unused 4907.00
Stamps, revenue or postage, used or unused but not of  

current or new issue in the country in which they have,  
or will have, a recognised face value 9704.00

Staple fibres, artificial, not carded, combed or otherwise  
prepared for spinning 55.04

Staple fibres, artificial, prepared for spinning 55.07
Staple fibres, synthetic, not carded, combed or otherwise  

processed for spinning 55.03
Staple fibres, synthetic, prepared for spinning 55.06
Staples of aluminium 7616.10
Staples of copper 7415.10
Staples of iron or steel 7317.00
Staples, in strips, of base metal 8305.20
Stapling machines for office use 8472.90
Stapling machines for working wood, cork, bone, hard  

rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials 84.65
Stapling machines of a kind used in bookbinding 84.40
Stapling machines of a kind used in cardboard box  

manufacture 84.41
Stapling pistols 8205.5
Starch manufacture residues and similar residues 2303.10
Starches, modified 35.05
Starches, vegetable 1108.1
Starter motors and dual purpose starter-generators for  

internal combustion engines 8511.40
Static converters, electrical 8504.40
Station wagons, with a passenger motor car chassis 87.03
Statuary, original 9703.00
Statuettes and ornaments, of wood 4420.10
Statuettes and other ornamental articles, of plastic 3926.40
Statuettes and other ornaments of base metal 8306.2
Statuettes and other ornaments of lamp-worked glass 7018.90
Statuettes, ceramic 69.13
Staves, wooden 4416.00
Steam blasting machines 84.24
Steam or other vapour generating boilers 8402.1
Steam or other vapour power unit condensers 8404.20
Steam turbines and other vapour turbines 84.06
Stearic acid 2915.70
Stearic acid, crude 3823.11
Stearin articles, moulded or carved 9602.00
Stearin coated, impregnated or covered paper and  

paperboard 4811.40
Stearyl alcohol 2905.17
Steatite, natural 25.26
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Steatite, natural, further worked than roughly squared or  
split 68.02

Steel anchors, grapnels 73.16
Steel barbed wire, twisted hoop or single flat wire and  

loosely twisted double wire 73.13
Steel chain 73.15
Steel cloth grill, netting and fencing 73.14
Steel containers for compressed or liquefied gas 73.11
Steel drill bars and rods, hollow 7228.80
Steel expanded metal 7314.50
Steel fish plates or sole plates for railways or tramways 7302.40
Steel high pressure hydro-electric conduit 73.04
Steel nails, tacks, drawing pins, corrugated nails, staples  

and similar articles 73.17
Steel powders and granules 72.05
Steel rails for railways or tramways 7302.10
Steel railway or tramway construction material 73.02
Steel reservoirs, tanks, and similar containers of a  

capacity exceeding 300 l 73.09
Steel safety pins and other pins 73.19
Steel sanitary ware 73.24
Steel screws, bolts, nuts, coach-screws, screw hooks,  

rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers and similar articles 73.18
Steel sewing needles, knitting needles, bodkins, crochet  

hooks, embroidery stilettos and similar articles 73.19
Steel sheet piling 7301.10
Steel sleepers for railways or tramways 7302.20
Steel springs and leaves for springs 73.20
Steel stoves, ranges, grates, cookers, barbecues, braziers,  

gas-rings, plate warmers and similar non-electric  
domestic appliances 73.21

Steel stranded wire, ropes, cables, plaited bands, slings  
and the like, not electrically insulated 73.12

Steel switch blades for railways or tramways 7302.30
Steel table, kitchen or other household articles 73.23
Steel tanks, casks, drums etc of a capacity not exceeding  

300 l 73.10
Steel tube or pipe fittings 73.07
Steel tubes and pipes with an external diameter which  

exceeds 406.4 mm 73.05
Steel tubes, pipes and hollow profiles with an external  

diameter not exceeding 406.4 mm 73.06
Steel tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, seamless 73.04
Steel welded angles, shapes and sections 7301.20
Steel wool, pot scourers, scouring or polishing pads,  

gloves and the like 7323.10
Steel, alloy in ingots or other primary forms 7224.10
Steel, alloy, angles, shapes and sections, not prepared for  

use in structures 7228.70
Steel, alloy, bars and rods, hot rolled, irregularly wound  

coils 72.27
Steel, alloy, bars and rods, other 72.28
Steel, alloy, flat-rolled products, of a width of 600 mm or  

more 72.25
Steel, alloy, flat-rolled products, of a width of less than  

600 mm 72.26
Steel, alloy, semi-finished products 7224.90
Steel, alloy, waste and scrap 7204.2
Steel, alloy, wire 72.29
Steel, non-alloy, angles, shapes and sections 72.16
Steel, non-alloy, bars and rods, in irregularly wound coils,  

hot-rolled 72.13
Steel, non-alloy, bars and rods, nesoi 72.15
Steel, non-alloy, bars and rods, other 72.14
Steel, non-alloy, flat-rolled products of a width of 600 mm  

or more, clad, plated or coated 72.10
Steel, non-alloy, flat-rolled products of a width of 600 mm  

or more, cold-rolled, not clad, plated or coated 72.09

S—continued

Steel, non-alloy, flat-rolled products of a width of 600 mm  
or more, hot-rolled, not clad, plated or coated 72.08

Steel, non-alloy, flat-rolled products of a width of less  
than 600 mm, clad, plated or coated 72.12

Steel, non-alloy, flat-rolled products of a width of less  
than 600 mm, not clad, plated or coated 72.11

Steel, non-alloy, in ingots or other primary forms 72.06
Steel, non-alloy, semi-finished products 72.07
Steel, non-alloy, wire 72.17
Steel, stainless, angles, shapes and sections 7222.40
Steel, stainless, bars and rods, hot-rolled 7221.00
Steel, stainless, bars and rods, other 72.22
Steel, stainless, flat-rolled products of a width of 600 mm  

or more 72.13
Steel, stainless, flat-rolled products of a width of less than  

600 mm 72.20
Steel, stainless, in ingots and other primary forms, and  

semi-finished products 72.18
Steel, stainless, wire 72.23
Steering wheels, steering columns and steering boxes for  

vehicles 8708.94
Stencil duplicating machines, other than machines of  

heading 84.43 84.72
Sterilisers, medical, surgical or laboratory, other than  

machines of heading 84.86 84.19
Sterioscopic microsopes, other than apparatus of heading  

84.86 9011.10
Steroids 29.37
Sterols and inositols 2906.13
Sticks of plastic, not further worked than surface worked 39.16
Sticks of sintered metal carbides or cermets, for tools,  

unmounted 8209.00
Sticks, wooden, roughly trimmed 44.04
Stitch-bonded fibre fabrics 5602.10/Chapter 60
Stitch-bonding machines 8447.20
Stock for toilet or facial tissue, towel or napkin and  

similar household paper 48.03
Stock, share or bond certificates and similar documents of  

title 4907.00
Stockings (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6217.10
Stockings, knitted or crocheted 61.15
Stokers, mechanical 84.16
Stone and kernels, apricot, peach or plum 1212.99
Stone sorting, screening, separating, washing, crushing,  

grinding, mixing or kneading machinery 84.74
Stone working machine-tools 84.64
Stone, articles of 68.02
Stone, calcareous, used for the manufacture of lime or  

cement 2521.00
Stone, monumental or building, further worked than  

roughly split or squared, other than setts, curbstones  
and flagstones 68.02

Stone, monumental or building, granules, chippings and  
powder thereof 2517.4

Stone, monumental or building, unworked or roughly  
split, roughly squared, or squared by sawing 25.16

Stones for hand sharpening and polishing 68.04
Stones, precious or semi-precious, articles thereof 7116.20
Stones, precious or semi-precious, imitation of glass 7018.10
Stones, precious or semi-precious, natural, not strung,  

mounted or set 71.03
Stop motions, automatic, warp or weft 8448.19
Stoppers of natural cork 4503.10
Stoppers, caps and lids 83.09
Stoppers, glass 7010.20
Stoppers, lids, caps and other closures, of plastic 3923.50
Stop-watches with case of precious metal or metal clad  

with precious metal 9101.9
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Stop-watches, not of precious metal or of metal clad with  
precious metal 9102.9

Storage heating radiators, electric 8516.21
Storage water heaters, electric 8516.10
Stoves, non-electric domestic, of iron or steel 73.21
Straddle carriers 8426.1
Straight saw blades for working metal 8202.91
Straightening or flattening machine-tools for working  

metal, other than machines of heading 84.86 8462.2
Straining cloth of textiles 5911.40
Stranded wire of aluminium, not electrically insulated 76.14
Stranded wire of copper, not electrically insulated 7413.00
Stranded wire of iron or steel, not electrically insulated 7312.10
Straps and peaks for headgear 6507.00
Straps for watches 91.13
Straw balers 84.33
Straw hats 6504.00
Straw of artificial textile materials of an apparent width  

not exceeding 5 mm 54.05
Straw of synthetic textile materials of an apparent width  

not exceeding 5 mm 54.04
Straw paper and paperboard, not surface-coated or  

impregnated 4807.90
Strawberries, fresh 0810.10
Strawberries, provisionally preserved 0812.90
Strawberries, whether or not cooked by steaming or  

boiling in water, frozen 0811.10
Street organs, mechanical 9208.90
Streptomycins 2941.20
String bags 5609.00
String musical instruments 92.02
Stringed keyboard instruments 92.01
Strings for musical instruments 9209.30
Strings for racquets made from catgut 42.06
Strip and other flat shapes of plastic, self-adhesive 39.19
Strip of aluminium, thickness exceeding 0.2 mm 76.06
Strip of copper, of a thickness exceeding 0.15 mm 74.09
Strip of lead 7804.1
Strip of molybdenum 8102.9
Strip of nickel 75.06
Strip of plastic other than self-adhesive, non-cellular and  

not combined with other materials, other than goods of  
heading 30.06 39.20

Strip of plastic, other than goods of heading 30.06 39.21
Strip of tin, thickness exceeding 0.2 mm 80.07
Strip of tungsten 8101.99
Strip of zinc 7905.00
Stroboscopes 9029.20
Strollers 8715.00
Strong-boxes of base metal 8303.00
Strontium and barium 2805.19
Strontium oxide, hydroxide and peroxide 2816.40
Structures and parts of structures, of aluminium 76.10
Structures and parts of structures, of iron or steel 73.08
Studio back-cloths or the like 5907.00
Studs for men’s shirts, not of precious metal nor  

incorporating pearls or precious stones 71.17
Stuffed toys 95.03
Stuffing, of vegetable material 14.04
Stylograph pens 9608.3
Styrene 2902.50
Styrene polymer plates, sheets, film, foil and strip 3921.11
Styrene polymer plates, sheets, film, foil and strip, other  

than goods of heading 30.06 3920.30
Styrene polymer waste, scrap and parings 3915.20
Styrene polymers, in primary forms 39.03
Styrene-acrylonitrile copolymers in primary forms 3903.20
Styrene-butadiene rubber in primary forms or in plates,  

sheets or strip 4002.19

S—continued

Sugar beet, fresh or dried 1212.91
Sugar cane 1212.92
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa 17.04
Sugar manufacture machinery 84.38
Sugar syrups not containing added flavouring or colouring  

matter 17.02
Sugar tongs of base metal 82.15
Sugar, beet, raw, in solid form 1701.12
Sugar, cane or beet 17.01
Sugar, cane or beet, containing added flavouring or  

colouring matter 1701.91
Sugar, cane, raw, in solid form 1701.11
Sugars, chemically pure 2940.00
Suit-cases 4202.1
Suits for men or boys (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6203.1
Suits for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 6103.1
Suits for women or girls (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6204.1
Suits for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6104.1
Sulphates, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.33
Sulphates, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Sulphides of non-metals 28.13
Sulphides, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.30
Sulphides, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Sulphite lye, concentrated 3804.00
Sulphite turpentine and other crude paracymene 3805.90
Sulphite wrapping paper, uncoated 4805.30
Sulphites, inorganic, metallic 28.32
Sulphonamides 2935.00
Sulphonated hydrocarbons containing only sulpho groups 2904.10
Sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives of  

hydrocarbons 29.04
Sulphonitric acid 2808.00
Sulphoxylates 28.31
Sulphur 25.03
Sulphur colloidal sulphur 2802.00
Sulphur dioxide 2811.29
Sulphuric acid 2807.00
Sultanas 0806.20
Sun umbrellas 6601.9
Sunblinds of textile materials 6306.1
Sunflower seed oil and fats residues, solid 2306.30
Sunflower seeds 1206.00
Sunflower-seed oil, crude or refined but not chemically  

modified 1512.1
Sunglasses 9004.10
Sunscreen or suntan preparations 33.04
Super-heated water boilers 8402.20
Super-heaters for central heating boilers, vapour boilers  

or super-heated water boilers 84.04
Superphosphates 3103.10
Supports, refractory 69.03
Surface ground glass, in sheets 70.05
Surface tempering machines and appliances, gas operated 84.68
Surface tension measuring or checking instruments and  

apparatus 90.27
Surface-active preparations 34.02
Surface-active products for use as soap, organic 34.01
Surfacing prepartions, non-refractory, for facades, indoor  

walls, floors, ceilings etc 3214.90
Surf-boards 9506.29
Surge suppressors for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535.40
Surge suppressors for a voltage not exceeding 1000 volts 85.36
Surgical belts and trusses 9021.19
Surgical catgut, sterile 3006.10
Surgical examination cameras 9006.30
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Surgical furniture 94.02
Surgical gloves of vulcanised rubber 4015.11
Surgical instruments and apparatus 90.18
Surveying instruments and appliances 90.15
Suspenders 6212.90
Suspension springs for motor vehicles, of iron or steel 73.20
Suture materials used for surgery 3006.10
Suture needles 9018.32
Swedes, mangolds, fodder roots, hay, lucerne, clover,  

sainfoin, forage kale, lubines, vetches and similar  
forage products 12.14

Sweet corn, frozen 0710.40
Sweet corn, prepared or preserved, frozen 2004.90
Sweet corn, prepared or preserved, not frozen 2005.80
Sweet potatoes, fresh or dried 0714.20
Swimming caps 6506.91
Swimming pools 9506.99
Swimwear 6211.1
Swimwear for men or boys, knitted or crocheted 6112.3
Swimwear for women or girls, knitted or crocheted 6112.4
Swine, live 01.03
Swings 9508.00
Switch blades of iron or steel for railways or tramways 7302.30
Switches, electrical, isolating or make-and-break, for a  

voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535.30
Switches, electrical, make-and-break, for a voltage not  

exceeding 1000 volts 8536.50
Switching apparatus for electrical circuits of a voltage  

exceeding 1000 volts 85.35
Switching apparatus for electrical circuits of a voltage not  

exceeding 1000 volts 85.36
Switching apparatus for telephonic or telegraphic systems,  

electrical 8517.62
Swivel seats with variable height adjustment 9401.30
Swords and parts thereof 9307.00
Sylvite 3104.90
Synthetic filament tow 55.01
Synthetic precious or semi-precious stones, not strung,  

mounted or set 71.04
Synthetic precious or semi-precious stones, ungraded 71.04
Synthetic rubber and factice derived from oils, in primary  

forms or in plates, sheets or strip 40.02
Synthetic rubber latex 40.02
Syringes, medical, surgical, dental or veterinary 9018.31

T

Table articles of copper 7418.19
Table articles, of aluminium 7615.19
Table articles, of iron or steel 73.23
Table fans 84.14
Table games 95.04
Table glassware 70.13
Table knives, base metal 82.11
Table lamps 94.05
Table lighters 9613.80
Table linen 63.02
Table salt 2501.00
Tablecloths of paper 4818.30
Table-tennis articles and equipment 9506.40
Tableware and kitchenware of plastic 3924.10
Tableware of base metal 82.15
Tableware of porcelain or china 6911.10
Tableware, ceramic 6912.00
Tableware, kitchenware and other household and toilet  

articles of porcelain or china 69.11
Tableware, of wood 4419.00
Tacheometers 9015.20
Tachometers 9029.20
Tacks of aluminium 7616.10

T—continued

Tacks of copper 7415.10
Tacks of iron or steel 7317.00
Tailors’ chalk 9609.90
Tailors’ dummies and other lay figures 9618.00
Tailors’ shears and blades therefor 8213.00
Tall oil 3803.00
Tall oil fatty acids 3823.13
Tallow 15.02
Tallow oil 1503.00
Tambourines 9206.00
Tamping machines, not self-propelled 84.30
Tamping machines, self-propelled 8429.40
Tampons and sanitary towels, of paper 96.19
Tampons of wadding or textile materials 96.19
Tanker trailers and semi-trailers, not mechanically  

propelled 87.16
Tankers 8901.20
Tanks and armoured fighting vehicles, motorised 8710.00
Tanks of aluminium, capacity exceeding 300 l 7611.00
Tanks of iron or steel, of a capacity exceeding 300 l 7309.00
Tanks of iron or steel, of a capacity not exceeding 300 l 73.10
Tanks, floating, used to contain live crustaceans of fish, or  

used to re-fuel ships in harbours with oil, water etc 8907.90
Tanks, vats and similar containers, of plastic 39.25
Tanned furskins 43.02
Tanned leather of bovine or equine animals 41.07
Tanned leather of goat or kid skin 4113.10
Tanned leather of sheep or lamb skin 41.12
Tanning extracts of vegetable origin, excluding  

compounds of mercury 32.01
Tanning machines 84.53
Tanning materials of raw vegetable matter 1404.90
Tanning preparations 32.02
Tanning substances, inorganic and synthetic organic 32.02
Tannins and their derivatives, excluding compounds of  

mercury 3201.90
Tantalum and articles of tantalum; waste and scrap thereof 81.03
Tantalum ores and concentrates 2615.90
Tantalum powders 8103.10
Tape recorders, cassette type, magnetic, sound 85.19
Tape recorders, magnetic, for recording sound 8519.81
Tape, self-adhesive, of plastic 39.19
Tapers 3406.00
Tapes, and discs, magnetic, for sound recording or similar  

recording of other phenomena, prepared but unrecorded 85.23
Tapes, magnetic, recorded, for sound or other similar  

phenomena 85.23
Tapes, measuring, for use in the hand 9017.80
Tapestries, hand-woven or needle-worked 5805.00
Tapestry sets consisting of woven fabric and yarn, for  

retail sale 6308.00
Tapioca and substitutes therefor prepared from starch 1903.00
Tapping machine-tools for removing metal 84.59
Tapping tools, hand, not power-operated 8205.10
Tapping tools, interchangeable, for hand or machine tools 8207.40
Taps for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like 84.81
Tar distilled from coal, lignite, peat or other mineral tars 2706.00
Tar sands 2714.10
Tar, wood 38.07
Target-shooting rifles 93.03
Tarpaulins of textile materials 6306.1
Tarred paper and paperboard 4811.10
Tartaric acid 2918.12
Tartaric acid, salts and esters 2918.13
Tassels 5808.90
Taximeters 90.29
Tea 09.02
Tea makers, electric, domestic 8516.71
Tea or mate extracts, essences and concentrates 2101.20
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T—continued

Teats of vulcanised rubber 40.14
Teddy bears 95.03
Teeth, artificial 9021.21
Teleferics 8428.60
Telephone answering machines, not forming an integral  

part of a telephone set 8519.50
Telephone sets 8517.11
Telephonic or telegraphic switching apparatus, electrical 8517.62
Teleprinters 8443.32
Telescopes designed to form parts of machines,  

appliances, instruments or apparatus 9013.10
Telescopes, optical, and mountings therefore 90.05
Telescopic sights for fittings to arms 9013.10
Television camera tubes 8540.20
Television cameras 8528.80
Television cathode-ray picture tubes 8540.1
Television receivers 85.28
Television transmission apparatus 85.25
Tellurium 2804.50
Tempered safety glass 7007.1
Tennis balls 9506.6
Tennis racquets 9506.5
Tennis shoes, with outer soles of rubber, plastics, leather  

or composition leather and uppers of textile materials 64.04
Tents of textile materials 6306.2
Terephthalic acid and its salts 2917.36
Terephthalic acid esters 2917.39
Terpene alcohols, acyclic 2905.22
Terpenic by-products of the deterpenation of essential oils 33.01
Terpenic oils produced by the treatment of coniferous  

woods 3805.90
Terpineols 2906.19
Terry fabrics, knitted or crocheted 60.01
Terry towelling and similar woven terry fabrics 58.02
Test benches 90.31
Testing coaches for railways or tramways 86.04
Testing machines and apparatus for hardness, strength and  

other mechanical properties of materials 90.24
Tetrachloroethylene 2903.23
Tetracycline mixtures, put up as medicaments 3003.10
Tetracyclines 2941.30
Tetracyclines, put up as medicaments 3004.10
Tetrahydrofuran 2932.11
Tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol 2932.13
Textile badges, not embroidered 58.07
Textile bast fibre yarns 53.07
Textile bast fibres, raw or processed but not spun 53.03
Textile bast fibres, tow and waste 5303.90
Textile doubling or twisting machines 8445.30
Textile fabrics coated with gum or amylaceous substances,  

of a kind used for the outer covers of books or the like 5901.10
Textile fabrics impregnated, coated or covered with  

substances other than gum or plastics 5907.00
Textile fabrics impregnated, coated, covered or laminated  

with plastics 59.03
Textile fabrics, rubberised 59.06
Textile fibre and yarn preparation machines 84.45
Textile fibres of the genus Agave 53.05
Textile flock and dusk and mill neps 5601.30
Textile hosepiping and similar textile tubing 5909.00
Textile materials prepared for use in making wigs 6703.00
Textile materials treatment preparations (oil and grease),  

not obtained from bituminous minerals 3403.91
Textile materials treatment preparations containing less  

than 70% by weight of petroleum oils or oils obtained  
from bituminous minerals 3403.11

Textile products, quilted 5811.00
Textile spinning machines 8445.20
Textile testing machines and appliances 9024.80

T—continued

Textile wall coverings 5905.00
Textile winding or reeling machine auxiliary equipment 84.48
Textile winding or reeling machines 8445.40
Textiles products and articles, for technical uses 59.11
Textiles, photographic, exposed but not developed 3704.00
Textiles, photographic, sensitised and unexposed 37.03
Texts, hand-written 4906.00
Texturing machines for man-made textile materials 8444.00
Thallium and articles of thallium 8112.5
Theatres, travelling 9508.90
Theatrical scenery on painted canvas 5907.00
Theodolites 9015.20
Theophylline and aminophylline 2939.59
Thermionic valves and tubes 85.40
Thermo-copying apparatus 8443.39
Thermometers 90.25
Thermostats 9032.10
Thinners, organic, composite 3814.00
Thiocarbamates and dithiocarbamates 2930.20
Thiocyanates, inorganic, metallic, double or complex,  

excluding compounds of mercury 2842.90
Thiocyanates, inorganic, metallic, excluding compounds  

of mercury 2838.00
Thiocyanates, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Thiosulphates, metallic 2832.30
Thiosulphates, precious metal, excluding compounds of  

mercury 28.43
Thiourea resins, in primary forms 3909.10
Thiuram mono-, di- or tetrasulphides 2930.30
Thorium 2844.30
Thorium ores 2612.20
Thread and cord of vulcanised rubber 4007.00
Thread of asbestos or asbestos and magnesium carbonate  

based mixtures 6812.20
Thread rolling machines for metal, metal carbides or  

cermets 8463.20
Thread, rubber, textile covered 5604.10
Thread, sewing, of man-made filaments 54.01
Thread, sewing, of man-made staple fibres 55.08
Threaded bungs of base metal 8309.90
Threading machine-tools for removing metal 84.59
Threading tools, hand, not power operated 8205.10
Threading tools, interchangeable, for hand or machine  

tools 8207.40
Threshing machinery 84.33
Thyme 0910.99
Thyristors 85.41
Ticket-issuing machines 8470.90
Ties, bow ties and cravats (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.15
Ties, bow ties and cravats, knitted or crocheted 6117.80
Tights, knitted or crocheted 61.15
Tiles and other ceramic goods of siliceous fossil meals or  

earths 6901.00
Tiles of cement, concrete or artificial stone 6810.1
Tiles of pressed or moulded glass 7016.90
Tiles of vegetable fibre, straw, chips, shavings, particles,  

sawdust or other waste of wood, agglomerated with  
mineral binders 6808.00

Tiles, refractory 69.02
Tiles, roofing, ceramic 6905.10
Tiles, support or filler, ceramic 6904.90
Timber wedges 8201.90
Time recording and measuring apparatus, with clock or  

watch movements or with synchronous motor 91.06
Time switches 9107.00
Time-registers and time recorders 9106.10
Timing gears for internal combustion piston engines 84.83
Tin articles 8007.00
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Tin bars, rods, profiles and wire 8003.00
Tin chloride, excluding compounds of mercury 2827.39
Tin foil, thickness not exceeding 0.2 mm 80.07
Tin ores and concentrates 2609.00
Tin plates, sheets and strip, thickness exceeding 0.2 mm 80.07
Tin powders and flakes 80.07
Tin tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings 80.07
Tin waste and scrap 8002.00
Tin, unwrought 80.01
Tinned iron or steel, waste and scrap 7204.30
Tints, modifying 32.13
Tips or sintered metal carbides or cermets, for tools,  

unmounted 8209.00
Tissue stock 4803.00
Tissues, cleansing, for household or sanitary use 4818.20
Titanium and articles of titanium; waste and scrap thereof 81.08
Titanium dioxide based pigments and preparations 3206.1
Titanium ores and concentrates 26.14
Titanium oxides 2823.00
Titanium powders 81.08
Title documents for stocks, shares, bonds and the like 4907.00
Toasted bread and similar toasted products 1905.40
Toasters, electric, domestic 8516.72
Tobacco and tobacco substitutes, manufactured 24.03
Tobacco extracts and essences 2403.99
Tobacco preparing or making up machines and parts  

therefor 84.78
Tobacco refuse 2401.30
Tobacco, homogenised or reconstituted 2403.91
Tobacco, smoking 2403.10
Tobacco, unmanufactured 24.01
Tobacco-pouches 4202.3
Toilet articles of porcelain or china 6911.90
Toilet articles, ceramic 6912.00
Toilet bags 4202.9
Toilet brushes 96.03
Toilet glassware 70.13
Toilet linen 63.02
Toilet paper 4818.10
Toilet seats and covers of plastic 3922.20
Toilet sprays 9616.10
Toilet tissue stock 4803.00
Toilet waters 3303.00
Toilets, ceramic 69.10
Toiletware, of plastic 3924.90
Toluene 2707.20
Toluene, chemically or commercially pure 2902.30
Toluidines 2921.43
Toluole 2707.20
Tomato juice 2009.50
Tomato juice having a dry weight content of 7% or more 20.02
Tomato sauce 2103.20
Tomatoes prepared or preserved, otherwise than by  

vinegar or acetic acid 20.02
Tomatoes, fresh or chilled 0702.00
Tomatoes, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 2001.90
Tongued wood 44.09
Tool bags 4202.9
Tool holders for hand held tools 8466.10
Tool plates, sticks, tips and the like, unmounted, of  

sintered metal carbides or cermets 8209.00
Tool sets for retail sale 8206.00
Tools Ch 82
Tools for working in the hand, pneumatic or with self  

contained non-electric motor 84.67
Tools for working in the hand, with self-contained electric  

motor 84.67
Tools of a kind used in agriculture, horticulture or forestry 82.01
Tools, boring or broaching, interchangeable 8207.60

T—continued

Tools, drilling, interchangeable 8207.50
Tools, for rock drilling or earth boring, interchangeable 8207.1
Tools, milling, interchangeable 8207.70
Tools, pressing, stamping or punching, interchangeable 8207.30
Tools, tapping or threading, interchangeable 8207.40
Tools, tool bodies and tool handles, of wood 4417.00
Tools, turning, interchangeable 8207.80
Tooth brushes 9603.21
Toothpaste 3306.10
Topographical plans, printed 4905.9
Topped crude petroleum 2710.99
Torpedoes 93.06
Torque converters 84.83
Torque meter wrenches, hand-operated 8204.1
Tortoise-shell, whalebone and whalebone hair, horns,  

antlers, hooves, nails, claws and beaks 0507.90
Tortoise-shell, worked and articles of tortoise shell 9601.90
Toughened safety glass 7007.1
Towel stock of paper 4803.00
Towels of paper 4818.20
Towels of textile materials 63.02
Tower cranes 8426.20
Towers of aluminium 7610.90
Towers of iron or steel 7308.20
Toxins, microbial 3002.90
Toy trains, electric 95.03
Toys Ch 95
Toys and models incorporating a motor 95.03
Toys representing animals or non-human creatures 95.03
Toys, wheeled, for children to ride on 95.03
Tracing cloth 5901.90
Tracing papers 4806.30
Track fixtures and fittings for railways or tramways 8608.00
Track suits (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.11
Track suits, knitted or crocheted 6112.1
Track-laying tractors 8701.30
Trackliners and track inspection vehicles for railways or  

tramways 86.04
Traction mechanisms for funiculars 8428.60
Tractors used on railway station platforms, self-propelled,  

not fitted with lifting or handling equipment 87.09
Tractors, other than those of the type used on railway  

station platforms 87.01
Tractors, pedestrian controlled, other than those of the  

type used on railway station platforms 8701.10
Tractors, road, for sem-trailers 8701.20
Tractors, track-laying 8701.30
Traffic control equipment, electrical, for tramways, roads,  

railways, airfields etc 85.30
Traffic control equipment, mechanical, for tramways,  

roads, railways, airfields etc 8608.00
Trailers 87.16
Training shoes and the like, with outer soles of rubber,  

plastics, leather, or composition leather and uppers of  
textile materials 64.04

Trains, electric, toy 95.03
Tramway coaches, vans and trucks, self-propelled 86.03
Tramway goods vans and wagons not self-propelled 86.06
Tramway locomotive or rolling-stock parts 86.07
Tramway maintenance or service vehicles 86.04
Tramway passenger coaches, luggage vans, post office  

coaches and other special purpose coaches not  
self-propelled 8605.00

Tramway sleepers, of wood 44.06
Tramway track construction material of iron or steel 73.02
Tramway track fixtures and fittings 8608.00
Transcribing machines, not incorporating a sound  

recording device 8519.8
Transfer paper 48.16
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Transfer papers 48.09
Transfers 49.08
Transformers, liquid dielectric 8504.2
Transistors 85.41
Transmission apparatus for radio-broadcasting or  

television 85.25
Transmission belts or belting of vulcanised rubber 40.10
Transmission belts or belting, of textile material 5910.00
Transmission linings 68.13
Transmission shafts 84.83
Transparent or translucent papers 48.06
Transplanters, animal or machine drawn 84.32
Transporter cranes 8426.1
Traps, animal, of iron or steel, not cast 7326.90
Travel sets for personal toilet, sewing or shoe or clothes  

cleaning 9605.00
Travelling bags 4202.1
Travelling circuses, menageries and theatres 95.08
Travelling rugs 63.01
Travelling wave tubes 8540.79
Travertine, further worked than roughly split or squared 68.02
Travertine, unworked or roughly split 26.15
Trays, dishes, plates, cups and the like, of paper or  

paperboard 4823.6
Trays, for paper or pens of base metal 8304.00
Trees, shrubs and bushes, edible fruit or nut 0602.20
Triacs 85.41
Triammonium phosphates 2835.21
Triangles, musical 9206.00
Trichloroethylene 2903.22
Tricycles, not motorised 87.12
Tricycles, toy 95.03
Triethanolamine 2922.13
Trimming making machines 8447.90
Trimmings of textile materials, without embroidery (excl.  

knitted or crocheted) 5808.90
Tripolite, activated 3802.90
Tripolite, not activated 2512.00
Trisodium phosphates 2835.29
Troughs, ceramic, for agricultural use 6909.90
Trousers and bib and brace overalls for men or boys (excl.  

knitted and crocheted) 6203.4
Trousers and bib and brace overalls for men or boys,  

knitted or crocheted 6103.4
Trousers and bib and brace overalls, for women and girls  

(excl. knitted or crocheted) 6204.6
Trousers and bib and brace overalls, for women or girls,  

knitted or crocheted 6104.6
Trucks, rail of tramway, self-propelled 86.03
Trucks, rail or tramway, not self-propelled 8605.00
True hemp tow or waste 5302.90
True hemp, raw or processed but not spun 53.02
Truffles, dried, whole, cut, sliced or in powder, but not  

further prepared 0712.39
Truffles, fresh or chilled 0709.59
Trumpets 9205.10
Trumpets, toy 95.03
Truncheons 9304.00
Trunk fittings and mountings of base metal 8302.49
Trunks 4202.1
T-shirts, knitted or crocheted 61.09
Tube fittings of iron or steel 73.07
Tube fittings without taps, cocks, valves etc, of aluminium 7609.00
Tube fittings without taps, cocks, valves etc, of copper  

and copper alloys 74.12
Tube mills 84.55
Tubes and tube fittings of asbestos-cement, or cellulose  

fibre-cement or the like 68.11
Tubes and tube fittings of lead 78.06

T—continued

Tubes and tube fittings of nickel and nickel alloys 75.07
Tubes and tube fittings of tin 80.07
Tubes and tube fittings of zinc 79.07
Tubes of aluminium and aluminium alloys 76.08
Tubes of aluminium for use in structures 7610.90
Tubes of base metal or of metal carbides coated or cored  

with flux material used for soldering, brazing, welding  
or deposition of metal or metal carbides 83.11

Tubes of copper and copper alloys 74.11
Tubes of iron or steel with an external diameter not  

exceeding 406.4 mm 73.06
Tubes of iron or steel with an external diameter which  

exceeds 406.4 mm 73.05
Tubes of unvulcanised rubber 4006.90
Tubes of vulcanised rubber 40.09
Tubes, and fittings therefor, of plastic 39.17
Tubes, brass 7411.21
Tubes, electric lighting 85.39
Tubes, glass, unworked 7002.3
Tubes, inner, of rubber 40.13
Tubes, open, of glass, for electric lamps, cathode-ray  

tubes and the like 70.11
Tubes, pipes and hoses, of ethylene polymer 3917.21
Tubes, pipes and hoses, of propylene polymer 3917.22
Tubes, pipes and hoses, of vinyl chloride polymer 3917.23
Tubes, refractory 69.03
Tubes, seamless, of iron or steel 73.04
Tubes, thermionic, cold cathode or photo-cathode 85.40
Tubing of textile materials 5909.00
Tubing, conduit, electrical, for insulating, fittings, of base  

metal lined with insulating material 85.47
Tubing, flexible, of base metal 83.07
Tubing, flexible, of copper or copper alloys 8307.90
Tubs and similar receptacles, ceramic, for agricultural use 6909.90
Tubs, wooden 4416.00
Tubular rivets of base metal 8308.20
Tufted carpet 57.03
Tufted textile fabrics 5802.30
Tufting machines 8447.90
Tufts prepared for broom or brush making 9603.90
Tugs and pusher craft 8904.00
Tulle making machines 8447.90
Tulles and other net fabrics 5804.10
Tung oil, crude or refined but not chemically modified 1515.90
Tungstates, metallic, inorganic, non-luminescent 2841.80
Tungsten articles 8101.99
Tungsten bars, rods, profiles, plates, sheets, strip and foil 8101.9
Tungsten halogen filament lamps 8539.21
Tungsten ores and concentrates 2611.00
Tungsten powders 8101.10
Tungsten waste and scrap 8101.97
Tungsten wire 8101.96
Tungsten, unwrought 8101.94
Tuning forks 9209.99
Tunnelling machinery 8430.3
Turbines for marine propulsion 8406.11
Turbines, gas 84.11
Turbines, hydraulic 84.10
Turbines, steam and other vapour 84.06
Turbo-jets 8411.1
Turbo-propellers 8411.2
Turmeric 0910.30
Turnbuckles of iron or steel, not cast 7326.90
Turning tools, interchangeable, for hand or machine tools 8207.80
Turntables, sound reproducing 8519.3
Turpentine and other terpenic oils produced by the  

treatment of coniferous woods 38.05
Tweezers 8203.20
Twine, of textile materials 56.07
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Twisting machines for textiles 8445.30
Tyndallometers 90.27
Type-founding machinery and apparatus 84.42
Type-setting and composing apparatus and equipment 84.42
Typewriter ribbons 9612.10
Typewriters 84.72
Tyre cord fabric or high tenacity yarn of nylon or other  

polyamides, polyesters or viscose rayon 59.02
Tyre flaps of rubber 4012.90
Tyre retreading machines 84.77
Tyre treads, interchangeable, of rubber 4012.90
Tyres, pneumatic, new, of rubber 40.11
Tyres, pneumatic, used or retreaded, of rubber 40.12
Tyres, solid or cushion, of rubber 4012.90

U

Ultramarine and preparations based thereon 3206.41
Ultra-sonic operated machine-tools for working any  

material by removal of material, other than machines of  
heading 84.86 8456.20

Ultrasonic welding or cutting machines and apparatus,  
other than machines of heading 84.86 85.15

Ultra-violet lamps 8539.40
Ultra-violet ray apparatus 9018.20
Umbrella frames 6603.20
Umbrella parts, trimmings and accessories 6603.90
Umbrellas and sun umbrellas 66.01
Under-carriages for helicopters and aeroplanes 8803.20
Underpants and briefs for men or boys (excl. knitted or  

crocheted) 6207.1
Underpants and briefs for men or boys, knitted or  

crocheted 6107.1
Underwater cameras 9006.30
Ungraded pearls, temporarily strung for convenience of  

transport 71.01
Ungraded synthetic or reconstructed precious or  

semi-precious stones, temporarily strung for  
convenience of transport 71.04

Unit construction machines 8457.20
Universal joints 84.83
Unrecorded media for sound or similar recording,  

prepared 85.23
Unrefined lead, unwrought 7801.99
Upright pianos 9201.10
Uranium 28.44
Uranium ores and concentrates 2612.10
Urea 3102.10
Urea and ammonium nitrate mixtures 3102.80
Urea resins, in primary forms; thiourea resins, in primary  

forms 3909.10
Urea-formaldehyde, in primary forms 3909.10
Ureines and their derivatives; salts thereof 2924.21
Urinals, ceramic 69.10
Used clothing 6309.00

V

Vaccines 30.02
Vacuum cleaners, with self-contained electric motor,  

domestic-type 85.08
Vacuum flask or other vacuum vessel glass inners 70.20
Vacuum flasks and other vacuum vessels, complete with  

cases 9617.00
Vacuum moulding machines for rubber or plastics, other  

than machines of heading 84.86 84.77
Vacuum pumps 84.14
Valances for beds or curtains 63.03
Valeric acids, their salts and esters 2915.60
Valve springs for automobiles, of iron or steel 73.20

V—continued

Valves for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like 84.81
Valves, thermionic, cold cathode or photo-cathode 85.40
Vanadium and articles of vanadium; waste and scrap  

thereof 8112.9
Vanadium ores and concentrates 2615.90
Vanadium oxides and hydroxides 2825.30
Vanilla 0905.00
Vanillin 2912.41
Vanity-cases 4202.1
Vans, rail or tramway, for goods, not self-propelled 86.06
Vans, rail or tramway, for luggage, not self-propelled 8605.00
Vans, rail or tramway, self-propelled 86.03
Varnish removers, organic, composite 3814.00
Varnishes based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, in a  

non-aqueous medium 3208.20
Varnishes based on acrylic or vinyl polymers, in an  

aqueous medium 3209.10
Varnishes based on polyesters, in a non-aqueous medium 3208.10
Vat dyes, synthetic, organic and preparations based  

thereon 3204.15
Vats and similar containers, of plastic 39.25
Vats of aluminium capacity exceeding 300 l 7611.00
Vats of iron or steel, of a capacity exceeding 300 l 7309.00
Vats, wooden 4416.00
Vegetable alkaloids 29.39
Vegetable carving material, worked and articles of  

vegetable carving material 9602.00
Vegetable fats and oils, chemically modified 15.18
Vegetable fats and oils, hydrogenated, inter-esterified,  

re-esterified or elaidinised 1516.20
Vegetable hair, for stuffing or use as padding 1402.90
Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily as stuffing or  

as padding 14.04
Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for plaiting 14.01
Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily in brooms or  

in brushes 14.04
Vegetable mixtures, frozen 0710.90
Vegetable oils and fats extraction machinery 84.79
Vegetable origin colouring matter and preparations based  

thereon 3203.00
Vegetable parchment, in rolls or sheets 4806.10
Vegetable pitch 3807.00
Vegetable saps and extracts 1302.1
Vegetable textile fibres Ch 53
Vegetable, dried, whole, cut, sliced, broken or in powder  

but not further prepared 07.12
Vegetable, frozen 07.10
Vegetable, fruit or nut preparation machinery 84.38
Vegetable, fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants,  

prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic acid 20.01
Vegetables provisionally preserved 07.11
Vehicles for transportation of goods 87.04
Vehicles, motor, other than public-transport type 87.03
Vehicles, motor, passenger, public-transport type,  

designed for the transport of 10 persons or more 87.02
Vehicles, special purpose type 87.05
Vending machines, automatic 84.76
Veneer sheets 44.08
Veneered wood panels 44.12
Venetian blinds of aluminium 7616.90
Venetian blinds, of plastic 3925.30
Vermiculite, exfoliated 6806.20
Vermiculite, unexpanded 2530.10
Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavoured with  

plants or aromatic substances 22.05
Very pistols 9303.90
Vessels for breaking up 8908.00
Vessels, the navigability of which is subsidiary to their  

main function 89.05
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Vests (excl. babies’ vests), knitted or crocheted 61.09
Vests for men and boys (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6207.9
Veterinary furniture 94.02
Veterinary instruments and apparatus 90.18
Vices hand 8205.70
Video games of a kind used with a television receiver 9504.10
Video monitor cathhode-ray tubes 8540.1
Video monitors and projectors 85.28
Video recording or reproducing apparatus 85.21
Video tapes, prepared but unrecorded 85.23
Video tapes, recorded 85.23
Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar obtained from acetic  

acid 2209.00
Vinyl acetate monomer 2915.32
Vinyl acetate polymers, in primary forms 3905.1
Vinyl chloride 2903.21
Vinyl chloride polymer floor coverings 3918.10
Vinyl chloride polymer monofilament of which any  

cross-sectional dimension exceeds 1 mm 3916.20
Vinyl chloride polymer plates, sheets, film, foil and strip,  

other than goods of heading 30.06 3921.12
Vinyl chloride polymer plates, sheets, film, foil and strip,  

other than self-adhesive, non-cellular and not combined  
with other materials, other than goods of heading 30.06 3920.4

Vinyl chloride polymer rods, sticks and profile shapes, not  
further worked than surface worked 3916.20

Vinyl chloride polymer tubes, pipes and hoses 3917.23
Vinyl chloride polymer wall or ceiling coverings 3918.10
Vinyl chloride polymers waste, scrap and parings 3915.30
Vinyl chloride polymers, in primary forms 39.04
Vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymers, in primary forms 3904.30
Vinyl ester polymers, in primary forms 39.05
Vinyl polymer based paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers  

and glosses, in a non-aqueous medium 3208.20
Vinyl polymer based paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers  

and glosses, in an aqueous medium 3209.10
Vinyl polymers, in primary forms 39.05
Vinylidene chloride polymers, in primary forms 3904.50
Violins 9202.10
Violins, toy 95.03
Viscose rayon tyre cord fabric 5902.90
Viscosity improvers 38.11
Viscosity measuring or checking instruments and  

apparatus 90.27
Visual signalling apparatus, electrical 85.31
Vitamins and their derivatives 29.36
Vitrifiable enamels 3207.20
V-jointed wood 44.09
Vodka 2208.60
Voltage limiters for a voltage exceeding 1000 volts 8535.40
Voltage measuring or checking instruments and apparatus 90.30
Vulanised rubber tubes, pipes and hoses 40.09
Vulcanised rubber articles for hygienic or pharmaceutical  

use 40.14
Vulcanised rubber articles of apparel and clothing 40.15
Vulcanised rubber articles, inflatable 40.16
Vulcanised rubber conveyor or transmission belts or  

belting 40.10
Vulcanised rubber plates, sheets, strip, rods and profile  

shapes 40.08
Vulcanised rubber thread and cord 4007.00

W

Wadding of textile materials and articles thereof 56.01
Wadding, cellulose 4803.00
Wadding, cellulose, coated, impregnatred, covered,  

surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed 48.11
Wadding, for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary  

purposes 30.05

W—continued

Wadding, impregnated, coated or covered with soap or  
detergent 3401.10

Waffles and wafers 1905.30
Wagon handling equipment for mines or railways 8428.90
Wagons, rail or tramway, for goods, not self-propelled 86.06
Waistcoats and similar articles (excl. babies’ types),  

knitted or crocheted 61.10
Walking sticks and seat-sticks 6602.00
Wall clocks 9105.2
Wall coverings of textiles 5905.00
Wall fans 84.14
Wall lights 94.05
Wall or ceiling coverings of plastic 39.18
Wall tiles, ceramic, glazed 69.08
Wall tiles, ceramic, unglazed 69.07
Wallaby furskin, raw, whole 4301.80
Wallets 4202.3
Wallpaper and similar wall coverings 48.14
Wallpaper base, uncoated 4802.40
Walnuts, fresh or dried 0802.3
Warehouse works trucks, self-propelled 87.09
Warships 8906.10
Wash basins and wash basin pedestals, ceramic 69.10
Wash basins of stainless steel 73.24
Wash-basins of plastic 3922.10
Washers and other seals of vulcanised rubber 4016.93
Washers of aluminium 7616.10
Washers of copper 7415.21
Washers of iron or steel 7318.2
Washing machines for yarns or woven fabrics or textile  

articles 84.51
Washing machines, household and laundry-type 84.50
Washing preparations and surface-active preparations 34.02
Waste and scrap of aluminium 7602.00
Waste and scrap of lead 7802.00
Waste and scrap of magnesium 8104.20
Waste and scrap of molybdenum 8102.97
Waste and scrap of nickel 7503.00
Waste and scrap of paper and paperboard 47.07
Waste and scrap of tantalum 8103.10
Waste and scrap of tin 8002.00
Waste and scrap of tungsten 8101.97
Waste and scrap of zinc 7902.00
Waste and scrap wood 4401.30
Waste and scrap, ferrous 72.04
Waste copper 7404.00
Waste disposers, kitchen, with self-contained electric  

motor, domestic-type 8509.80
Waste of cotton 52.02
Waste of glass 7001.00
Waste of hard rubber 4017.00
Waste of leather and composition leather 4115.20
Waste of man-made fibres 55.05
Waste of plastics 39.15
Waste of precious metal or of metal clad with precious  

metal 71.12
Waste of wool or animal hair 51.03
Waste oil 2710.99
Waste rubber 4004.00
Watch bands 91.13
Watch cases and parts thereof 91.11
Watch glasses 7015.90
Watch movements 91.10
Watch movements, complete and assembled, without  

cases 91.08
Watch parts 91.14
Watch straps, bands and bracelets and parts thereof 91.13
Watchbands or bracelets, base metal, whether or not  

plated with precious metal 7117.19
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Watches, of all kinds, not of precious metal or of metal  
clad with precious metal 91.02

Watches, of all kinds, with case of precious metal or metal  
clad with precious metal 91.01

Water boilers, super-heated 8402.20
Water closet pans, ceramic 69.10
Water gas generators 84.05
Water heaters, instantaneous or storage, electric 8516.10
Water heaters, instantaneous or storage, non-electric 84.19
Water meters, for supply 9028.20
Water pigments, prepared, of a kind used for finishing  

leather 3210.00
Water purifying or filtering apparatus 84.21
Water thinned paints based on polymers in an aqueous  

medium 32.09
Water wheels 84.10
Watermelons, fresh 0807.10
Waterproof footwear with outer soles and uppers of  

rubber or of plastics 64.01
Waters, containing added sugar or other sweetening  

matter, or flavoured 22.02
Waters, not containing sweetening matter, nor flavoured 22.01
Water-skis 9506.2
Water-sports equipment 9506.2
Watertube boilers 8402.1
Wattle extract 3201.20
Wax articles, moulded or carved 9602.00
Wax coated, impregnated or covered paper and  

paperboard Ch. 48
Wax, dental 3407.00
Wax, paraffin 27.12
Wax, peat 2712.90
Wax, petroleum 2712.90
Wax, slack 2712.90
Waxes of chemically modified lignite 3404.90
Waxes of polyethylene glycol 3404.20
Waxes, artificial or prepared 34.04
Waxes, bee or insect 15.21
Waxes, mineral 2712.90
Waxes, vegetable 15.21
Way-type unit head machines 8459.10
Weapons, military 9301.00
Weather balloons, complete 88.01
Weaving machines 84.46
Weed killers 38.08
Weeders 84.32
Weighing machine weights 8423.90
Weighing machinery 84.23
Weights for weighing machinery 8423.90
Welding electrodes and rods, core and coating  

preparations 3810.90
Welding machinery and apparatus 84.68
Welding machines, electric, laser or other light or photon  

beam, electron beam, magnetic pulse or plasma arc,  
other than machines of heading 84.86 85.15

Welding powders and pastes 3810.10
Welding wire, rods, tubes, plates, electrodes and similar  

products, of base metal, cored or coated with flux  
material 83.11

Wet cell batteries, primary 85.06
Wheat bran, sharps and other residues 2302.30
Wheat gluten 1109.00
Wheat, durum, unmilled 1001.10
Wheat, unmilled 1001.90
Wheelchairs 87.13
Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children 95.03
Wheels and parts thereof for locomotives 8607.1
Wheels, road, for vehicles 8708.70
Whey 0404.10

W—continued

Whips, riding crops and the like 6602.00
Whiskies 2208.30
Whistles 9208.90
Whiteboards 9610.00
Wickerwork of plaiting materials 46.02
Wicks and candles for use as insecticides 38.08
Wicks of textiles, for lamps, stoves, lighters, candles or  

the like 5908.00
Wig hair, prepared, of wool, animal hair or textile  

materials 6703.00
Wigs 67.04
Winches 84.25
Wind instruments 92.05
Wind-cheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles for men  

or boys (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6201.9
Wind-cheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles for men  

or boys, knitted or crocheted 61.01
Wind-cheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles for  

women or girls (excl. knitted and crocheted) 6202.9
Wind-cheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles, for  

women or girls, knitted or crocheted 61.02
Winding machines for textiles 8445.40
Winding wire, insulated, anodised, enamelled or  

lacquered 85.44
Window dressing displays, animated 9618.00
Window fans 84.14
Window fittings and mountings of base metal 8302.41
Window frames, wooden 4418.10
Window transparencies of paper 48.14
Windows and their frames of aluminium 7610.10
Windows and their frames of iron or steel 7308.30
Windows and their frames of plastic 3925.20
Windscreen wipers electrical, for motor vehicles 8512.40
Wine 22.04
Wine lees 2307.00
Wine presses, crushes and similar machinery 84.35
Wine, sparkling 2204.10
Wipers, windscreen, electric, for motor vehicles 8512.40
Wire coil-winders, electric 84.79
Wire mesh of iron or steel 73.14
Wire nails of iron or steel 7317.00
Wire of agglomerated base metal 8311.90
Wire of alloy steel 72.29
Wire of aluminium and aluminium alloys 76.05
Wire of base metal or of metal carbides, coated or cored  

with flux material, used for soldering, brazing, welding  
or deposition of metal or metal carbides 83.11

Wire of base metal, cored with flux material and used for  
electric arc-welding 8311.20

Wire of base metal, cored with flux material, for  
soldering, brazing or welding by flame 8311.30

Wire of copper and copper alloys 74.08
Wire of iron or non-alloy steel 72.17
Wire of lead 78.06
Wire of molybdenum 8102.96
Wire of nickel 7505.2
Wire of stainless steel 7223.00
Wire of tin 8003.00
Wire of tungsten 8101.96
Wire of zinc 7904.00
Wire working machines 8463.30
Wire, barbed, of iron or steel 7313.00
Wire, brass 7408.21
Wire, insulated, anodised, enamelled or laquered  

insulation 85.44
Wire, stranded, of aluminium, not electrically insulated 76.14
Wire, stranded, of copper, not electrically insulated 7413.00
Wire, stranded, of iron or steel, not electrically insulated 7312.10
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Wire, twisted hoop, single flat and loosely twisted double  
wire, of iron or steel, used for fencing 7313.00

Wire-bars of refined copper, unwrought 7403.12
Wiring sets of a kind used in vehicles, aircraft or ships,  

insulated 8544.30
Wolfram - see tungsten 81.01
Women’s or girls’ blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses (excl.  

knitted or crocheted) 62.06
Women’s or girls’ blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses, knitted  

or crocheted 61.06
Women’s or girls’ overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks,  

anoraks, wind-cheaters and similar articles (excl.  
knitted or crocheted) 62.02

Women’s or girls’ overcoats, car-coats, capes, cloaks,  
anoraks, wind-cheaters and similar articles, knitted or  
crocheted 61.02

Women’s or girls’ singlets and other vests, slips,  
petticoats, briefs, panties, nightdresses, pyjamas,  
negliges etc (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.08

Women’s or girls’ slips, petticoats, briefs, panties,  
nightdresses, pyjamas, negliges, bathrobes and similar  
articles, knitted or crocheted 61.08

Women’s or girls’ suits, ensembles, jackets, dresses,  
skirts, divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls,  
shorts and breeches (excl. knitted or crocheted) 62.04

Women’s or girls’ suits, ensembles, jackets, dresses,  
skirts, divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls,  
shorts, breeches, knitted or crocheted 61.04

Women’s or girls’ swimwear (excl. knitted or crocheted) 6211.12
Women’s or girls’ swimwear, knitted or crocheted 6112.4
Wood charcoal 44.02
Wood creosote 3807.00
Wood flour 4405.00
Wood for parquet flooring 44.09
Wood naphtha 3807.00
Wood oil produced by the treatment of coniferous woods 3805.10
Wood polish 3405.20
Wood pulp, chemical, dissolving grades 4702.00
Wood pulp, chemical, soda or sulphate 47.03
Wood pulp, chemical, sulphite 47.04
Wood pulp, mechanical 4701.00
Wood pulp, semi-chemical 47.05
Wood sawdust 4401.30
Wood sawn lengthwise not exceeding 6 mm 44.08
Wood sawn lengthwise, thickness exceeding 6 mm 44.07
Wood screws of iron or steel 7318.1
Wood tar and wood tar oils 3807.00
Wood testing machines and appliances 9024.80
Wood waste and scrap 4401.30
Wood waste panels, boards, tiles, blocks and similar  

articles, agglomerated with cement, plaster or other  
mineral binders 6808.00

Wood wool 4405.00
Wood working machine-tools 84.65
Wood working tools, hand-operated 8205.30
Wood, continuously shaped along any of its faces or edges 44.09
Wood, densified 4413.00
Wood, for fuel 44.01
Wood, in the rough 44.03
Wood, inlaid 4420.90
Wooden boot and shoe lasts 4417.00
Wooden caskets and cases for jewellery, cutlery and  

similar articles 4420.90
Wooden casks, barrels, vats, tubs and other coopers’  

products 4416.00
Wooden clothes hangers 4421.10
Wooden frames for paintings, photographs, mirrors, etc 4414.00
Wooden furniture 94.03

W—continued

Wooden packing cases, boxes, crates, drums and similar  
packings 4415.10

Wooden pallets, box pallets and other load boards 4415.20
Wooden piles, stakes and pickets 44.04
Wooden statuettes and ornaments 4420.10
Wooden sticks 44.04
Wooden tableware and kitchenware 4419.00
Wooden tools, tool bodies, tool handles, broom or brush  

bodies and handles 4417.00
Wool grease and fatty substances derived therefrom 15.05
Wool noils, not carded or combed 5103.10
Wool of iron or steel 7323.10
Wool of slag or rock and similar mineral wools 6806.10
Wool prepared for use in making wigs 6703.00
Wool tops 5105.29
Wool waste 51.03
Wool, glass, and articles thereof 70.19
Wool, sheep’s or lambs’, carbonised 5101.30
Wool, sheep’s or lambs’, carded or combed 51.05
Wool, sheep’s or lambs’, degreased 5101.2
Wool, sheep’s or lambs’, garnetted stock 5104.00
Wool, sheep’s or lambs’, greasy, not carded or combed 5101.1
Wool, wood 4405.00
Woollen blankets 6301.20
Woollen carpet, tufted 5703.10
Woollen carpets, knotted 5701.10
Woollen carpets, woven, not tufted or flocked 57.02
Woollen fabrics Ch 51
Word-processing machines 8469.10
Work holders, other than machines of heading 84.86 8466.20
Work shops, mobile, motorised 8705.90
Works trucks fitted with a crane 84.26
Works trucks fitted with lifting or handling equipment 84.27
Works trucks, self-propelled, not fitted with lifting or  

handling equipment, for short distance transport of  
goods 87.09

Worn clothing and other worn articles 6309.00
Woven fabrics containing 85% or more by weight of  

cotton, weighing more than 200 grams per square metre 52.09
Woven fabrics containing 85% or more by weight of  

cotton, weighing not more than 200 grams per square  
metre 52.08

Woven fabrics containing 85% or more by weight of  
synthetic staple fibres 55.12

Woven fabrics containing less than 85% by weight of  
cotton, mixed with man-made fibres, weighing more  
than 200 grams per square metre 52.11

Woven fabrics containing less than 85% by weight of  
cotton, mixed with man-made fibres, weighing not  
more than 200 grams per square metre 52.10

Woven fabrics containing less than 85% by weight of  
synthetic staple fibres, mixed with cotton, weight  
exceeding 170 grams per square metre 55.14

Woven fabrics containing less than 85% by weight of  
synthetic staple fibres, mixed with cotton, weight not  
exceeding 170 grams per square metre 55.13

Woven fabrics of artificial filament yarn 54.08
Woven fabrics of artificial staple fibres 55.16
Woven fabrics of carded wool or carded fine animal hair 51.11
Woven fabrics of coarse animal hair 5113.00
Woven fabrics of combed wool or combed fine animal  

hair 51.12
Woven fabrics of cotton, nes 52.12
Woven fabrics of glass 70.19
Woven fabrics of metal thread and woven fabrics of  

metallised yarn of 56.05 5809.00
Woven fabrics of silk or silk waste 50.07
Woven fabrics of synthetic filament yarn 54.07
Woven fabrics of synthetic staple fibres, nes 55.15
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Woven pile and chenille fabrics 58.01
Wrapping machinery 84.22
Wrapping paper, sulphite, uncoated 4805.30
Wrenches, hand-operated 8204.1
Wrenches, tap 8205.59
Writing brushes 9603.00
Writing chalk 9609.90
Writing compendiums of paper and paperboard  

containing an assortment of paper stationery 4817.30
Writing ink 3215.90
Writing paper and paperboard, coated with inorganic  

substances 48.10
Writing paper and paperboard, nesoi Ch. 48
Writing paper and paperboard, uncoated 48.02

X

Xanthates 2930.90
X-ray based apparatus 9022.1
X-ray examination or treatment tables or chairs 9022.90
X-ray generators 9022.90
X-ray photographic film in rolls, sensitised, unexposed, of  

any material 3702.10
X-ray photographic film in the flat, sensitised, unexposed,  

of any material 3701.10
X-ray tubes 9022.30
Xylene isomers, mixed, chemically or commercially pure 2902.44
Xylenes, chemically or commerically pure 2902.4
Xylenes, not chemically or commercially pure 2707.30
Xylenols, chemically or commercially pure 2907.19
Xylenols, not chemically or commercially pure 2707.99
Xylole, not chemically or commercially pure 2707.30
Xylophones 9206.00
Xylophones, toy 95.03

Y

Yacht fittings and parts of iron or steel, not cast 7326.90
Yachts 8903.91
Yarn impregnated, coated, covered or sheathed with  

rubber or plastics 56.04
Yarn of artificial filament, not put up for retail sale 54.03
Yarn of artificial staple fibres, not put up for retail sale 55.10
Yarn of carded wool, not put up for retail sale 51.06
Yarn of coarse animal hair 5110.00
Yarn of coconut and abaca 53.08
Yarn of combed wool, not put up for retail sale 51.07
Yarn of cotton containing 85% or more by weight of  

cotton, not put up for retail sale 52.05
Yarn of cotton containing less than 85% by weight of  

cotton, not put up for retail sale 52.06
Yarn of cotton, put up for retail sale 52.07
Yarn of fine animal hair, not put up for retail sale 51.03
Yarn of flax 53.06
Yarn of jute 53.07

Y—continued

Yarn of man-made filament, put up for retail sale 54.06
Yarn of man-made staple fibres, put up for retail sale 55.11
Yarn of paper 5308.30
Yarn of synthetic filament, not put up for retail sale 54.02
Yarn of synthetic staple fibres, not put up for retail sale 55.09
Yarn of textile bast fibres 53.07
Yarn of true hemp 5308.20
Yarn of vegetable textile fibres 53.08
Yarn of wool or fine animal hair, put up for retail sale 51.09
Yarn or thread of asbestos or asbestos and magnesium  

carbonate based mixtures 6812.20
Yarn spun from silk waste, not put up for retail sale 5005.00
Yarn waste of cotton 5202.10
Yarn, chenille 5606.00
Yarn, gimped 5606.00
Yarn, glass, and articles thereof 70.19
Yarn, metallised 5605.00
Yarn, silk, not put up for retail sale 5004.00
Yarn, silk, put up for retail sale 5006.00
Yeasts, active 2102.10
Yeasts, inactive 2102.20
Yogurt 0403.10
Yttrium compounds, inorganic or organic 2846.90
Yttrium whether or not mixed or alloyed with rare-earth  

metals 2805.30

Z

Zinc articles 79.07
Zinc bars, rods, profiles and wire 7904.00
Zinc chloride 2827.39
Zinc chromates 2841.50
Zinc dust, powders and flakes 79.03
Zinc gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other  

fabricated building 7907.10
Zinc hydroxide 2825.90
Zinc ores and concentrates 2608.00
Zinc oxide and peroxide 2817.00
Zinc oxide, impure 3206.49
Zinc oxide, natural or zincite 2608.00
Zinc plates, sheets, strip and foil 7905.00
Zinc sulphates 2833.29
Zinc sulphide based pigments and preparations 3206.42
Zinc sulphide, artificial, unmixed and non-activated 2830.90
Zinc tubes, pipes and tube or pipe fittings 79.07
Zinc waste and scrap 7902.00
Zinc, unwrought 79.01
Zippers 96.07
Zirconium and articles of zirconium 81.09
Zirconium dioxides 2825.60
Zirconium ores and concentrates 2615.10
Zirconium powders 8109.20
Zoological collections or collectors’ pieces 9705.00
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